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Lord Hylton (CB): Will the Government publicise
the available arrangements for discretionary payments
and emergency payments so that those who are eligible
for them do know?

2.30 pm
Prayers—read by the Lord Bishop of Southwark.

Introduction: The Lord Bishop of Oxford
2.37 pm
Steven John Lindsey, Lord Bishop of Oxford, was
introduced and took the oath, supported by the Bishop
of Norwich and the Bishop of Southwark, and signed
an undertaking to abide by the Code of Conduct.

Universal Credit
Question
2.39 pm
Asked by Baroness Lister of Burtersett
To ask Her Majesty’s Government what assessment
they have made of the combined impact, to date, of
the payment of universal credit monthly in arrears
and the seven-day waiting period before it can be
claimed.
The Minister of State, Department for Work and
Pensions (Lord Freud) (Con): I recognise the concern
about impact, especially about arrears, as we discussed
last week, but many claimants come to UC with final
earnings to support them until their first payment and
often find work quickly. Waiting days apply to those
most likely to find work and various claimant support
initiatives are available, including advances, dedicated
work coaches and budgeting support. DWP is keeping
a close eye on this area and hopes to publish data later
this year.
Baroness Lister of Burtersett (Lab): My Lords, in
the survey of council home providers to which my
noble friend Lord McKenzie referred last week, 100%
of respondents cited the six-week wait for the first UC
payment as a key factor in rent arrears. It is also a
factor in food bank referrals. Will the Minister now, as
a first step, remove the seven-day waiting period, as
called for by the National Federation of ALMOS and
ARCH, bearing in mind that his department’s data
show that lower-paid workers are more likely to be
paid weekly and not have savings to fall back on?
Lord Freud: I am looking at this area. The figures
have to be looked at very carefully to see what they are
really showing us. We are looking at a group going to
UC who are changing their circumstances. The difference
between what happens to them as they go on to
housing benefit compared with the legacy benefits is
not as great as I initially thought. But I am taking this
seriously and I will look at it personally with the
department to ensure that we get the right answer.

Lord Freud: We do publicise them. In UC, we
probably do not publicise the advances available enough,
and I am looking at making that information more
available on screen and automatic, rather than through
a conversation—so that is a good point.
Baroness Sherlock (Lab): You certainly do not publish
them very well. In 2010-11, more than 1 million people
applied for crisis loans. In the year to September 2015,
that was down to 140,000 people applying for the
equivalent advances.
Did the Minister see the research out today by the
IFS which showed what the House has been telling
him for a long time: two-thirds of the poor are now in
households where somebody is in work? If those people
are paid weekly, they are already poor. If they lose
their job and apply for universal credit, they have to
wait six weeks before they get a penny. As my noble
friend said, they get nothing for the first week. Can the
Minister not see that that is setting them up to fail?
Lord Freud: As I said, I am looking at this area. It is
not as simple as some of the figures might make you
think. I, too, read the IFS research with great interest.
Inequality among children has fallen very steeply since
the mid-1990s, most of it post the recession. Whenever
the IFS says anything nice, I really appreciate it. It said
that the important reason was a remarkable fall in the
share of children in workless households. Indeed, we
have half a million fewer since 2010.
Lord Kirkwood of Kirkhope (LD): Will the Minister
confirm that, if my history is right, he is the single
surviving Minister since 2010 holding down the same
office in government, promoting the interests of universal
credit? Is this because the subject area is so complicated,
or maybe because he is unpaid? Do any of the 11 pilots
currently being mounted by the department address
the issue raised by the noble Lord, Lord Hylton,
which is important? Packages of support and advance
payments are available, but this does not seem to be
communicated to the people who need them most. I
hope that the Minister will stay in his position for
some time yet.
Lord Freud: I thank the noble Lord. His sums on
this are right, although, along with him, I am not sure
whether that is a compliment or the opposite. With the
figures that we are looking at, we are disentangling
legacy systems—which are pretty odd in themselves—from
the new system. One fact about the very big ALMO
figures is that ALMOs want rent a week in advance, so
it is not surprising that a lot of people are in arrears
when you compare them with housing associations,
which take the rent four weeks in arrears. That is the
kind of thing that I have to disentangle.
Lord Flight (Con): My Lords, the issue has been
raised before, but housing associations, as well as
councils, are suffering major rent arrears. When the
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Government have sorted out the meaning of all the
data, I would just ask that they do not rule out
returning to providing direct payment of housing subsidies
to landlords, because clearly it is a problem for housing
associations if they are short of income. I add my
congratulations to the Minister for remaining in seat.

Lord Freud: Let me be absolutely clear why we are
doing this. It is of course very convenient for housing
associations to be paid directly by the state, but it is
incredibly inconvenient for claimants to then move
from being out of work to being in work. Our whole
drive is to break that barrier and get rid of all those
artificial barriers to people going into work. It is
something that we need to work on and get right, so
that the transformation is made easily. The basic,
underlying philosophy is more important than the
convenience of housing associations.
Lord Foulkes of Cumnock (Lab): When did the
Minister last meet one of these claimants in person?
Lord Freud: Oh, last week.
Lord Forsyth of Drumlean (Con): My Lords, given
that the Prime Minister made a statement, on entering
the doors of No. 10, that she would be on the side of
people struggling to make ends meet, would it not be
wise for the Minister to address this problem urgently
with a view to finding a solution?
Lord Freud: To be clear, the Prime Minister, who I
have worked for directly, treats this area as very important,
which I am really pleased about. We are paying real
attention, at speed, to sorting out these matters. As I
said, one can brandish the figures around, but they do
not necessarily tell you what you think they do.

BBC: Royal Charter
Question
2.47 pm
Asked by Lord Stevenson of Balmacara
To ask Her Majesty’s Government to what form
of parliamentary scrutiny they intend to submit the
draft Royal Charter of the BBC.
TheParliamentaryUnder-Secretaryof State,Department
for Culture, Media and Sport (Lord Ashton of Hyde)
(Con): My Lords, the Government are engaged in
constructive discussions with the BBC about the draft
charter and framework agreement. Our current plan is
for debates on the draft charter and agreement to be
held in both Houses in October, subject to other business.
We plan to publish the draft charter and agreement in
September, well in advance of these debates.
Lord Stevenson of Balmacara (Lab): I congratulate
the Minister on his new appointment and look forward
to working with him. Following the biggest consultation
response ever received, the Government can be in no
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doubt that the people of this country want the BBC to
be independent and its freedom to inform, educate
and entertain across all its services to be protected.
The Minister will recall that 10 years ago the then
Secretary of State, my noble friend Lady Jowell, offered
both Houses the chance to debate the final draft BBC
charter and agreement on a divisible Motion. Can we
expect a similar arrangement this time round?
Lord Ashton of Hyde: My Lords, the Government
will hold take-note debates in both Houses, in line
with what was done for the last charter review, which
reflects the importance of the BBC’s independence.
The current plan is to hold a debate in this House in
October, subject to other parliamentary business. If
Members of the House wish to vote on the charter,
they are free to do so on their own initiative, following
the usual procedures.
Lord Lester of Herne Hill (LD): My Lords, I wonder
whether I can persuade the Minister and the Government
to accelerate the programme slightly. I believe the
Digital Economy Bill, which is before the other place,
is due to have its Second Reading in September. It is
impossible to understand Clauses 75 and 76 of that
Bill unless one sees the draft charter and the framework
agreement, as the Explanatory Notes make pretty
clear. Although it is not in this House but in the other
place, like many I am concerned that it is important
for Members of both Houses to be able to understand
what those clauses mean. In particular, there is a
rather threatening clause about Ofcom. According to
the Explanatory Notes, Ofcom, “in its new role”, will
be able to,
“regulate all of the BBC’s activities”.

If that is right, and that includes content, it is chilling.
That is why it is very important to see the draft
charter—if possible on its own, although I would
prefer it with the framework agreement—sooner rather
than later.
Lord Ashton of Hyde: My Lords, I apologise: I
should have thanked the noble Lord for his kind
words. As far as the timing is concerned, the draft
charter will be published with the framework agreement
in September. That is the current plan. I doubt very
much that it will be before September. There is still
work to be done. I understand the implications and
the linkage with the Digital Economy Bill. We aim to
allow ample time after the draft framework and charter
have been published to allow the noble Lord and
others to look at it carefully. My department is happy
to have individual discussions with noble Lords.
Lord Best (CB): My Lords, I speak as chairman of
the Communications Committee of your Lordships’
House. The committee was very keen that the new
charter be for a period of 11 years to take it out of
politics and to give real freedom to the BBC. Can the
Minister confirm that the five-year interim review of
the charter will not reopen the Pandora’s box of all the
things that we hope are put to bed but will concern
itself exclusively with regulation and governance matters
and will not be—to mix my metaphors—a sword of
Damocles hanging over the BBC for the next five years?
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Lord Ashton of Hyde: My Lords, I am grateful to
the noble Lord for the work he does on this subject—he
has done a bit more than I have at the moment. As far
as the mid-term review is concerned, I think he will be
reassured when he sees the draft framework. The plan
that has been announced is that it will not affect the
mission, public purposes or financing of the BBC. It
will be a health check, principally on the governance
of the BBC.
The Lord Bishop of Southwark: My Lords, does the
Minister agree that the building of religious literacy
and the understanding of diverse communities within
our nation should be a foundational part of the statutory
duty of the BBC, mindful of the need for global and
domestic cohesion?
Lord Ashton of Hyde: My Lords, I agree with the
right reverend Prelate that that is of crucial importance.
We have not seen the draft charter framework agreement
yet, and I hope that the right reverend Prelate will be
happy when that happens. I agree that that is an
important matter for the BBC to consider, but I would
also say that we are very concerned not to get involved
with the editorial independence of the BBC.
Lord West of Spithead (Lab): Can the Minister
confirm that the DIS, the MoD, the FCO, the JIC and
the NCA are all happy with the plans for BBC monitoring?
Lord Ashton of Hyde: My Lords, I do not know all
those acronyms, but I am sure that they will be reassured
when the charter is published.
Lord Wigley (PC): My Lords, in view of the importance
of the BBC in the nations of Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland, and in view of the structure of the
BBC, can it be facilitated that there be debates in the
devolved Assemblies and Parliament on these matters
before final decisions are taken?
Lord Ashton of Hyde: My Lords, I am happy to say
that debates will take place in all the devolved Assemblies
before the debates in this House and the other place.
Viscount Colville of Culross (CB): My Lords, I
declare an interest as a BBC producer. In the White
Paper, the Government asked the BBC to put all
non-news programming out to competitive tender. At
the same time, BBC programme-making has been
hived off to become an independent commercial entity.
Will the Minister tell the House whether the Government
intend the BBC, outside news, to become a broadcast
publisher on the lines of Channel 4?
Lord Ashton of Hyde: My Lords, I am afraid I am
not going to pre-empt what is in the draft charter. The
noble Viscount will see what is in the draft charter and
framework agreement, but I feel sure that he will be
reassured.

Housebuilding: Target
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Housebuilding: Target
Question
2.54 pm
Asked by Lord Shipley
To ask Her Majesty’s Government what assessment
they have made of their ability to achieve their
target of one million new homes by 2020.
TheParliamentaryUnder-Secretaryof State,Department
for Communities and Local Government and the Wales
Office (Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth) (Con): My Lords,
demand for new homes remains high, as does our
commitment to deliver 1 million more homes by 2020,
supported by the housebuilding sector and the reforms
that we have made and are making to the planning
system.
Lord Shipley (LD): My Lords, I am glad the Minister
has reminded the House that there was a commitment
in the Queen’s Speech to build 1 million new homes by
2020. I remind him that in the first year of that, well
under 200,000 homes were built and the new homebuilding
market seems to have stalled. In view of that, is it not
time for the Government to intervene and build more
social homes for rent?
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: My Lords, the number
of new homes built since the beginning of the Parliament
is 171,000, which is higher than the previous year. The
noble Lord is right that it was under 200,000, but it is
more than the average for the previous 2005-10 Parliament.
Obviously we are following the situation closely and
monitoring progress. My right honourable friend the
Secretary of State is meeting housebuilders today to
discuss the position. I reassure the House that a record
number of planning permissions—265,000 to March
2016—was given in the last year.
Lord Rooker (Lab): My Lords, the Government
and the wider public sector own land on which 2 million
homes could be built, but only 12% to 13% of the land
in England is actually built on. What is the problem?
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: My Lords, we are in
the process of releasing public land for housing. We
have released considerable tracts in Dover, Chichester,
the north of Cambridge and Gosport, for example,
and this work is continuing. The noble Lord is right to
draw the attention of the House to the issue.
Baroness Gardner of Parkes (Con): My Lords, in
view of the comments about the need for more social
housing, is the Minister aware that some boroughs,
such as the London Borough of Camden, to which I
spoke today, have simply said that anyone who has not
already lived there for five years, no matter how deserving
their cause, is not to be considered for social housing?
I was speaking about a very extreme case of a woman
well over 60. Is that common practice at the moment?
Is there simply a failure to offer, and a sudden changing
of the terms for social housing?
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Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: My Lords, clearly
there is a role for local authorities here, with which we
have dialogue. A considerable amount has been pledged
to affordable houses for rent. We are also in dialogue
with the Greater London Assembly and the mayor
about how we move this forward.
Lord Alton of Liverpool (CB): My Lords, how many
of the 171,000 houses were actually social housing? Of
the 1 million that are proposed, could the Minister
provide a breakdown, even if he cannot supply it
today, of the number of homes that will be social
housing compared with those that will be for sale,
what percentage of those for sale will be in the low-cost
homes category, and whether co-operative and self-build
housing forms part of the 1 million target figure?
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: My Lords, the 1 million
figure is of course made up of a range of sources.
Some 400,000 will be affordable houses while 200,000
will be starter homes, and it is right that there should
be a mix of types of housing. That is something the
Government are absolutely pledged to.
Lord Beecham (Lab): My Lords, I refer to my
interests as a member of Newcastle City Council, in
which the imposed reduction of 1% in council rents
will lead to a reduction of £28 million by 2020, which
would otherwise be invested in new housing and the
existing housing stock, and of £593 million over 30 years,
while £2.6 billion will be lost nationally to such investment
by 2020. What assessment have the Government made
of the impact on the new building of social housing,
council housing and the improvement of the existing stock
as a result of that decision to force rents to be reduced?
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: My Lords, as I have
indicated, we are watching very closely what the position
is regarding new build. We are committed to a range of
sources, including affordable houses for rent as well as
houses to buy. We should take account of the fact that,
I suspect, most if not all of us own our own houses, so
there is a concentration on helping people to buy their
homes. However, we are not blind to the need to encourage
the affordable housing for rent sector as well.
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Baroness Greengross (CB): My Lords, have the
Government taken into account the fact that demographic
change means that many older people live in unsuitable
housing, and that if planning permission was guaranteed
for more specialist housing with care for older people,
it would release a huge amount of property for younger
people—both rented and purchased and through local
authorities and housing associations—and would deal
with a lot of the problems we all face?
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: The noble Baroness
makes a valid point, which we have considered. Obviously
there are issues around encouraging people to move
out of accommodation which is larger than they need
but without in any way making them feel obliged to do
so, so these issues need to be handled with care. I
thank the noble Baroness for readdressing us to that
point, but we are considering it.
The Lord Bishop of St Albans: My Lords, the 2015
spending review announced £60 million of grants to
respond to the problem caused by second home ownership
in areas with desirable coastal and rural housing. The
aim was to provide affordable housing in perpetuity
for local families who would otherwise be priced out
of market. We were expecting an announcement on
that but certain events intervened recently. Can the
Minister assure us that this will go ahead and when it
will come on stream?
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: I thank the right
reverend Prelate for that point. He is absolutely right
that this is an issue. Local authorities, as I know from
Wales—this applies in England as well—have a power
to use council tax as a device to ensure that people pay
an additional amount on a second home. We are
looking at this; I will write to the right reverend
Prelate as regards progress on it and will make a copy
available in the Library.
Baroness Hamwee (LD): My Lords, do the Government
have a new homes strategy? If not, why not, and if
they do, what progress is being made with it? I declare
an interest as vice-president of the Town and Country
Planning Association.

“The current restrictions on the ability of local authorities to
borrow to build social housing are arbitrary and anomalous”.

Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: I thank the noble
Baroness for that question. Of course we have a new
homes strategy: we are committed to building 1 million
new homes in this Parliament, and measures are in
place. A £20 billion budget for housing over this
Parliament, which is a considerable amount, is partly
to encourage housebuilding but is also helping people
to buy and making money available for homes to rent.

Will he pursue this with the new Secretary of State to
see whether more homes might be built through that
route?

Council of the European Union:
UK Presidency

Lord Young of Cookham: My Lords, has my noble
friend had time to read the excellent report by the
Select Committee on Economic Affairs, Building More
Homes, which I hope we will have time to debate, and
has he seen the comment on page 75? It says:

Question
Lord Bourne of Aberystwyth: My Lords, I have had
the opportunity to look at the Select Committee report,
which obviously has just come out. The Government
will of course respond to it. It is an excellent report with
a range of recommendations, which we take seriously,
as does my right honourable friend the Secretary of State,
and of course we will pursue this with great vigour.

3.02 pm
Asked by Lord Cormack
To ask Her Majesty’s Government whether they
intend to take the Presidency of the Council of the
European Union in the second half of 2017.
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TheParliamentaryUnder-Secretaryof State,Department
for Exiting the European Union (Lord Bridges of Headley)
(Con): My Lords, we remain a full member of the EU
until negotiations are concluded, with the rights and
responsibilities this entails. Obviously, the outcome of
the referendum raises a number of issues, of which the
presidency is one, which we will want to discuss with
our European colleagues and come to an appropriate
decision on in a timely manner.
Lord Cormack (Con): My Lords, while I regret the
additional acronym on the Order Paper, I warmly
congratulate my noble friend on his well-deserved new
appointment. It is an extremely challenging one. I was
somewhat reassured by what he said, but I ask him not
to be so tentative. Is it not true that we are a full
member of the European Union until we cease to be a
full member? Would a man who announced that he
was going to retire at the age of 65 stop work at 64,
and if he did, would he not be roundly criticised for so
doing? We must accept all the obligations, meet all the
challenges, and indeed accept all the privileges that
membership brings, until we cease to be a member.

Council of the EU: UK Presidency
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Baroness Falkner of Margravine: I think we need
the Leader of the House to give us an idea of who should
be next.
The Lord Privy Seal (Baroness Evans of Bowes Park)
(Con): My Lords, it is the turn of the Liberal Democrats.
Baroness Falkner of Margravine: While the noble
Lord, Lord Bridges, is taking his time, does he accept
that it would be extremely difficult for the United
Kingdom to conduct a presidency if, under Article 50,
it is banned from taking part in certain meetings that
will inevitably have to happen during the presidency?
Does he also accept that the parliamentary authorities
will need to make arrangements—catering, venues
and functions, among many others—if we are to carry
out that presidency? Will the Government commit to
refunding the House if they make a very late decision
and contracts have to be cancelled?
Lord Bridges of Headley: I thank the noble Baroness
for those points. Those are exactly the kinds of things
that we need to take into consideration.

Lord Bridges of Headley: First, I thank my noble
friend for his comments. I am sorry that he does not
much like the acronym. I entirely agree that we will
and must continue to play our full role in the EU, as I
said, exercising the rights and observing the responsibilities
that our membership brings, and as your Lordships
will know, just yesterday we played an active role at
the Foreign Affairs Council. We will clarify our position
in due course. I am mindful of what my noble friend
has just said and of the wish for clarity that some
member states have expressed. We are considering the
options, but we have not had substantial talks on this
as yet.

Lord Cunningham of Felling: My Lords, why would
the United Kingdom not want to take up the
presidency—not just of the whole of the European
Union but of each Council of Ministers? It would give
us significant influence in those Council discussions
over a six-month period which will be crucial to the
negotiations for Britain leaving the European Union.
It would be madness not to take up this opportunity.

Lord Collins of Highbury (Lab): My Lords, I
congratulated the noble Lord yesterday—although I am
not sure how we pronounce DfEEU—and I think that
we have made some progress here today. When, on
27 June, the then Lord Privy Seal answered a similar
question, the response was, “Well, that will be decided
in the months ahead”, so we are now doing this in a
timely fashion. However, it is important that the
Government set out a clear timetable for these things
not only to reassure our European neighbours but to
reassure Parliament about our obligations as a member
of the EU.

Baroness McIntosh of Pickering (Con): My Lords,
will my noble friend think of the morale of those who
currently work for the European institutions? What
thought is being given to their exit strategy when the
European Union is left free of the United Kingdom?
Will they immediately come back to the British Civil
Service or will they have to leave the Civil Service
completely?

Lord Bridges of Headley: I thank the noble Lord
again— and by the way, I think he pronounced DfEEU
very well. I cannot go further right now on setting out
a timetable, but I absolutely understand what he says.
He is right to say that we need to respect the views of
our European partners. As I said, we are considering
our options and will do so in a timely fashion.
Baroness Falkner of Margravine (LD): My Lords—
Lord Cunningham of Felling (Lab): My Lords—

Lord Bridges of Headley: The noble Lord speaks
with great experience—far more than I have had after
only 36 hours in the job. I absolutely heed what he says
but, as I said, that is exactly why we are taking our
time to consider these matters.

Lord Bridges of Headley: My noble friend makes a
very good point. Obviously, there is a large reservoir
of talent and expertise in the EU among British citizens
who could play a considerable role and make a significant
contribution in the months and years ahead. We are
looking at that, but I cannot go any further at this
precise moment.
Lord Tomlinson (Lab): I suggest to the noble Lord
that, in the interests of consistency, which is always a
good facet in government, he now goes to the Statement
made after the last European Council meeting, repeated
by the noble Baroness, Lady Stowell, in this House. I
questioned her about that Statement and she insisted
that the words in it meant exactly what they said—that
we would play a full role, accepting all our obligations.
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Lord Bridges of Headley: We will play a full role,
exercising the rights and observing the responsibilities
that membership brings. However, on the presidency
itself, I have nothing further to say now.

Turkey
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Turkey
Statement
3.10 pm

Lord Judd (Lab): My Lords, is there not another
consideration that demands urgency in the Government’s
decision? Should we decide not to take the presidency,
there will be an awful lot of preparatory work to be
done by whichever country has that responsibility. Are
we completely egocentric?
Lord Bridges of Headley: No, my Lords. The noble
Lord also speaks with a lot of experience on these
matters. That is exactly why we need to make this
decision in a timely manner and after due consideration
of all the points that have been raised this afternoon.
Baroness Boothroyd (CB): My Lords, as we have no
Commissioner at the moment in Europe and we are
informed that we must continue as full members of
Europe, is it not right that we should appoint a new
Commissioner to that organisation?
Lord Bridges of Headley: Last week my right
honourable friend the Prime Minister confirmed to
the Commission president that Sir Julian King is the
UK candidate to replace the noble Lord, Lord Hill.
As I am sure a number of your Lordships know,
Sir Julian is an experienced diplomat. It will now be
for the President of the European Commission to
propose a portfolio for the new Commissioner.

Pubs Code etc. Regulations 2016
Motion to Approve
3.10 pm
Moved by Baroness Neville-Rolfe
That the draft Regulations laid before the House
on 13 June be approved.
Relevant document: 4th Report from the Joint
Committee on Statutory Instruments, considered in
Grand Committee on 12 July
Motion agreed.

Pubs Code (Fees, Costs and Financial
Penalties) Regulations 2016
Motion to Approve
3.10 pm
Moved by Baroness Neville-Rolfe
That the draft Regulations laid before the House
on 13 June be approved. Considered in Grand
Committee on 13 July.
Motion agreed.

Baroness Goldie (Con): My Lords, with the leave of
the House I shall repeat as a Statement the response to
an Urgent Question given in the other place by the right
honourable Sir Alan Duncan MP on the developments
in Turkey. The Statement is as follows:
“As Members on both sides of the House will have
seen from events unfolding on their television screens,
it became clear on Friday evening that a military
uprising was under way in Turkey. In plain terms, it
was an attempted coup, which we condemn unreservedly.
This was ultimately unsuccessful, and constitutional
order has been restored. However, 210 people have
reportedly been killed, and some 1,400 injured. I am
sure that the whole House will join me in expressing
our sympathies and condolences to the people of
Turkey on this tragic loss of life.
Her Majesty’s Government have, of course, been
closely engaged throughout the weekend. Foreign and
Commonwealth Office consular staff worked tirelessly
through Saturday and Sunday to support British nationals
affected and they continue to do so. We have thankfully
received no reports of British casualties. Our advice to
British nationals remains to monitor local media reports
and to follow FCO travel advice, including through
our Facebook and Twitter accounts.
My right honourable friend the Prime Minister
spoke to President Erdogan on Monday evening. She
expressed her condolences for the loss of life and
commended the bravery of the Turkish people. The
Prime Minister underlined our support for Turkey’s
Government and democratic institutions, stressing there
was no place for the military in politics. The Prime
Minister underlined the importance of our co-operation
on counterterrorism, migration, regional security and
defence.
My right honourable friend the Foreign Secretary
was regularly updated by officials as events unfolded.
He also visited the teams in the FCO’s crisis centre
responding to Nice on Friday morning and then again
for Turkey on Saturday morning. He spoke to his
Turkish counterpart, Mevlüt Çavusoglu, on Saturday
to express our concern and our support for Turkey’s
democratic Government and its democratic institutions;
to urge calm; and to encourage all parties to work to
restore democratic and constitutional order quickly
and in an inclusive way. Her Majesty’s ambassador in
Turkey has been in constant touch with his Turkish
contacts. I spoke to him yesterday, in particular to
express our concern for the welfare of embassy staff
and plan to visit Ankara tomorrow.
The Foreign Secretary attended the Foreign Affairs
Council yesterday and participated in a discussion of
Turkey. There is a strong sense of common purpose
between us and European partners. The Foreign Affairs
Council has issued conclusions strongly condemning
the coup attempt, welcoming the common position of
the political parties in support of Turkey’s democracy,
and stressing the importance for the rule of law prevailing
and its rejection of the death penalty.
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The Turkish Government now have the opportunity
to build on the strong domestic support they gathered
in response to the coup attempt. A measured and
careful approach will sustain the unity of purpose
which we have seen so far and which was so clearly
evident on the streets of Istanbul and Ankara. The
UK stands ready to assist Turkey to take forward the
reforms to which it has committed itself and to help
the democratically elected Government to restore order
in a way that reflects and supports the rule of law”.

the important factor. Just today, there have been reports
that 14 navy ships, along with the admiral and commander
of the Turkish Navy, have gone missing. Nobody
seems to know what has happened. Every day there
are purges of judges and other personnel across Turkey,
which is destabilising the civilian population and bringing
greater divisions.
The final line of the Statement said that:

3.14 pm
Lord Collins of Highbury (Lab): My Lords, I
congratulate the noble Baroness on her appointment
and welcome her to the Front Bench, and I thank her
for repeating the Statement. I welcome the steps that
the Government have taken and their communications
to the Government of Turkey, and I certainly welcome
Sir Alan Duncan’s intention to visit Ankara. However,
what happens next to this vital ally, partner and friend
is critical. Two million UK citizens enjoy holidaying in
Turkey. Will the Minister ensure that clear and speedy
advice is given on an ongoing basis to those individuals
and families so that they can continue to enjoy their
holidays in Turkey, which is so vital to the economy of
that country? As to next steps, will the Minister also
reassure the House that in the necessary, ongoing
discussions and dialogue, the importance of upholding
the rule of law and due process will be stressed?
Specifically, will they make clear representations against
the reintroduction of the death penalty?

What does that involve? Would it involve, for example,
working closer with our EU foreign affairs partners
who have a greater relationship vested in Turkey because
of the talks they have previously held on Syrian refugees
and on visas? What can we do here to influence that
and to promote greater democracy, bearing in mind
that all the opposition parties, including the Kurdish
HDP, came out and opposed the coup and showed
support for the ruling AK Party and the President?
How can we capitalise on that and promote greater
democracy?

Baroness Goldie: I thank the noble Lord, Lord
Collins, for his kind remarks. He has made three very
important points. On the matter of the many British
nationals who visit Turkey and, as he rightly identifies,
are so important to the Turkish economy, there is
advice available. The situation is calm. There remains
the prospect of perhaps some further turbulence, but
flights are returning to normal and travellers should
follow the advice of both Turkey’s own local authorities,
monitor travel advice, take advice from their own
travel operators and, of course, continue to take advice
from the FCO website.
On the issue of nationals currently in Turkey, common
sense, I think, is the order of the day. Travellers should
be alert to their surroundings and remain vigilant in
crowded places that are popular with tourists. On the
very important issue of respect for democracy and
rule of law, I think the entire Chamber would echo the
noble Lord’s sentiments. These are also sentiments
that have been reaffirmed and re-impressed by both
the Prime Minister and the Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs. Turkey, of course, is not just a valued
partner of the UK; it is a NATO ally. In that sense, the
rule of law is fundamental to parts of the NATO
values agenda. So, in that respect, it is clear just how
much this is prized and what importance the UK sets
on it, and that importance has been conveyed to
Turkey.
Baroness Hussein-Ece (LD): I also welcome the
noble Baroness to her new post and wish her well, and
thank her for repeating the Statement. It is clear that
none of us can predict what will come next—which is

“The UK stands ready to assist Turkey to take forward the
reforms to which it has committed itself and to help the democratically
elected Government”.

Baroness Goldie: I thank the noble Baroness for her
kind remarks. She raises an important point. Her
question highlights that, at the end of the day, Turkey
is a constitutional democracy. The United Kingdom
respects that, as I said in my earlier response to the
noble Lord, Lord Collins. There has been repeated
reaffirmation of our expectation that democracy will
be respected in Turkey and that the rule of law will be
not just respected but applied. In the end, it is for the
Turkish people to determine their system of government,
but we would want to see any constitutional change
carried out in line with democratic processes. As I say,
that includes respect for the rule of law.
We have also strongly encouraged Turkey to continue
to work towards the full protection of fundamental
rights, especially in the areas of minority rights, freedom
of religion and freedom of expression. As the noble
Baroness indicated, both within the EU community
and certainly in the UK, there is a strong desire to
keep reaffirming and reasserting the importance of
these issues and our expectation that Turkey will honour
these matters.
The Lord Bishop of Southwark: My Lords, I too
congratulate the noble Baroness on her appointment
and I share the deep regret expressed by Her Majesty’s
Government at the loss of life in Turkey. Is the Minister
aware that on Saturday the three leaders of the main
faith communities in Turkey—Jewish, Christian and
Muslim—released a joint statement condemning the
attempted coup and urging peace? Many religious
minorities in Turkey opposed the coup. I welcome
what the Minister has said about religious liberty, but
what conversations are Her Majesty’s Government
having with the Turkish Government to encourage
them to resist using these events as an opportunity to
curtail basic human rights and the right of freedom of
religion and belief ?
Baroness Goldie: I thank the right reverend Prelate
not only for his kind remarks but for raising an
important issue. It is the case that at the forefront of
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all the diplomatic discourse and dialogue currently
taking place not only between the UK and Turkey but
also between other countries and Turkey, there is a
desire to emphasise the need to protect these fundamental
rights of freedom of religion and freedom of expression,
and that will continue to be prominent in all the
diplomatic discourse and exchange.

Viscount Waverley (CB): My Lords, is there a concern
about who is expected to replace the many thousands
who have been arrested in Turkey, who, on the face of
it, should be neutral?
Baroness Goldie: Again, clearly these are matters
for Turkey itself and I think it would be wrong for us
either to intrude upon or to encroach on that territory.
These are matters which a democratic regime must
determine.
Baroness Rawlings (Con): I congratulate my noble
friend on her new post and I wish her well. What is the
Government’s attitude towards the President’s severe
clampdown and, given that the right reverend Prelate
has just mentioned fundamental rights, to what happened
in June when thousands of people were arrested at the
entrance to Taksim Gezi Park?
Baroness Goldie: I thank my noble friend for her
kind remarks. We strongly encourage Turkey to continue
to work towards the full protection of fundamental
rights. In relation to the specific issue she has raised,
once again it implies the need for respect for democratic
freedoms and the application of the rule of law.
Lord Campbell of Pittenweem (LD): My Lords, I
also congratulate the noble Baroness on her appointment.
I would ask her to draw a distinction between the rule
of law and human rights. Law can be changed, as indeed
Mr Erdogan has eloquently demonstrated in recent
times. Human rights, on the other hand, are fundamental
and some might say immutable. It is therefore essential
that in our dealings with Turkey and the present
Administration we should draw that distinction, and
in particular emphasise the latter.
Baroness Goldie: I thank the noble Lord, Lord
Campbell, for his kind remarks. He makes an important
point and I am absolutely clear that in all our exchanges
with Turkey, we in the United Kingdom will indeed be
indicating our feelings on these issues.
Lord Foulkes of Cumnock (Lab): My Lords, I want
particularly to intervene to join in the thanks expressed
to my good friend the noble Baroness, Lady Goldie,
on her well-merited promotion. Perhaps she could
clarify the position on the death penalty, because from
what she said I am not clear about it. We must make it
absolutely clear that there must be no suggestion that
the death penalty can be reintroduced. I say that as a
member of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council
of Europe. The assembly would have grave concerns if
there was any suggestion that the death penalty was to
be reintroduced.
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Baroness Goldie: I thank the noble Lord, Lord Foulkes,
for his kind remarks—or as Alex Salmond used to call
him, Lord “Fookes”; I know that the noble Lord took
great exception to that. He raises an important point
and in fact I should apologise to the noble Lord, Lord
Collins, because that was the final part of his question
which I omitted to answer. The suggestions that the
death penalty may return are very worrying. The
Foreign Secretary and other international leaders have
emphasised the need for calm, but let me make it
crystal clear that the UK policy on the death penalty is
that we oppose it in all circumstances, and we shall
reiterate that view.

Investigatory Powers Bill
Committee (3rd Day)
3.25 pm
Relevant documents: Pre-legislative scrutiny by
the Joint Committee on the Draft Investigatory Powers
Bill, Session 2015-16, 1st Report from the Joint
Committee on Human Rights, 2nd Report from the
Delegated Powers Committee, 3rd Report from the
Constitution Committee
Clause 58: Power to grant authorisations
Amendment 115
Moved by Lord Keen of Elie
115: Clause 58, page 46, line 7, at end insert—
“(za) section (Restrictions in relation to internet
connection records) (restrictions in relation to
internet connection records),”

The Advocate-General for Scotland (Lord Keen of
Elie) (Con): My Lords, we recognised during the passage
of the Bill thus far that care must be applied to the
acquisition of internet connection records—in particular,
that they should not be acquired for trivial purposes.
Their value to law enforcement has been widely recognised,
and the Bill, as introduced, already restricts access to
four specific purposes. In addition, local authorities
cannot acquire them for any purposes.
However, in response to a suggestion from the
shadow Home Secretary in the House of Commons,
the Government committed to consider further restrictions
which would provide greater reassurance that the powers
to acquire internet connection records would only ever
be used proportionately. These amendments therefore
apply a threshold to the acquisition of internet connection
records when the statutory purpose is for the prevention
and detection of crime. This means that they will be
able to be acquired only for offences that are sufficiently
serious that an offender can be sentenced to at least six
months’ imprisonment.
In implementing this threshold, however, it is important
that internet connection records can continue to be
used for certain offences which, for whatever reasons,
carry a lower sentencing limit. I am sure that noble
Lords will agree that internet connection records should
be available for these offences. These are: the investigation
of any offence where the sending of a communication
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is an integral part of the offence: for example, offences
related to stalking, cyberbullying and harassment which
can, if not investigated, quickly escalate to more serious
offences; offences relating to breach of a person’s
privacy, such as stealing personal data, which recognises
the importance of protecting privacy in the digital age
and the need to fully investigate any suspected breaches;
offences committed by corporate bodies—for example,
corporate manslaughter, where a penalty of imprisonment
cannot apply; and any offence meeting the serious
crime threshold in the Bill for the most intrusive
powers, ensuring that these powers can be used to
investigate offences involving the use of violence, conduct
that results in substantial financial gain and conduct
by a large number of people in pursuit of a common
purpose.
A number of consequential amendments are made
as a result of this amendment. The Government and
law enforcement are clear about the value and importance
of accessing internet connection records to prevent
and detect crime, and to keep the public safe. That has
been recognised during the passage of this Bill thus
far, including by noble Lords at Second Reading. The
amendments build significantly on the safeguards that the
Bill already applies to the acquisition of communications
data. They are based on the amendments proposed by
the Opposition in the House of Commons and they
will ensure public trust in the use of these vital powers.
I beg to move.
Lord Paddick (LD): My Lords, the restrictions on
using internet connection records set out in these
amendments are welcome. However, we intend to propose
the removal of internet connection records from the
definition of communications data that the Secretary
of State can require a telecommunications operator
to retain when we come to debate Clause 83. The
intended effect of that amendment would be to make
it impossible to obtain internet connection records
unless they were retained by the telecommunications
provider for its own business purposes. I will leave any
further comment on internet connection records until
we reach Amendment 156A to Clause 83.
3.30 pm
Lord Rosser (Lab): We welcome the spirit of the
Government’s amendments, which, as the noble and
learned Lord said, seek to fulfil the commitment the
Government made during the passage of the Bill in
the Commons to introduce a clear and appropriate
threshold for accessing internet connection records.
The concern was that access should not be available in
connection with non-serious crime. The threshold for
serious crime appears workable and appropriate.
We welcome, too, the fact that specific offences
such as stalking and harassment have been addressed
and can lead to access to ICRs. However, we have
continuing concerns around the definition of “relevant
crime”, which we feel is too broad and could still lead
to the use of ICRs in connection with crimes that
would not be regarded as serious. Last April, the then
Home Secretary told the shadow Home Secretary that
restricting ICRs to serious crime would: hamper the
ability of the police to investigate online stalking and
harassment; disrupt police investigations of online
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grooming or the sending of sexual communications to
a child; reduce the ability to investigate online fraud;
hinder the ability to identify and disrupt the sale and
distribution of illegal material online, including illegal
weapons, counterfeit medicines or illegal drugs; and
prevent the police from progressing investigations where
there may be a threat to life, but where it is unclear
whether a crime is involved—for example, locating a
missing or suicidal child—because many of these activities
would not meet the serious crime threshold.
We do not disagree with the intention set out in that
communication from the Home Secretary to the shadow
Home Secretary, but if the Government have a list of
specific offences or types of offences which they feel
fall below the serious crime threshold but should not
be subject to a restriction on access to ICRs, perhaps
that is a matter that needs further discussion about
what should be included on the list or what should be
covered. We wish to see the wording in the government
amendment tightened further. We would want to work
with the Government on this while the Bill is progressing
through its stages in this House. I hope that the
Minister, on behalf of the Government, will feel able
to indicate that he is willing to have further discussions
on this and the wording of the amendment in the light
of our concerns about the apparent broad nature of
the definition of “relevant crime”.
Lord Keen of Elie: My Lords, I am obliged to the
noble Lord. I welcome the suggestion that we are at
least heading in the right direction with regard to these
amendments. We would of course be open to further
discussions on this topic so we can address more fully
what is a relevant crime in this context. I will add that
one has to bear in mind that these potentially intrusive
orders will be made only where it is necessary and
proportionate. That is the test that exists, but I welcome
the opportunity for further discussion with noble Lords.
Amendment 115 agreed.
Amendment 116
Moved by Lord Paddick
116: Clause 58, page 46, line 40, leave out “, in particular,” and
insert “not”

LordPaddick:MyLords,IshallspeaktoAmendment116
in my name and that of my noble friend Lady Hamwee.
We also have our names to Amendments 154 and 235
in this group.
These amendments relate to a government commitment
not to require telecommunications operators to retain
third-party data. On 4 November 2015 in a Statement
in the other place, the then Home Secretary said that
the Bill,
“will not include powers to force UK companies to capture and
retain third party internet traffic from companies based overseas”.—
[Official Report, Commons, 4/11/15; col. 969.]

However, Clause 58(5)(c) states:
“An authorisation … may, in particular, require a
telecommunications operator who controls or provides a
telecommunication system to obtain or disclose data relating to
the use of a telecommunications service provided by another
telecommunications operator in relation to that system”.

Surely this means third-party data.
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Amendment 116 would alter Clause 58(5)(c) to
read, “may not require”. The key point here is that
telecommunications companies should not be forced
to obtain third-party data. The draft code of practice
on communications data states at paragraph 2.61:
“A data retention notice can never require a CSP to retain the
content of communications or third party data”.

Paragraph 2.66 states:
“A CSP cannot be required to retain third party data as part of
an ICR”.

Amendment 154 would add a new subsection to
Clause 83(2)—the clause headed “Powers to require
retention of certain data”—to make explicit that a
retention notice may,
“not require a telecommunications operator to retain any third
party data, unless that data is retained by the telecommunications
operator for its own business purposes”.

This is to distinguish between communications data
that the telecommunications operator may have and
being forced to acquire third-party data that it does
not have.
Amendment 235 would restrict the definition of
communications data in Clause 233(5) so that it relates
to the provision of the service by that operator and
not a third party. I beg to move Amendment 116.
Baroness Hayter of Kentish Town (Lab): My Lords,
I have added my name to Amendment 154 and will
not repeat what has been said about it. It simply asks
the Government to make explicit what they have said—
namely, that the retention of third-party data will not
be required. It would be helpful to make that clear in
the Bill.
The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence (Earl Howe)
(Con): My Lords, as the noble Lord, Lord Paddick,
has explained, these three amendments all deal with
the issue of third-party data. Amendment 116 seeks to
prevent public authorities from acquiring third-party
data, Amendment 154 seeks to put the Government’s
commitment not to require retention of third-party
data on to the face of the Bill and Amendment 235
seeks to amend the definition of communications data
to exclude from it third-party data.
On the acquisition of third-party data, the Bill
maintains the existing position under RIPA that public
authorities can acquire third-party data where necessary
and proportionate to do so. But I want to be clear
here—a provider is required to comply with a request
for communications data, including a request for thirdparty data, only where it is reasonably practicable for
them to do so. It is absolutely right that, where a
communications service provider holds, or is able to
obtain, communications data, whether in relation to
its own services or those provided by a third party,
then the data should be available to public authorities
for the statutory purposes in the Bill. Put simply, data
that already exist, are already held and which could
save a life, convict a criminal, prevent a terrorist attack
or provide an alibi, should not be put out of reach of
law enforcement based solely on which company it is
that holds the information.
Amendment 154 deals with the retention of third-party
data. As I am sure the noble Lord knows, this matter
was considered in the Commons, where the Government
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gave a commitment to consider it further. I am grateful
to the noble Lord and the noble Baroness for tabling
this amendment and giving me an opportunity to
update the Committee on those considerations. My
right honourable friend the Home Secretary has given
a clear commitment that we will not require a
telecommunications operator to retain third-party data,
and that commitment is given effect to in the
Communications Data Draft Code of Practice. However,
distilling that commitment into primary legislative
drafting is complex. We do not want to include provisions
in the Bill that are not entirely clear in scope or which
put in place restrictions that are broader, or indeed
narrower, than intended. But we have been making
good progress and are close to a provision that we
think achieves the desired outcome. Of course, we
need to test that drafting with operational stakeholders
and with those telecommunications operators likely to
be affected by the legislation, but we hope to be able to
return to this issue on Report.
Finally, on Amendment 235, the principle of what
are communications data is clear. Changing that position
so that the classification of data changes depending
on which provider holds them would no doubt cause
confusion among providers as to how the data should
be handled. While I understand the concerns around
third-party data, and hope that what I have said today
lays some of those to rest, amending the definition of
communications data is not the right way forward. I
invite the noble Lord to withdraw Amendment 116.
Lord Paddick: I am grateful to the Minister for his
explanation and am encouraged by the promise of
government amendments on Report. I have to say that
I am still a little confused. The former Home Secretary,
in her commitment, said that third-party data of
telecommunications operators from abroad would not
be required to be retained by UK telecoms operators.
If the third-party data are of a different UK telecoms
operator, surely the Secretary of State can make an
order to get the data from that operator. But I will
read carefully in Hansard what the Minister has said.
As he has made a commitment, we will come back to
this on Report. For the moment I beg leave to withdraw
the amendment.
Amendment 116 withdrawn.
Amendments 117 and 118
Moved by Earl Howe
117: Clause 58, page 47, line 7, leave out “and proportionate”
118: Clause 58, page 47, line 8, leave out “and proportionate”

Amendments 117 and 118 agreed.
Amendment 119
Moved by Lord Lucas
119: Clause 58, page 47, line 12, at end insert—
“( ) for the purpose of suppressing less serious crimes
perpetrated on a large scale using the internet,”
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Lord Lucas (Con): My Lords, in moving
Amendment 119, I will also address Amendment 202
in this group. At Second Reading, the noble Lord,
Lord Birt, made an impassioned speech which echoed
my thoughts exactly. What most of us experience as
crime related to the internet are the daily attempts to
pick our pockets and to mug us in other ways which
crowd our inboxes, even with all the filters that are in
place in Parliament and much more so on one’s private
email. This is the experience of the average citizen of
the internet: a caricature of a Dickensian London
street, a place where you always have to be on your
guard, where it is not safe to be.
In the Bill the Government are giving themselves
the power, potentially, to help us do something about
that. These amendments are intended to probe whether
the Government have gone far enough to enable them
to put those things into effect. When they talk about
“serious crime”, they are talking of the equivalent of
murder. But “serious” to us is small crimes, repeated in
large numbers, every day, which are much more likely
to have an effect on us—indeed, on every citizen.
Once the Government have the access to data that
they are seeking in the Bill, they have the power to
help us. They can warn us, “Hang on, you’ve been on a
website that’s probably infected, you ought to do
something about that”, because they know everything
we have done on the internet, potentially; or they can
start to do that, or they can explore the possibility of
helping us.
Noble Lords who were here for the debates on
identity cards will remember the great issues of principle
we discussed then. But the sort of information we
were afraid to give a Government we give every day to
Google. You give it to Nintendo if you play Pokémon
GO. We are astonishingly willing to part with our
information if we get something back.
3.45 pm
However, the contract that the Government advertise
in the Bill means that they get all our information and
we personally will probably not get anything back,
because the ills that the Government seek to address
are large and rare. They are extremely unlikely to
affect us directly, except emotionally of course. Crimes
on the scale of a downed aircraft will directly affect a
very small proportion of us. If the Government want
to do us all good and to gain consent for the access to
data which is involved in the Bill, surely the best way
to do it is to copy the successful commercial examples
and give us all something back, for this to be seen as a
good thing in our daily lives. I hope that my amendments
will elicit from the Government that they have given
themselves sufficient power in the Bill to do us that bit
of daily good, should they or we ever be able to
persuade a Home Secretary that it was worth doing.
I beg to move.
Earl Howe: My Lords, Clause 58 is the first clause of
Part 3 of the Bill and deals with the targeted obtaining
of communications data. It provides the power for
only those public authorities listed in Schedule 4 to the
Bill to authorise conduct to obtain communications
data. Obtaining communications data may be authorised
only when necessary for one of the statutory purposes
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listed in Clause 58(7) and where the conduct authorised
is proportionate to what is sought to be achieved.
Similarly, Clause 146(2) provides the statutory purposes
for which a bulk communications data acquisition
warrant will be considered necessary. Those purposes
mirror the statutory functions of the security and
intelligence agencies, since bulk warrants are of course
available only to those agencies. They are where it is,
“in the interests of national security”,

for the prevention or detection of serious crime, or,
“in the interests of the economic well-being of ”,

the UK where relevant to national security.
Throughout the passage of the Bill, we have heard
repeatedly of the vital importance of communications
data for the full range of law enforcement activity and
national security investigations. This Government are
committed to ensuring that law enforcement and the
intelligence agencies have the tools they need to carry
out the critical responsibilities that Parliament has
placed upon them. Indeed, one of the key aims of this
legislation is to ensure that investigatory powers are fit
for a digital age and that crime can be investigated
wherever it takes place, regardless of the method of
communication. However, the Government consider these
amendments unnecessary for targeted communications
data and an inappropriate extension of responsibilities
for our intelligence agencies for bulk communications
data.
The Bill already provides that communications data
may be acquired for the purpose of preventing or
detecting crime, wherever that crime takes place and
whatever scale it is on, where an application for
communications data meets the requirements for necessity
and proportionality. So it would already be available
for the purpose of suppressing less serious crimes
perpetrated on a large scale. I commend the aim of my
noble friend Lord Lucas’s amendment but I believe
that the Bill already provides the powers that he seeks.
As I said earlier, the bulk acquisition of
communications data is available only to the intelligence
agencies, whose statutory functions relate to serious
crime and national security. The inclusion of a statutory
purpose to obtain communications data in bulk so
that our intelligence agencies could suppress less serious
crime would therefore, in my submission, be inappropriate.
I hope that my noble friend finds those comments
helpful and will feel able to withdraw his amendment.
Lord Lucas: My Lords, I thank my noble friend for
his reply. I am not surprised but disappointed, but I
shall certainly seek leave to withdraw my amendment.
Amendment 119 withdrawn.
Amendment 120
Moved by Earl Howe
120: Clause 58, page 47, line 33, at end insert—
“( ) The fact that the communications data which would be
obtained in pursuance of an authorisation relates to the
activities in the British Islands of a trade union is not, of
itself, sufficient to establish that it is necessary to obtain
the data for a purpose falling within subsection (7).”
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Amendment 120 agreed.
Amendment 121 not moved.
Amendment 122 had been withdrawn from the Marshalled
List.
Clause 58, as amended, agreed.
Amendment 123
Moved by Earl Howe
123: After Clause 58, insert the following new Clause—
“Restrictions in relation to internet connection records
(1) A designated senior officer of a local authority may not
grant an authorisation for the purpose of obtaining data
which is, or can only be obtained by processing, an
internet connection record.
(2) A designated senior officer of a relevant public authority
which is not a local authority may not grant an
authorisation for the purpose of obtaining data which is,
or can only be obtained by processing, an internet
connection record unless condition A, B or C is met.
(3) Condition A is that the designated senior officer
considers that it is necessary, for a purpose falling within
section 58(7), to obtain the data to identify which person
or apparatus is using an internet service where—
(a) the service and time of use are already known, but
(b) the identity of the person or apparatus using the
service is not known.
(4) Condition B is that—
(a) the purpose for which the data is to be obtained
falls within section 58(7) but is not the purpose
falling within section 58(7)(b) of preventing or
detecting crime, and
(b) the designated senior officer considers that it is
necessary to obtain the data to identify—
(i) which internet communications service is being used,
and when and how it is being used, by a person or
apparatus whose identity is already known,
(ii) where or when a person or apparatus whose
identity is already known is obtaining access to, or
running, a computer file or computer program
which wholly or mainly involves making available,
or acquiring, material whose possession is a crime,
or
(iii) which internet service is being used, and when and
how it is being used, by a person or apparatus
whose identity is already known.
(5) Condition C is that—
(a) the purpose for which the data is to be obtained is
the purpose falling within section 58(7)(b) of
preventing or detecting crime,
(b) the crime to be prevented or detected is serious
crime or other relevant crime, and
(c) the designated senior officer considers that it is
necessary to obtain the data to identify—
(i) which internet communications service is being used,
and when and how it is being used, by a person or
apparatus whose identity is already known,
(ii) where or when a person or apparatus whose
identity is already known is obtaining access to, or
running, a computer file or computer program
which wholly or mainly involves making available,
or acquiring, material whose possession is a crime,
or
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(iii) which internet service is being used, and when and
how it is being used, by a person or apparatus
whose identity is already known.
(6) In subsection (5) “other relevant crime” means crime
which is not serious crime but where the offence, or one
of the offences, which is or would be constituted by the
conduct concerned is—
(a) an offence for which an individual who has reached
the age of 18 (or, in relation to Scotland or Northern
Ireland, 21) is capable of being sentenced to
imprisonment for a term of 6 months or more
(disregarding any enactment prohibiting or restricting
the imprisonment of individuals who have no previous
convictions), or
(b) an offence—
(i) by a person who is not an individual, or
(ii) which involves, as an integral part of it, the sending
of a communication or a breach of a person’s
privacy.
(7) In this Act “internet connection record” means
communications data which—
(a) may be used to identify, or assist in identifying, a
telecommunications service to which a communication
is transmitted by means of a telecommunication
system for the purpose of obtaining access to, or
running, a computer file or computer program, and
(b) comprises data generated or processed by a
telecommunications operator in the process of
supplying the telecommunications service to the
sender of the communication (whether or not a
person).”

Amendment 123 agreed.
Clause 59: Additional restrictions on grant of
authorisations
Amendment 124
Moved by Earl Howe
124: Clause 59, page 48, line 1, at beginning insert “the
investigation or operation concerned is one where there is an
exceptional need, in the interests of national security, to keep
knowledge of it to a minimum,
(ba) there is an opportunity to obtain information
where—
(i) the opportunity is rare,
(ii) the time to act is short, and
(iii) the need to obtain the information is significant
and in”

Earl Howe: My Lords, in moving Amendment 124 I
shall speak also to Amendment 127. We consider the
requirement for an authorising officer to be independent
of the operation or investigation being worked on an
important safeguard and intend the exceptions to be
drawn as narrowly as possible. That is why we welcomed
the Intelligence and Security Committee amendments
on this in the House of Commons and why we have
tabled these amendments, which fully reflect the substance
of the ISC’s intention and more narrowly define the
national security exceptions. I beg to move.
Lord Paddick: My Lords, my noble friend Lady
Hamwee and I have Amendment 126 in this group.
It attempts to challenge the fact that the size of the
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relevant public authority, which may make it difficult
to find a senior officer independent of the investigation
to which the authorisation relates, makes it an exceptional
circumstance, which it would be if the Bill is accepted
as drafted.
Earl Howe: My Lords, Amendment 126, as the
noble Lord, Lord Paddick, has just explained, concerns
the independence of the authorising officer. As I
mentioned a moment ago, the Bill provides for a very
limited set of circumstances in which the designated
senior officer need not be independent of the investigation
or operation; for example, where delays in locating an
independent officer may pose a threat to life, or in
specific cases where the interests of national security
prevent it. As we have heard, the intention behind the
amendment is to ensure that an authorising officer is
always, without any exceptions, independent of the
investigation. I beg the noble Lord’s pardon.
Lord Paddick: I am grateful to the noble Earl for
giving way. We entirely accept that some public authorities
will be so small, or some investigations so important,
that there cannot be someone independent of the
investigation who can give the authority. As the Bill is
drafted, however, simply the size of the public authority
is seen as an exceptional circumstance. It is not an
exceptional circumstance and the amendment attempts
to allow the size of the authority to be a reason why an
independent senior officer cannot give the authority
without making it an exceptional circumstance.
Earl Howe: I am very grateful to the noble Lord. He
is right: in some small public authorities there will be
only a small number of staff sufficiently senior to take
on this important responsibility. Where he and I part
company is over the question of whether the rank of
the designated senior officer should be lowered to
ensure that there are sufficient numbers of them to
always be independent of the investigation. I do not
feel able to agree to that, because to do so would lower
the safeguards that form an integral part of the
communications data regime. Equally, I am afraid the
Government are not prepared to remove these powers
from some of the smaller authorities. They may be
small, but they often do vital work in keeping the
public safe and investigating crime.
I would be happy to discuss this further outside the
forum of Committee, if that would help the noble
Lord. I understand where he is coming from, but we
have a fundamental disagreement of view on this.
Lord Paddick: I would just add that we do not
disagree that a public authority may be so small that
there is no independent senior officer who can grant
the authority; the problem is whether that situation
would amount to an exceptional circumstance. However,
I would be very happy to discuss that situation with
the noble Earl between now and Report.
Amendment 124 agreed.
Amendment 125 had been withdrawn from the Marshalled
List.
Amendment 126 not moved.
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Amendments 127 and 128
Moved by Earl Howe
127: Clause 59, page 48, line 2, leave out “being” and insert
“is”
128: Clause 59, page 48, line 5, leave out subsections (4) to (6)

Amendments 127 and 128 agreed.
Amendment 129 not moved.
Clause 59, as amended, agreed.
Clause 60 agreed.
Clause 61: Duration and cancellation of authorisations
and notices
Amendments 130 to 133
Moved by Earl Howe
130: Clause 61, page 49, line 21, after “authorisation” insert
“—
( ) may cancel it at any time, and
()”
131: Clause 61, page 49, line 22, leave out from second “the” to
end of line 23 and insert “requirements of this Part would not be
satisfied in relation to granting an equivalent new authorisation.”
132: Clause 61, page 49, line 25, leave out from beginning to
end of line 26 and insert “function under subsection (4) is to be
exercised where the person who would otherwise have exercised it
is no longer available to do so”
133: Clause 61, page 49, line 27, leave out “on whom the duty
is to fall” and insert “by whom the function is to be exercised”

Amendments 130 to 133 agreed.
Clause 61, as amended, agreed.
Clause 62 agreed.
Clause 63: Filtering arrangements for obtaining data
Amendment 134
Moved by Lord Paddick
134: Clause 63, page 50, line 15, after “may” insert “by
regulations”

Lord Paddick: My Lords, in moving Amendment 134,
which is in my name and that of my noble friend Lady
Hamwee, I will also speak to Amendments 135, 142,
144 and 240 and on whether Clauses 63 to 65, relating
to filtering arrangements, should stand part of the Bill.
Amendment 134 would amend Clause 63(1) to say
that the Secretary of State “may by regulations establish”
rather than simply “may establish”. Amendment 240
is consequent on that. Amendment 135 would amend
Clause 63(1), so that while the Secretary of State may
establish filtering arrangements, she would not “maintain
and operate” them herself. In fact, my understanding
is that the Government have no idea at this stage who
might maintain or operate such arrangements.
I do not intend to speak to Amendment 138, which
we will not be moving and do not consider worth
debating. Amendment 140 would have added to the
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duties in connection with the operation of the filtering
arrangements—that the Secretary of State shall, in
exercising her powers under Clauses 63 to 68, have
regard to the general duties in relation to privacy in
Clause 2.
To the duty on the Secretary of State to provide a
report to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner about
the operation of the filter, Amendment 142 adds a
duty to lay a report before each House of Parliament
about the functioning of the filtering arrangements
during the previous year. Amendment 144 requires
the Secretary of State immediately to report to the
Investigatory Powers Commissioner any processing
errors—not just “significant” processing errors—giving
rise to a contravention of the requirements of this part.
This feature of the Bill is almost identical to that
proposed in the Communications Data Bill. The Joint
Committee described it as a government-owned data
mining device. I described it on Second Reading as a
virtual national database. The noble and learned Lord,
Lord Keen of Elie, said that it was not a database.
I did not maintain that it was; I said it was a virtual
database. My understanding is that this is a search
engine that would have real-time direct access to
communication databases held by every communication
service provider, including, if the Bill is not amended,
everyone’s internet connection records.
At the moment, the police and security services,
through a single point of contact, make application to
communication service providers, which assess the
lawfulness of the request and, if satisfied, provide the
information. The filter would bypass that important
safety check and allow security services to self-authorise
access to communication service providers’ data. It
would allow complex queries that could provide detailed
information about people’s private lives. As the noble
Lord, Lord Lucas, said on Second Reading:
“We are producing a resource there that Francis Urquhart
would have loved to have his fingers on: absolute knowledge of
everyone’s private life”—[Official Report, 27/6/16; col1427.]

The request filter would make life for the police and
the security services easier—I say the security services,
but I think they have their own systems. Life without
the filter would not be impossible for the police, just
not easier than it is now. It is therefore not necessary,
only desirable and, as such, fails the necessity and
proportionality tests for the invasion of privacy.
The Government cannot say what it would look
like, where it would be built, who would run it on their
behalf or how it would be kept secure. It is a hypothetical
virtual database. It would be a dangerous precedent
for Parliament to authorise such a device without
knowing who would run it and what the security
implications would be. I beg to move.
Lord Lucas: My Lords, I have Amendments 141
and 143 in this group. I very much share the concern
of the noble Lord, Lord Paddick, about the request
filter. It is an exceptionally powerful system because it
will make life so easy. A casual request for data on
someone who might possibly be of interest can be
done in a moment—you do not have to think about
it—rather than tying up resources to such an extent
that you probably do not do it.
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We are all familiar with the fact that those in the
police service are human; doubtless, the people who
run this resource will be human. The potential for
casual misuse or misuse suborned by journalists will
be considerable. On top of that is potential misuse by
government. Given that at the moment we do not have
an effective Opposition and I suspect that the Bill will
effectively pass on the nod, I very much hope that my
noble friend will reassure us that not only will there be
exact and complete record-keeping for the filter but
that those records will be independently inspected,
that the results of those inspections will be publicly
available and that people who find themselves tied up
in nastiness as a result of information which may well
have come from the filter will be able to find out
whether that has happened.
Lord Strasburger (LD): My Lords, I shall speak
briefly on the amendments on the request filter. Along
with internet connection records, the request filter is
another power that first appeared in the draft
Communications Data Bill and which died along with
that ill-fated Bill. The view of the pre-legislative Joint
Committee on that Bill, on which I sat, was that,
“the Request Filter introduces new risks, most obviously the
temptation to go on ‘fishing expeditions’. New safeguards should
be introduced to minimise these risks”.

The request filter was described as,
“essentially a federated database of all UK citizens’ communications
data”.

I dare say that the committee would be even more
worried when it said that in 2012 if it had seen how
this Bill expanded the range of data to which the
request filter can be applied. That expansion comes
from the proposed introduction of internet connection
records, which would reveal every detail of a person’s
digital life and a very large part of their life in the real
world. The effect of the request filter will be to multiply
up the effect of intrusion into those data by allowing
public authorities to make complex automated searches
across the retained data from all telecoms operators.
This has the potential for population profiling and
composite fishing trips. It is bulk surveillance without
the bulk label.
Use of the request filter would be self-authorised
by the public authority without any judicial authorisation
at all. The concept that the Government promote for
bulk data is that they are passive retained records,
which they say sit there unexamined until someone
comes to the attention of the authorities. That concept
is negated by the request filter. The data become an
actively checked resource and are no longer passive.
Will the Minister confirm that the request filter is not
yet in existence and is not yet being used?
The request filter is a bulk power masquerading as
an innocuous safeguard to reduce collateral intrusion.
Unless and until the Government come forward with
proposals to strictly limit use of the request filter
through tighter rules and judicial approval for warrants,
as is the case with other bulk powers, Clauses 63, 64
and 65 should not stand part of the Bill.
Baroness Hayter of Kentish Town: My Lords, I shall
use the opportunity that arises from Amendments 140
and 146A to ask the Minister to clarify whether it
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really is the case that Clause 2 does not automatically
affect every power in the Bill. If this was the case, we
would be sympathetic to these amendments, as the
privacy objective should be considered before any
of the powers are used. My understanding was that
Clause 2 was a general provision, which affected
everything. Indeed, the letter of the noble Earl, Lord
Howe, of 14 July to my noble friend Lord Rosser says,
“The new overarching privacy clause sets out the
privacy obligations which constrain the use of the
powers in the Bill”. Our understanding had been that
it covered the whole Bill, so I was slightly bemused by
Amendments 140 and 146A—not helped by a briefing
received, again very late last night, from the Equality
and Human Rights Commission, which only ever
sends out its briefings on the very eve of debate. That
briefing says that Clause 2 does not cover it all,
whereas my understanding was that it did. Perhaps
this is the opportunity for one of the Ministers to
make clear the situation.
Lord Butler of Brockwell (CB): My Lords, I find the
amendment moved by the noble Lord, Lord Paddick,
difficult to understand. He made the point that the
filter arrangement makes the operations of the police
easier, but it makes them easier by ensuring that they
do not inspect communications data which are not
relevant to their purpose. It therefore protects privacy
rather than threatens it. The filter is governed by the
requirements of the rest of the Bill. It will apply the
tests of necessity, proportionality and the protection
of privacy. It is a protection of privacy rather than a
threat to it.
Lord Keen of Elie: My Lords, Clauses 63 to 65
provide that the Secretary of State may establish,
maintain and operate filtering arrangements for
communications data—the request filter—and detail
the appropriate safeguards and restrictions around
its use.
Public authorities currently need to receive all the
communications data disclosed by communications
service providers in response to specific requests so they
can determine which specific pieces of communications
data are relevant to their investigation. Public authorities
will sometimes need to make complex queries. For
example, they may need to ask multiple communications
service providers for data to identify an unknown
person who is suspected of having committed a crime
at three different places at different times. Currently,
public authorities might approach communications
service providers for location data to identify the
mobile phones used in those three locations at the
relevant times in order to determine whether a particular
phone and a particular individual are linked to the
three offences. This means the public authority may
acquire a significant amount of data relating to people
who are not of interest.
The request filter will mean that when a police force
makes such a request, it will see only the data it needs.
Any irrelevant data will be deleted and not made
available to the public authority. The filter acts as a
safeguard, as the noble Lord observed a moment ago,
protecting privacy by ensuring that public authorities
see only the data they need.
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The joint scrutiny committee on the draft Bill stated:
“We welcome the Government’s proposal to build and operate
a Request Filter to reduce the amount of potentially intrusive
data that is made available to applicants”.

It believed that the requirement upon law enforcement
to state the operational purpose for accessing data
through the filter and the oversight of the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner will ensure appropriate use of
the filter.
Clause 64 makes it clear that the request filter may
be used to obtain, disclose or process communications
data only if the relevant authorisation specifically
authorises that use. The designated senior officer must
consider that, in addition to the necessity and
proportionality concerns provided for in Clause 58,
what is being authorised in relation to the filtering
arrangements is proportionate to what is sought to be
achieved. It also provides that the relevant authorisation
must record the designated senior officer’s decisions
on the use of the request filter. I therefore take issue
with the suggestion from the noble Lord, Lord Strasburger,
that the request filter could somehow be used to
permit fishing trips, as he termed them. The request
filter cannot permit such expeditions. The filtering
arrangements can operate only in response to a specific,
necessary and proportionate authorisation for the
acquisition of communications data. In other words,
that request must already have gone through all the
existing communications data safeguards, such as
authorisation by a designated senior officer. Indeed,
the operation of the filtering arrangements will be
overseen by the Investigatory Powers Commissioner.
Clause 64 makes it clear that the request filter may be
used to obtain, disclose or process communications
data only if the appropriate authorisations have been
made.
Clause 65 provides that the Secretary of State must
ensure the application of the appropriate restrictions
on the request filter, maintain adequate security measures
with regard to the request filter, put in place procedures
to ensure its effective functioning and report to the
Investigatory Powers Commissioner regarding its
functioning on an annual basis, including immediately
reporting any significant processing errors. This again
underlines the point that the commissioner will be
overseeing the operation of the filter.
4.15 pm
As the noble Lord observed a moment ago, the request
filter will act as a safeguard when it is used. It will
accept communications data disclosed by communications
service providers only in response to lawful requests
from public authorities, and will automatically filter
those communications data to ensure that only the
data that are required to answer the request are provided
to the public authority. In short, it will ensure that
police officers and others will see only the information
that they really need to in such cases.
In response to the inquiry from the noble Lord,
Lord Strasburger, no, there is no request filter in
existence at present. In response to the observations
from the Baroness, Lady Hayter, she is right. The
privacy clause applies to all powers which represent an
intrusion into privacy. That has always been the intention
since those privacy provisions were placed expressly in
the Bill.
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I turn to my noble friend Lord Lucas’s amendments.
I entirely agree with his intention to ensure that the
operation and use of the filtering arrangements are
effectively overseen and regulated. I therefore reassure
him that the effect of the amendments he has tabled is
already fully provided for in the Bill. On record-keeping,
Clause 64(3) requires the designated person to record
whether the filtering arrangements are used to obtain
communications data in pursuance of an authorisation,
as well as recording the description of the data that
may be processed. These records are additional to the
extensive records that the draft code of practice also
requires relating to each authorisation.
The Bill also already provides that the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner oversees all authorisations for
the acquisition of communications data, including
those using the filtering arrangements. Clause 63(5)
also requires the Secretary of State to consult the
commissioner about the principles on the basis of
which the filtering arrangements are established,
maintained and operated. Clause 63(4) requires the
filtering arrangements to involve the generation of
information required by the commissioner in his oversight
role. Clause 65(6) requires the Secretary of State to
report annually about the functioning of the filtering
arrangements. I hope this provides the noble Lord
with some reassurance.
I hope I can provide some reassurance to the noble
Lord, Lord Paddick, regarding Amendment 146A and
the operation of the request filter. As I said, the
privacy clause in the Bill already requires a public
authority to have regard to a number of factors when
granting an authorisation or giving a notice to obtain
communications data under Part 3 of the Bill. The
privacy clause does not make specific reference to the
establishment, operation and maintenance of the filter,
and we consider that to be the correct approach.
Because every request for communications data must
be made in accordance with the requirements in the
privacy clause, it has to be the case that the design and
operation of the filter must allow for those requests to
be compliant with that clause anyway.
In addition, the Secretary of State is already bound
by the requirements of the Human Rights Act in any
actions that she takes, further ensuring that the filter
will be designed in such a way that any request made
through it is compliant with the requirements of the
privacy clause. Accordingly, we do not consider it
necessary to make specific reference to the filter in the
privacy clause, or to include a provision along the lines
of the amendment.
I turn to Amendments 134, 135, 138, 142, 144 and
240. The noble Lord seeks to make a number of
amendments to the filtering arrangements provisions
that I hope I can reassure him are unnecessary and, in
some cases, unhelpful. The filtering arrangements will
mean that communications data disclosed by a
communications service provider in response to an
authorisation will be filtered, and a public authority
will see only the data that they need to. Any irrelevant
data will be deleted and not made available to the
public authority. On Amendments 134 and 240, the
detailed provisions, restrictions and safeguards that
are in the Bill already preclude the need for regulations.
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On Amendment 135, to leave the Secretary of State
to establish the filtering arrangements but without a
clear lawful basis for the Secretary of State—or anyone
else, for that matter—to maintain and operate them
makes little sense.
As regards Amendment 142 and an annual report
to Parliament, I remind noble Lords that the Bill already
provides for the Investigatory Powers Commissioner,
who must oversee the functioning of the filtering
arrangements, to report annually to the Prime Minister,
who must lay a copy of the published report before
Parliament.
On error reporting in Amendment 144, the provisions
in the Bill already strike the right balance between
ensuring that the Investigatory Powers Commissioner—
who oversees the operation of the filtering arrangements
—is made immediately aware of significant errors and
overwhelming the commissioner with reports of minor
errors which do not need to be conveyed with such
urgency, which would not achieve anything. Aside
from ensuring that these significant errors are properly
reported, it is of course for the commissioner to
determine what information about the operation of
the filtering arrangements, including processing errors,
he requires to fulfil his oversight duties. A requirement
for the filtering arrangements to generate and retain
such information as the commissioner considers
appropriate is already specifically set out in Clause 63(4).
I assure the noble Lord that the filtering arrangements
are a vital part of the Bill and are already subject to
strict safeguards set out in the primary legislation.
These amendments are therefore at best unnecessary
and at worst may weaken some of those safeguards
already in the Bill. I invite the noble Lord to withdraw
the amendment.
Lord Paddick: My Lords, I thank the Minister for
his response. We were concerned that the privacy
provision in Clause 2(1)(d) states that it relates to the
grant, approval or cancellation of an authorisation
rather than to the establishment of the filter. However,
I accept that the use of the filter is covered by Clause 2.
I am also concerned about what the noble and learned
Lord said about significant processing errors. If even a
minor processing error leads to a contravention of
the requirements of this part of the Bill, it could be
argued that that is a serious matter, whether the processing
error is significant or not. However, at this stage I beg
leave to withdraw the amendment.
Amendment 134 withdrawn.
Amendment 135 not moved.
Amendment 136
Moved by Earl Howe
136: Clause 63, page 50, line 18, leave out from “the” to “or” in
line 19 and insert “requirements of this Part in relation to
granting the authorisation are satisfied,”

Amendment 136 agreed.
Amendment 137 had been withdrawn from the Marshalled
List.
Clause 63, as amended, agreed.
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Clause 64: Use of filtering arrangements in pursuance
of an authorisation
Amendment 138 not moved.
Amendment 139
Moved by Earl Howe
139: Clause 64, page 51, line 31, leave out from “the” to
“considers” and insert “other requirements of this Part in relation
to granting the authorisation are satisfied)”

Amendment 139 agreed.
Clause 64, as amended, agreed.
Amendment 140 had been withdrawn from the Marshalled
List.
Clause 65: Duties in connection with operation of
filtering arrangements
Amendments 141 to 144 not moved.
Clause 65 agreed.
Clause 66 agreed.
Schedule 4 agreed.
Clause 67: Power to modify section 66 and Schedule 4
Amendment 145
Moved by Lord Paddick
145: Clause 67, page 53, line 38, leave out “add a public
authority to, or”

Lord Paddick: My Lords, Amendments 146 and
147 in this group are also in my name and the name of
my noble friend Lady Hamwee. Much concern has
been expressed about the number of public authorities
that can intrude into people’s privacy, and as a result,
restrictions have been put in the Bill. If the Bill is
enacted there will be fewer public bodies with that
ability, and that is to be welcomed. We therefore do
not think it is right that under Clause 67 the Secretary
of State should be allowed by regulation to add a
public authority. Amendment 145 would delete this
power from Clause 67(2)(a) and Amendment 146 would
make a similar change to subsection (3).
Amendment 147 would impose a duty on the Secretary
of State to consult representatives of local authorities—for
example, the Local Government Association—if she
intends to make regulations to change a local authoritydesignated senior officer to someone of lower office,
rank or position, in addition to consulting each of the
local authorities concerned, as set out in Clause 69(5).
I beg to move.
Earl Howe: My Lords, these amendments all concern
the public authorities that are able to acquire
communications data. I should take this opportunity
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to mention a document which we published last week
and which is available in the Printed Paper Office:
Operational Case for the Use of Communications Data
by Public Authorities. It sets out why it is essential that
the authorities listed in Schedule 4 to the Bill are able
to acquire communications data. It is important to
recognise that the crimes they investigate are not trivial.
They include offences such as bribery and corruption,
defrauding vulnerable people of their life savings,
stealing sensitive personal information and supplying
dangerous counterfeit medicines. That document is
pertinent to this group of amendments, because
Amendments 145 and 146 would remove the ability of
the Secretary of State to add public authorities to
Schedule 4 by regulations.
I recognise the well-intentioned purpose of the
amendments. However, it is not something that the
Government can support because it goes against our
stated aim of ensuring that the Bill is future-proofed.
Although we have no plans to use the regulation-making
power, and, indeed, we think it unlikely that any
additional authorities will be identified, it would not
be good policy to specifically rule it out. That is
because communications data are an essential investigative
tool for numerous investigations and they are used by
a number of different authorities. As I said, we have
published the operational case demonstrating why it is
so essential that the authorities listed in Schedule 4
continue to be able to use these powers.
As that operational case demonstrates, the authorities
that acquire communications data, including the so-called
“minor users”, often do so to investigate serious crime
and, in some cases, save lives. Should a new investigative
body be established—for example, with a remit to
investigate a specific type of serious crime—we would
want the flexibility to give it the powers that it needed.
Similarly, we need to be able to adapt the list if changes
in the roles and responsibilities of public bodies mean
that it falls out of date.
Of course, there should be full and proper scrutiny
of any decisions to provide powers to an additional
body. The Government will consider giving powers
only where a public authority can make a robust case
and, perhaps more importantly, the Bill allows a public
authority to be added to Schedule 4 only under the
enhanced affirmative procedure. This procedure requires
additional consultation above and beyond the affirmative
procedure and ensures that a parliamentary committee
is provided with an opportunity to consider the draft
regulations.
This power has been considered by the Delegated
Powers and Regulatory Reform Committee. In her
letter to the Joint Committee that scrutinised the draft
Bill, my noble friend Lady Fookes reported that the
committee accepted the need for the delegated power
and welcomed the strengthening of scrutiny procedures
under the Bill. She said that,
“the enhanced affirmative procedure ... provides an appropriate
level of Parliamentary scrutiny”.

I hope that that reassures the Committee that sufficient
scrutiny is already built into the process to ensure that
an additional public authority would be added to
Schedule 4 only where it had a robust and compelling
need for the powers.
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4.30 pm
On Amendment 147, I hope I can reassure noble
Lords that the intent of this amendment is already met
by the Bill. Should there be a need to make changes by
order to the “designated senior officer” position within
local authorities, the Bill already requires the Secretary
of State to consult each local authority to which the
amendment relates. If the intent of the amendment is
to ensure that organisations such as the Local Government
Association are consulted, I can also assure noble
Lords that the Government regularly consult such
organisations and would consult them should we wish
to make changes in respect of investigatory powers
that affect their members.
However, we do not think that it would be appropriate
to include a requirement to consult representatives of
local authorities without identifying who that specifically
means, particularly when there is already a requirement
to consult the local authorities themselves. I hope that
that provides reassurance to the noble Lord, Lord Paddick.
Amendment 149 would remove a power that will be
used as a safeguard. I am sure that that cannot be the
intent of the noble Lord. The provisions in the Bill
relating to collaboration agreements provide that, where
a collaboration agreement is in place, single points of
contact and designated senior officers in one relevant
public authority are able to act on behalf of another
relevant public authority. The Bill allows the Secretary
of State to require authorities to enter into collaboration
agreements, where appropriate.
Smaller users of communications data being mandated
to request data through the single points of contact
and designated senior officers in authorities that acquire
communications data more frequently can be an important
safeguard. That is because, inevitably, those authorities
that request data most frequently will be able to build
upmoreexperienceandexpertiseinacquiringcommunications
data, thus reducing the possibility of errors or inappropriate
use. Accordingly, the Government do not believe that
it would be sensible to remove this potentially important
safeguard. I hope that that is helpful to the noble Lord,
Lord Paddick, and gives him sufficient comfort at this
stage to withdraw his amendment.
Lord King of Bridgwater (Con): Obviously, this is a
very important area, which has given rise to a lot of
public concern about how widely this would go in
terms of all the authorities that might have access to
information in this way. But it must be right that, if
there is to be a list and it is to bear the power to
remove names—which the noble Lord, Lord Paddick,
is not suggesting should be deleted—there must be a
power to add to the list as well where appropriate.
Knowing the way that Governments, bodies and names
change, I can see without altering the impact at all that
it would be necessary to exercise this power. Could the
Minister say a little more about the committee that he
was talking about? Is it a standing committee, special
committee or advisory committee? When he mentioned
the proposal to add somebody to the list, he said that
that would be scrutinised by a committee. What sort of
committee would that be?
Earl Howe: My Lords, I was referring to the procedure
relating to the enhanced affirmative process. That
procedure is set out in Clause 239 of the Bill. Importantly,
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it provides for a relevant parliamentary committee to
report on the regulations. I do not think that I can be
more specific at this stage. The enhanced affirmative
procedure has been used in the past, albeit not very
frequently, and is there as an additional safeguard. I
endorse everything that my noble friend said in support
of my remarks. He is absolutely right that we cannot
foresee at this stage the need to add to the list, but we
must and should provide for the circumstances where
that becomes necessary.
Lord Paddick: I am grateful for the noble Earl’s
explanation. The noble Lord, Lord King of Bridgwater,
raised this important concern that people have about
the range of public authorities that will be able to
access this data. There is a real concern that the
Secretary of State by regulation can simply add to the
list included in the Bill. As a general principle, to have
provisions in a Bill in order—to quote the noble Earl
—to future-proof it, even if those are unlikely to be
used, is not the ideal way forward. However, the enhanced
affirmative procedure does give some reassurance on
that issue.
On the other matters, I will read carefully what the
noble Earl has said, but at this point I beg leave to
withdraw the amendment.
Amendment 145 withdrawn.
Amendment 146 not moved.
Clause 67 agreed.
Clause 68 agreed.
Amendment 146A not moved.
Clause 69: Local authorities as relevant public
authorities
Amendment 147 not moved.
Clause 69 agreed.
Clauses 70 to 72 agreed.
Amendment 147A
Moved by Lord Strasburger
147A: After Clause 72, insert the following new Clause—
“Authorisation to obtain data from an internet connection
record
An authorisation to obtain data from an internet
connection record is not to have effect until such time (if
any) as a Judicial Commissioner has approved it.”

Lord Strasburger: My Lords, I rise to speak to
Amendment 147A in my name and that of my noble
friend Lord Paddick. My noble friend also has
Amendment 156A in this group and he will speak to
that amendment; I may have something to add on it
after he has spoken.
Amendment 147A requires a judicial commissioner
to authorise requests to obtain data from internet
connection records. As it happens, this is a very hot
topic because only this morning an Advocate-General
of the European Court of Justice issued his opinion in
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the case brought by Tom Watson and, before his
appointment to the Cabinet, David Davis. Of course
this is not the final judgment of the court, but it is
usual for it to confirm an Advocate-General’s opinion.
This case concerns the Data Retention and Investigatory
Powers Act 2014, one of the Acts that this Investigatory
Powers Bill seeks to replace.
In particular, the ruling addresses the legality and
the safeguards around the speculative retention of
communications data. As such, it is of direct relevance
to the provisions in this Bill regarding the retention of
communications data and the retention of internet
connection records. So I have discarded most of my
speech and instead I will let the Advocate-General’s
words speak for Amendment 147A on my behalf. At
paragraph 236 of his ruling he states:
“Lastly, I would add that, from a practical point of view, none
of the three parties concerned by a request for access is in a
position to carry out an effective review in connection with access
to the retained data. Competent law enforcement authorities have
every interest in requesting the broadest possible access. Service
providers, who will be ignorant of the content of any investigation
file, are incapable of checking that requests for access are limited
to what is strictly necessary and persons whose data are consulted
have no way of knowing that they are under investigation, even if
their data is used abusively or unlawfully … Given the nature of
the various interests involved, the intervention of an independent
body prior to the consultation of retained data, with a view to
protecting persons whose data are retained from abusive access by
the competent authorities, is to my mind imperative”.
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equivalent of the communications data they already
have—for example, access to mobile phone provider
data. It is far more complex than that. At best, internet
connection records provide only details of which
communications platforms have been used, most of
which are based in the United States.
Whether useful communications data can be accessed
depends on voluntary co-operation by the American
companies, which is unlikely in all but serious cases—for
which there is an alternative. Internet connection records
may provide leads, but they are difficult, complex and
time-consuming to follow up. They fail the necessity
test. The security services—MI5, MI6 and GCHQ—say
that they do not need internet connection to be stored
by telecommunications operators because they have
other ways of securing the data that they need. In
serious crime cases, GCHQ can, does and will help law
enforcement to secure the communications data that
the police need without recourse to internet connection
records.
Indeed, there is a co-located joint operations cell in
which the National Crime Agency and GCHQ have
joined forces to tackle online crime—initially child
sexual exploitation, but in the future other online crime
as well. This information is in the public domain. At
Second Reading, when I suggested that law enforcement
could use security service powers instead of ICRs, the
Minister said:

So the Advocate-General is saying that, because the
police have a strong interest in the request for the data,
and because the service providers cannot judge the
merits of the request, and because the subject of the
request does not know that it exists, it is imperative, in
his words, that an independent body should decide.
Incidentally, he goes on to suggest that there could be
exceptions in cases of “extreme urgency”.
To my mind, that independent body he speaks of
can only be the judicial commissioner, which is precisely
what Amendment 147A stipulates. If the Government
believe that the independent body could be something
other than the judicial commissioner, perhaps the
Minister can inform the Committee when he responds,
and say how the Government intend to incorporate
the Advocate-General’s opinion, should it be confirmed
by the court, into this Bill. I beg to move.

“But of course that is neither practical nor effective because
many of the powers of the security services produce investigative
material that is not admissible as evidence in a court of law”.—[Official
Report, 27/6/16; cols. 1459-60.]

Lord Paddick: My Lords, I wish to speak to
Amendment 156A in my name and that of my noble
friend Lady Hamwee. Before doing so, I endorse
wholeheartedly what my noble friend Lord Strasburger
has just said. The decision of the Advocate-General
released today appears very much to add considerable
weight to the arguments in favour of Amendment 147A.
Amendment 156A is an amendment to Clause 83,
headed, “Powers to require retention of certain data”.
It would exclude internet connection records from the
types of data that telecommunications operators can
be required to store, and, as such, would effectively
remove the only new provision—the use of internet
connection records—from the Bill.
We believe that such an amendment is necessary for
several reasons. Internet connection records do not do
what the Government claim they do. They do not
provide the police and security services with the internet

4.45 pm
These measures can easily be evaded. Any terrorist
or criminal who is the least bit technologically aware
can easily and simply avoid giving away any useful
communications data derived from internet connection
records by using a virtual private network. If you use a
VPN, the only internet connection record visible to
law-enforcement agencies is the one connection to the
secure server operated by the virtual private network
provider. If you use a VPN, ICRs will not provide any
information about any websites you have visited, or any
apps you have used to communicate with other people.
ICRs are unacceptably intrusive on innocent people’s
privacy. Those unaware of how to evade internet
connection records providing any useful data—there
will be a diminishing number of such people as those
who are aware seek to make money by publicising
VPN services—will have details of every website they

It would appear that the National Crime Agency and
GCHQ agree with me rather than with the noble and
learned Lord. Indeed, case studies that I was shown
when I visited GCHQ tend to undermine the Minister’s
assertion.
We began Committee stage by looking at RUSI’s
10 principles for the intrusion on privacy. I will quote
just one, on “necessity”, which states that,
“there should be no other practicable means of achieving the
objective”.

Internet connection records fail the necessity test. The
National Crime Agency and GCHQ co-operation shows
that there is a practical alternative.
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[LORD PADDICK]
visited and every app they have used over a rolling
12-month period stored by private companies. While
the communications data beyond the first page of
each website are considered by the Government to be
content, even the first page can provide sensitive personal
information about the individual, and the time when
and place where that webpage was accessed.
If you access the Alcoholics Anonymous website, a
domestic violence website or a gender-reassignment
website, you immediately reveal sensitive personal
information about yourself. If your internet connection
records show that you do not use your home internet
service during working hours on weekdays, they provide
information about when your home is unoccupied.
Much about your lifestyle, personality and whereabouts
can be gleaned from internet connection records.
The storage of internet connection records is a
security risk. Technology experts claim that there is no
such thing as a totally secure database and that commercial
companies should assume that their security systems
will be breached.

Lord King of Bridgwater: I understand the importance
of safeguards, but the noble Lord’s thrust is that he is
against the retention of internet connection records in
total. He therefore totally disagrees with the impressive
Joint Committee of both Houses, which considered
the matter at some length. It said:
“We consider that, on balance, there is a case for Internet
Connection Records as an important tool for law enforcement”.

Does he disagree?
Lord Paddick: I am grateful for the chance to
clarify my position. That is my position: we disagree
with the conclusions of the Joint Committee. We
believe, on balance, that the retention of internet
connection records is disproportionate and unnecessary.
Technology experts recommend that companies should
plan on the basis of their security measures having
been breached, not just plan for the security of their
databases. This makes highly intrusive personal data
potentially available to criminals and hostile foreign
powers. If a criminal establishes that a married man is
accessing gay websites, or a hostile foreign Government
establish that an intelligence officer is accessing lonely
hearts websites, that could increase the risk of blackmail
or entrapment. Knowing from ICRs when someone is
not at home can increase the risk of burglary.
Internet connection records are hugely expensive to
analyse and store. Based on estimates from Denmark,
where the storage of internet connection records has
already been explored extensively, the set-up costs
alone in the UK could be around £1 billion. As in the
UK, the cost estimates provided by the Government
and telecommunications providers in Denmark varied
widely. The Government therefore asked independent
management consultants to establish the true cost,
which confirmed that the telecommunications service
providers’ estimates were the correct ones. Extrapolating
from the independently verified Danish costs using the
relative populations of both countries would take the
set-up costs alone for internet connection records in
the UK to more than £1 billion.
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For those who think that this cannot be right, I
should say that 80% of all the data ever created since
the beginning of time has been created in the last two
years. That is the rate of increase, and, with more and
more devices being connected to the internet, such as
those controlling our central heating, and with even
refrigerators and ovens being connected to the so-called
internet of things, the number of internet connection
records is set to increase exponentially. Apart from not
being able to see communications in among all these
other internet connections, the storage costs alone will
be enormous.
Taking all these arguments together, the storage of
the internet connection records of everyone in the UK
for 12 months, whether they are suspected of wrongdoing
or not, fails the proportionality test. I quote the RUSI
report again, this time on proportionality. It states:
“Intrusion must be judged as proportionate to the advantages
gained, not just in cost or resource terms but also through a
judgement that the degree of intrusion is matched by the seriousness
of the harm to be prevented”.

The advantages gained through the storage of internet
connection records are limited, the costs are prohibitive,
the degree of intrusion is huge and serious harm can
be prevented through other means.
Lord Murphy of Torfaen (Lab): My Lords, the
noble Lord, Lord King, touched on the issue of the
Joint Committee. It may be useful for your Lordships
to hear what it said about ICRs. The noble Lord, Lord
King, was quite right in that regard. The Joint Committee
said:
“While we recognise that ICRs could prove a desirable tool for
law enforcement agencies, the Government must address the
significant concerns outlined by our witnesses if their inclusion
within the Bill is to command the necessary support”.

The Joint Committee also said:
“We recommend that the definition of Internet Connection
Records should be made consistent throughout the Bill and that
the Government should give consideration to defining terms such
as ‘internet service’ and ‘internet communications service’. We
recommend that more effort should be made to reflect not only
the policy aims but also the practical realities of how the internet
works on a technical level”.

The Joint Committee also recommended that,
“the Government should publish in a Code of Practice alongside
the Bill advice on how data controllers should seek to minimise
the privacy risks of subject access requests for ICRs under the
Data Protection Act 1998”.

The Government accepted the recommendation on a
code of practice—and, indeed, on the definitions.
However, in general, the majority of members of the
committee believed that ICRs are absolutely necessary
to protect our citizens and give the security agencies
and the law enforcement agencies the tools they need.
Lord Strasburger: My Lords, I rise to speak to
Amendment 156A and cite the simple facts about
internet connection records. They do not currently
exist, would be very difficult and costly to manufacture,
have very limited usefulness and collecting and storing
them, far from making us safer, would expose everyone
in Britain who uses the internet to new and serious
risks. In addition, they are highly intrusive into everyone’s
private lives and cannot be stored securely by service
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providers. So it is little wonder, then, that no other
western democracy is collecting internet connection
records, including the four other members of the
“Five Eyes” partnership, the long-standing security
alliance between the UK, the USA, Canada, Australia
and New Zealand. In fact, the new Australian data
retention law specifically excludes the retention of web
browsing histories. As for the USA and Canada, David
Anderson pointed out in his report that in both countries,
“there would be constitutional difficulties in such a proposal”.

As my noble friend Lord Paddick has already pointed
out, Denmark is the only country known to have tried
to collect internet connection records—session logs, as
they called them. That project was abandoned after a
review by the Danish ministry of justice found that it
had been of almost no use to the police. The Home
Office claims, with some justification, that the proposal
in the Bill has some differences from the Danish
system but this year the Danish Government came up
with a revised scheme that is almost identical to the
internet connection records provisions in the Bill.
That was promptly abandoned when the prohibitively
expensive cost estimates of the Danish service providers
were confirmed as accurate by independent accountants.
We must ask ourselves: what is it about our country
that makes the Government believe that we should be
in a stubborn minority of one on this important
matter? I hope the Minister will be able to explain it to
the Committee.
It is important to understand that internet connection
records—ICRs—do not currently exist. Unlike itemised
phone bills, which phone companies keep for billing
purposes and are the basis of the current communications
data regime, communications service providers—CSPs—
have no need whatever for ICRs so they do not create
or keep them. The Joint Committee heard from many
technical and industry experts, including the committee’s
two excellent technical advisers, that it would be very
far from simple for CSPs to start intercepting these
data as they pass through their networks. Each company
would have to devise a method suitable for their own
systems. They would need to install expensive and
complex equipment to carry out “deep packet inspection”,
which copies data packets as they fly past on fibre-optic
cables. They would then need to process the collected
data to find and discard the very large amount of
internal housekeeping signals that keep the network
healthy but have absolutely no intelligence value. The
warnings the committee heard from the service providers
about the difficulties of making ICRs happen and
their negligible intelligence value echoed what Danish
service providers told their Government before they
embarked on their ill-fated and wasteful scheme.
However, if some British service providers could do
better than their Danish counterparts and succeed in
creating internet connection records, it would not
make Britons safer; it would make us less safe. I will
explain why. The very existence of internet connection
records would create more hazards and dangers for
the British public than they currently face, and these
risks are as good as impossible to mitigate. The first
rule of digital security is to not keep any data you do
not need because they are all vulnerable. Yet here, we
are talking about storing everything that we all do on
the internet for 12 months. We should bear in mind
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that this information would be gold dust to those who
would do us harm and would attract the efforts of
hackers, blackmailers, criminals and rogue states from
around the world. The prize for them would be the
details of the private lives of millions of UK citizens:
all our personal secrets, including our banking and
credit card details; our problems with addiction; our
mental and physical health; our sexual proclivities;
our financial struggles; our political leanings; our
hopes, our worries, our plans—just about everything
about our lives.
If the Government attempt to convince themselves
and this House that service providers will be able to
keep these data safe, they will be deluding themselves
and the British public. It is a matter of when, not if,
these sensitive data get into the wrong hands. I will
explain why. Our service providers make their money
from transmitting our data on their way to and from
our devices. They are not in the business of storing it
securely. The noble Baroness, Lady Harding, who is
the chief executive of TalkTalk could, if she were in
her place, recount how 156,000 of her company’s
customers had their data accessed by hackers last year.
In February this year, SWIFT, the interbank financial
transaction network, which presumably needs and has
much stronger security than service providers, had
$81 million stolen in one set of transactions. It would
have been much more, but for a simple spelling mistake
by the culprits. Canadian police reported in August
last year that two clients of the infidelity website
Ashley Madison had taken their own lives, following
the theft of the personal data of 33 million Ashley
Madison customers. Also last year, Chinese hackers
stole the details of 4 million US Government employees,
including their security clearances.
5 pm
I could go on but the Committee will be pleased to
hear that I will leave it there for now. Suffice it to say
that our data are very likely to be hacked and used to
steal from us, blackmail us or otherwise harm us and
our families. That might happen through a clever
cyberintrusion originating in China or North Korea,
or in a teenager’s bedroom in Cleethorpes. It may be a
disgruntled or greedy insider. It may even be a police
officer misusing the proper authorisation channels—and
before the Committee discounts that possibility, your
Lordships should be aware that over the last five years
there were 877 instances of inappropriate data disclosure
by police officers to third parties, of which 297 cases
resulted in either resignation or dismissal and 70 in a
criminal conviction or caution.
The intelligence agencies are clear that they have no
need for internet connection records. The policemen
who gave evidence to the Joint Committee did not
seem to have their hearts in it when they were sent in to
bat for ICRs by the Home Office, which has been
pushing for this power for years. The new power fails
the necessity test. Its usefulness is tiny and its intrusiveness
for every citizen is very high, which means that it fails
the proportionality test as well. It is technically difficult
and very costly to deliver. It opens up a whole new set
of risks for innocent internet users, making us substantially
less safe, and for all those reasons no other country is
doing it. Internet connection records have nothing
going for them and should not be part of the Bill.
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Lord King of Bridgwater (Con): My Lords, I will
speak briefly. The Committee has listened with great
interest to the noble Lord, Lord Strasburger, who was
a member of the Joint Committee, which agreed
unanimously—himself included—to this statement:
“We agree that all of the proposed purposes for which access
to ICRs could be sought are appropriate”.

It went on to say:
“Whether ICRs are included or not”—

subject to the European Court of Justice—
“we believe that, in light of the ongoing need for communications
data and the imminent expiry of DRIPA, a continued policy of
some form of data retention is appropriate and that these provisions
should accordingly form part of the Bill”.

A number of us have come to this Committee anxious
to see the work done under the noble Lord, Lord Murphy,
whose chairmanship of the Joint Committee was
impressive. We were under the impression that its
report was an accurate record. Now the noble Lord,
Lord Strasburger, stands up and says something entirely
different from what was unanimously agreed in the
Joint Committee.
Lord Oates (LD): My Lords, I will speak in support of
Amendment 156A but I also support Amendment 147A,
which was moved by my noble friend Lord Strasburger.
I will not go into all the details set out so ably by my
noble friends Lord Paddick and Lord Strasburger but
there are some key issues which really have to be
addressed. It is not good enough, frankly, to say that
the Joint Committee may have said this or that; we
need answers to the questions that have been posed.
The first question is: why is it that the United
Kingdom, as far as I understand it—I hope that the
Minister will correct me if I am wrong—uniquely
among the “Five Eyes” countries requires this power?
Indeed, as far as I understand it this is unique among
any equivalent western democracies. I hope the Minister
will tell us what is so unique about the situation we
find ourselves in. It is not shared by the United States,
Canada, New Zealand or any other western democracy.
Secondly, it is important to understand that, at the
moment, 25 countries around the world are considering
investigatory powers legislation—countries such as India,
Pakistan and many others. They are looking towards
us and at what we do. We have to think extremely
carefully about what we are doing and we must ensure
that our questions are answered. It is incumbent on
the Government to do that.
We are also in a time of quite a lot of political
upheaval. As a result, I doubt many people have been
paying a huge amount of attention to the Bill. I
imagine the public will be absolutely horrified when
they discover that Parliament has granted a power to
government to insist on the retention of the details of
every single person in this country’s access to every
single website. They will want to know why and they
will want to know under what conditions of security
such information is to be held. They will want to know
the cost and whether this Parliament rigorously examined
the cost and the need for their data—the data of
innocent people—to be held in this manner. It is not
good enough for us just to say that this power might
be desirable or useful at some point; we have to be
clear that it is proportionate, that it can work and that
it can be held securely.
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Lord King of Bridgwater: Does the noble Lord not
remember that some of us tried to anticipate some of
these problems and bring in amendments to a previous
Bill? We were told then that we must not rush this.
This Bill must now have been subject to the most
exhaustive scrutiny of any that I can remember. It has
been the subject of three independent reports and of
scrutiny by a Joint Committee of both Houses, on
which the noble Lords, Lord Murphy and Lord Butler,
who are present, and other Members served. The
noble Lord stands there and suggests that this is some
impetuous reaction to a problem that has just arisen. I
have been critical—I should have liked to see earlier
action—but I accept that the Government decided
that the Bill should be subject to the most exhaustive
public scrutiny that I can remember for any Bill. In
fairness, the noble Lord might recognise that in his
speech.
Lord Oates: If the noble Lord had been in his place
at Second Reading, he would have heard me give
exactly that recognition. I recognise entirely the scrutiny
and excellent work. I note that it is only because of the
actions of people such as the then Deputy Prime
Minister, Nick Clegg, that we had that scrutiny. I am
grateful that we had it and the Bill is much better as a
consequence. I welcome it. That does not mean, however,
that as a result of that scrutiny we should abandon our
Committee proceedings; it does not mean that those
of us who have not served on Joint Committees should
not be able to ask questions or seek answers. That is
certainly what I will continue to do in this matter.
What is being required is an extraordinary power.
We must be absolutely clear about that: it is unique.
The noble Lord, Lord King, the Minister or any other
noble Lord needs to explain—and nobody has, certainly
not in all the proceedings so far in this House—why
we, uniquely, need this power. The power is one that
even such eminent people as my noble friend Lord
Carlile—no slouch on counterterrorism measures—have
questioned in the past. Indeed on 25 May 2013, he
penned an article, I believe in the Daily Mail, in which
he said:
“I, Lord Reid, Lord West and others of like mind have never
favoured the recording of every website visited by every internet
user, though we have been accused of that ambition”.

I hope the Minister will correct me if I am wrong, but
as I understand it that is exactly what is proposed: the
retention of data on the internet connection records of
every internet user in the country. I hope that the
Minister will address and answer all the detailed points
put by my noble friends Lord Paddick and Lord
Strasburger, and tell the House why we, uniquely, need
a power required by no other constitutional democracy
of a similar type in the world.
Lord Strasburger: I assure my noble friend and the
noble Lord, Lord King, that the report by the Joint
Committee was not unanimous. We had something
like 10 divisions, and for some peculiar reason I found
myself on the wrong end of most of them.
Lord King of Bridgwater: If the noble Lord looks at
the report, he will see that the paragraphs that I referred
to were unanimously agreed.
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Lord Evans of Weardale (CB): My Lords, I was
slightly puzzled by the comments from the noble Lord,
Lord Paddick, suggesting that the National Crime
Agency did not support these powers. The implication
was—
Lord Paddick: I did not say that. Perhaps I can
assist the Committee. What I said was that the security
services—MI5, MI6 and GCHQ—have told me, in my
visits to those agencies, that they do not require the
retention of internet connection records for them to
carry out their very important work around national
security and serious crime. It is not the case, nor did I
state, that the National Crime Agency does not support
this measure. The National Crime Agency has supported
it in its presentations to me. I have been to the National
Crime Agency twice, because it failed to convince me
the first time, and I am sad to say that it did not
convince me the second time either.
Lord Evans of Weardale: I apologise if I misunderstood
the reference to GCHQ and the National Crime Agency
and the way in which that was phrased. I ought to
declare that I am a former non-executive director of
the National Crime Agency. I have been very affected
in my thinking on this by the extent to which every law
enforcement agency that I have spoken to, in particular
the National Crime Agency, seems to believe that this
is a very necessary power to enable it to have the
evidential ability to pursue serious crime. That is where
the distinction lies between the intelligence agencies,
which are not seeking this as an evidential tool, and
the National Crime Agency and other law enforcement
bodies, which see it as an evidential necessity. Depending
on a relationship between the NCA and GCHQ within
the National Crime Agency seems an unlikely way
around this. If there is an evidential requirement, we
should put that in the Bill and provide it to law
enforcement, rather than relying on GCHQ to provide
it by some particular piece of machinery within the
NCA, because that would not then be available to all
those who might need it within law enforcement.
This is also relevant in terms of why, or the extent
to which, other countries have not gone down this
road. There is plenty of evidence that the United
Kingdom has been considerably more successful,
particularly in the pursuit and prosecution of paedophile
crime online, than a number of other jurisdictions.
That is partly because we have provided appropriate
powers to law enforcement to be able to pursue this.
The UK has been much more successful in terms of
prosecution figures for very similar situations to those
facing some European countries. We should continue
to provide the powers that enable the UK to pursue
those sorts of crimes, which are at the moment an
absolute wave hitting the law enforcement community.
If we do not provide it with the powers, we will leave a
situation where very many people who have committed
online paedophile crime are not prosecuted. From my
point of view, that certainly does not seem a satisfactory
way forward.
I am also slightly cautious about the argument that
people can always get round this and that anyone
applying their best security would not get caught.
Almost all investigation, whether intelligence or criminal,
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relies on those who are criminals or threats to our
security not being as good at what they are doing as
they hoped. To say that we should not introduce
powers because they are not infallible and that if
someone applied all security measures they might be
able to get around them would mean that we would
provide very few powers to either the intelligence
services or law enforcement agencies, because someone
somewhere might be able to avoid them. Most people,
most of the time, do not apply all the security that
they could when they are undertaking either national
security threats or crime. That is why we can catch
them. We should provide as many powers as we can to
catch these people before they damage us, and prosecute
them afterwards.
5.15 pm
The Lord Bishop of Chester: My Lords, I, too, was a
member of the Joint Committee. This is the first time I
have spoken on the Bill, for various reasons, and I pay
tribute to the noble Lord, Lord Murphy, who chaired
us so splendidly. The Bill has gone through a model of
pre-legislative scrutiny. Compared with the state of
most legislation that comes to us, it has really been
chewed over, not least in the Commons, to improve it
further. I am broadly comfortable with it.
It is good that we are looking at these issues because
we are pushing the boat out. Inevitably, in the internet
age, we are having to do things we have not done
before. I understand the practical challenge of keeping
internet connection records effectively. The Danish
experiment is salutary—they effectively abandoned it.
We had a witness from Denmark who explained it all
to us: they had tried and failed. I think that the case
for having access to internet connection records has
been made. There is a document to which no reference
has yet been made entitled Operational Case for the
Use of Communications Data by Public Authorities—that
is, other than the police—which lists about 20 authorities,
such as the Financial Conduct Authority, and sets out
case by case the value of having such records. I was
with the majority on the committee which felt the case
has been made in principle.
The Bill sets out various checks and balances. The
companies which will be required to keep these records
have a right to appeal against the notice and that must
be discussed with the Information Commissioner to
ensure that what is being asked of them is practically
possible. They must put in place adequate security
systems to ensure that the internet connection records
which are retained are properly secure.
There are practical questions because we are pushing
the boat out a bit internationally as to how this is to be
achieved and how much it will cost. As I understand
it, the cost will not fall on the companies concerned
but will be reimbursed to them by the Government. It
would be helpful to know the latest estimate of those
costs. I have a feeling that it was about £200 million
when we met in the committee, but it would be good to
know just what it may cost.
At the end of the day, we live in an ever more fragile
and dangerous world and there are good reasons for
thinking that that will be the case in future. If we can
provide this tool, with proper safeguards, to the police
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and other agencies it is well worth doing, but we
should not underestimate the practical difficulties of
being the first country to do this effectively; there are
real questions there.

Lord Carlile of Berriew (LD): My Lords, after a
good deal of thought, my conclusion is that I support
the conclusions of the Joint Committee, not the
amendments. I previously joined the noble Lord, Lord
King, in trying to bring provisions such as this to the
statute book rather more urgently. I agree with his
comment that it is the most scrutinised Bill we have
ever seen—certainly in my more than 30 years in one
or other House of Parliament. It was published with
three independent reports supporting it, one of which,
David Anderson’s report, was extremely complete and
considered every aspect of the proposed legislation. It
comes to this House with more documents published
by the Government, including some of the inner work
of GCHQ, than we have ever seen before. It is a great
tribute to GCHQ that it accepted the advice that many
people outside its establishment gave to it that it should
reveal more of what it is doing. I absolutely agree with
what has been said by the noble Lord, Lord Evans,
who had great experience of these matters throughout
his career until he entered your Lordships’ House.
What are we really trying to achieve? I think that we
are trying to achieve what we already do when we have
the opportunity to do it. There is a clear analogy here
with mobile telephony records. As the Crown Prosecution
Service has said, in 95% of the serious cases that are
tried—when there is a not guilty plea, in other words—in
the Crown Courts, mobile telephony records and cell
site analysis are used as an extraordinarily powerful
tool contributing to the conviction of very serious
criminals.
On this occasion, I am not going to bore your
Lordships with anecdotes about cases that I and other
noble Lords have been involved in, for the simple
reason that there are far too many cases to describe
from those anecdotes in which mobile telephony records
have been used to good effect. What technique is
used—or has been used up to this stage, until this Bill
is enacted—for accessing mobile telephony and internet
connection records? Where they are available, the police
and other authorities try to obtain access to them;
when they obtain access to them, they can track the
activities of the people whom they suspect; and, when
they can track those activities to good, evidential
effect, they use them. The result of that is to be able to
put extremely powerful evidence before the courts. All
that we are trying to do in this Bill is to create a reliable
system that is as uniform as possible so that this type
of information can be used in all cases.
Underlying the criticism of this provision is some
kind of mythology about the activities of the security
services, GCHQ and the police. There seems to be a
myth about that they are so bored, so inactive, so idle
and so inert, and suffer from such excessive curiosity,
that they have the time to look at the completely
uninteresting, irrelevant internet records of any member
of the public for something to do. That is an appalling
suggestion, quite apart from the extremely strong discipline
exerted—and I looked at this in some detail when I
was Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation
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and subsequently—on members of those security services.
There are some far more experienced than me in this
House, sitting in this House today, but I am sure that
those noble Lords and noble Baronesses would agree
that, if people were so stupid as to use their time in the
security services to look up our credit card accounts,
for example, they would be in very serious disciplinary
trouble. So let us put that canard aside.
Let us also remember that we are not comparing
like with like when we talk about other countries. The
Joint Committee came to the conclusion—and the
Government have, rightly, come to the same conclusion—
that the Danish experiment failed because it was different
and did not use the most appropriate technology. It
was unfortunate for the Danes—they did it before we
decided to do it—but the fact is that the Danish
experiment is irrelevant to this discussion. Let us not
forget, too, the powers of investigators in other countries.
We are setting down in this Bill controls of the security
services and anybody else who wishes to obtain access
to those records, which will be the best controls in the
world. We are ahead of the rest of the world in these
provisions.
Compare it with what juges d’instruction can do,
for example, in France or Belgium. If any one of us is
an accused in France or Belgium or any other country
on the continent where they have that kind of system,
not only will the juges d’instruction have access to
those records in any event, and not only do they have
powers to direct that they have disclosure of those
records to themselves, but the subject will never have
the faintest idea that that has been done. Although it is
tempting to compare what we do in this country with
a number of other countries, it is misleading because
no two systems are the same.
I agree with the right reverend Prelate that this
proposal has been examined. It has had as objective
an examination as one could imagine. It is a matter of
record that my noble friend Lord Strasburger, like it or
not, agreed with the committee’s conclusion. History
will say that he agreed with that conclusion because it
is there in the committee’s report. It is now time that
we move on, accept that this Bill contains an objective
analysis and pass this important set of provisions
which will help our authorities to catch the most
serious criminals, including hundreds of paedophiles,
as alluded to by the noble Lord, Lord Evans.
Baroness Butler-Sloss (CB): My Lords, I have not
spoken at all on this Bill so far but I should like to
make a practical point following what the noble Lord,
Lord Carlile, and previous speakers have said. I speak
as a former family judge who over the years has been
very involved in safeguarding. One of the most important
things is to be sure that the police—it is really the
police that we are talking about, rather than the security
services—have all the tools that they can possibly have
to be able to convince a jury, on a prosecution, that a
really serious crime has been committed. If this is
going to catch even more paedophiles I endorse it, and
I hope the House will agree with me.
Lord Rosser: My Lords, I shall be very brief. As has
been said, the provisions of this Bill have been subject
to considerable scrutiny. The heart of Amendment 156A
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is about the balance between privacy, security and
safety. Inevitably there will be disagreements, which
have been highlighted in this debate, about where an
appropriate and proper balance lies.
On Amendment 147A, I have virtually no knowledge
about the Advocate-General’s opinion, to which reference
has been made. However, if we have that opinion, we
would like to hear at some stage whether the Government
think that it would have implications for any of the
provisions and procedures in the Bill, were that opinion
subsequently adopted.
Lord Keen of Elie: My Lords, Amendment 156A
seeks to prevent the retention of internet connection
records. The Committee will not be surprised that the
Government cannot support such an amendment. We
have been absolutely clear about the need for internet
connection records. We addressed that when publishing
the operational case for these powers.
The right reverend Prelate the Bishop of Chester
referred to a model of pre-legislative scrutiny. The
noble Lord, Lord Carlile, referred to the most scrutinised
Bill ever seen. My noble friend Lord King alluded to
the three reports we have had, and the noble Lord,
Lord Murphy, spoke about the Joint Committee that
he had chaired which scrutinised these matters. Over
and above that, we had the evidence given to the
Public Bill Committee by, for example, the noble Lord,
Lord Reid, and Charles Clarke. They were asked
whether they thought that ICR were a key part of
updating legislation for the current world, and both
agreed definitively. I commend the contents of those
three reports to the noble Lord, Lord Oates, and also
commend to him the findings of the Joint Committee.
He asked whether the UK was unique within the “Five
Eyes” or indeed the world in seeking to develop these
powers. It may well be that we are the forefront of
developing them, and a good thing it be. I quote from
the report by David Anderson QC:
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and the Australian data retention law specifically excludes
the collection of such information precisely because it
was felt to be a disproportionate invasion of privacy?
Lord Keen of Elie: I invite the noble Lord to have a
little more confidence in the parliamentary procedures
in the UK, in the scrutiny that is being given by our
institutions to the provisions of the Bill, and even in
the Committee procedures of this House. We have
looked with care at these matters repeatedly and have
come to a view regarding ICRs.
Lord Paddick: Will the Minister give way?
Lord Keen of Elie: Not just yet. The fact that other
jurisdictions may have taken a different view is to be
noticed but is not necessarily of any great moment in
this context.
I want to deal with the suggestion by the noble
Lord, Lord Paddick, that somehow GCHQ could
provide the alternative route into all this material, and
that somehow the security services would be there at
the beck and call of the police authorities in order to
in-gather and provide the appropriate information by
different means. He asserted that the security services
said, “We do not need”. That is far too hard-edged.
They have other means but they did not say, “We do
not need” in that context.
The noble Lord suggested that I had made an
assertion on a previous occasion about the admissibility
of certain intelligence acquired by the security services.
I did not make an assertion; I made a statement of
fact. Intelligence acquired through interception cannot
be used as evidence in court. That is the factual
position.

5.30 pm

Lord Paddick: This Committee is part of the process
of the scrutiny of legislation, and therefore this House
should have respect for noble Lords who wish to use it
to challenge what the Government are proposing.
With regard to the greater success that the UK has
had compared with, say, Germany in the prosecution
of paedophiles, will the Minister confirm that that is
using existing legislation without the use of internet
connection records?
On the question of an evidential basis, why, in the
operational case for internet connection records, is the
need for evidential material not included in any of the
examples provided by the National Crime Agency?
Why, when I visited the NCA on a couple of occasions,
was none of the examples that it gave of a need for
evidence that could be presented in court? Indeed, the
case studies presented to me at GCHQ confirmed that
the work done by GCHQ in conjunction with the
NCA was sufficient for the NCA to bring successful
prosecutions, notwithstanding that the interception of
content is not acceptable in giving evidence in court.

Lord Oates: Does the Minister accept that the point
is not just that we are in front of other common-law
jurisdictions such as the US, New Zealand and Australia
but that, in the case of Australia, as alluded to by my
noble friend Lord Strasburger, this issue was specifically
considered by the Australian Government and Parliament,

Lord Keen of Elie: I am most obliged to the noble
Lord for his intervention. Of course, I did not accompany
him to the NCA, so I do not know what examples he
was or was not given, and nor did I prepare or draft
the operational examples that he referred to earlier.

“Comparing the UK’s legal regime with those of other countries
is fraught with danger”.

I commend to the noble Lord, Lord Oates, what
follows in that report because David Anderson develops
those points and explains them. It is on the record, we
have had it for a long time, we have considered it in the
development of the Bill and the Joint Committee
considered these matters. That is why the Bill is in its
present condition.
The noble Lord, Lord Evans, observed that we have
the ability to secure effective police investigations in
areas where other countries have failed. I mentioned
on a previous occasion the comparison between the
results in the UK and Germany regarding the investigation
and prosecution of cases involving paedophilia. I do
not accept that, because we are ahead of others,
somehow we are wrong.
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Of course, there are other means by which evidence
may be gathered for the purpose of prosecution, but
we are looking to the most effective means of doing
this going forward, remembering that people are moving
away from telephonic communication—using mobiles
and telephone systems—and into the use of internet
connection by way of such examples as WhatsApp.
Our police forces will be blinded if we allow that
development and do not attempt to keep up with such
developing technology.
On the question of whether there is an evidential
requirement, I note that the noble Lord now acknowledges
that there is an evidential requirement in the sense that
intelligence gathered by way of interception is not
admissible as evidence in court.
The question of the cost of carrying out this exercise
was raised. The figure of £1 billion has been put about
repeatedly, and the experience in Denmark has been
referred to on many occasions. However, one has to
look at this from the perspective of the United Kingdom
and its approach to this matter. We do not accept the
estimate of £1 billion that has been given, and indeed—in
response to the inquiry from the right reverend Prelate
the Bishop of Chester—the current estimate of costs
is about £175 million. Our figures factor in the existing
infrastructure and the requirements already placed on
individual communications service providers, as well
as the technical complexity of their networks in this
context.
One has to bear in mind that, for example, the Data
Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014 and
the Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015 already
provide for the retention of source IP addresses and
port numbers, which make up part of an internet
connection record. So I cannot accept the assertion
from the noble Lord, Lord Strasburger, that none
of these records are provided for under existing
legislation. Furthermore, the Bill allows the Government
to require the retention of communications data, including
internet connection records, only when necessary and
proportionate. One must not lose sight of that test in
this context.
So we consider that a case was made in the reports
regarding internet connection records. We entirely agree
with the view arrived at by the Joint Committee. The
noble Lord, Lord King, has already quoted from its
report that,
“on balance, there is a case for Internet Connection Records as an
important tool for law enforcement”.

That has been clearly established by the work that has
been done. I acknowledge that of course the Committee
of this House wishes to scrutinise this legislation, and
it is right that it does so, but it is helpful if it does so
against the background and with an understanding of
the pre-legislative scrutiny that has already taken place,
with regard to the three reports and indeed the
recommendations of the Joint Committee. So we submit
that the ability to require the retention of internet
connection records is a fundamental power that will
provide substantial benefits to law enforcement and
indeed to the security and intelligence agencies. It is in
these circumstances that I say that we cannot support
Amendment 156A.
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I turn for a moment to Amendment 147A, which
seeks to require judicial commissioner approval for
applications to acquire internet connection records. I
hope that I can persuade noble Lords that the amendment
is not needed because we already have a stringent
authorisation regime in place that protects against the
abuse of applications for communications data. Indeed,
the noble Lord, Lord Carlile, alluded to the suggestion
that somehow our security agencies and police would
have such time on their hands that they would simply
roam around such communications data for their own
amusement. One is entitled, surely, to discount such a
proposition.
The Bill contains robust safeguards for every stage
of the acquisition of any form of communications
data. This includes requiring the use of an expert single
point of contact; authorisation by a designated senior
officer who is independent of the investigation and who
must be of a rank approved by Parliament; comprehensive
oversight by the new Investigatory Powers Commissioner;
andthenewoffenceof unlawfullyacquiringcommunications
data from a telecommunications operator.
On top of those general requirements, there are
extra, specific safeguards for the acquisition of internet
connection records. So internet connection records
will be able to be acquired only if they are needed for
one of the four specified investigative purposes—and
local authorities, for example, will be barred from
acquiring internet connection records in any form. As
well as these protections, we have also tabled an
amendment that provides for a crime threshold that
must be met before internet connection records can be
acquired. We addressed this issue earlier. This will prevent
their use for low-level crimes.
So while we recognise that there are sensitivities
concerning internet connection records, they will,
among other things, be fundamental in resolving
IP addresses in certain cases. For example, where the
telecommunications operator uses technology that
allocates the same IP address to a number of different
customers, the internet connection record will help to
determine the specific individual in whom law enforcement
is interested. There has been cross-party agreement
that we need to solve the problem of IP address resolution
and I cannot see how it would make sense to require
judicial authorisation for some types of IP address
resolution but not for others, simply because of the
technology that a telecommunications operator uses.
If a public authority were considering acquiring
internet connection records in a way that was novel or
contentious, it would certainly be right for additional
safeguards to apply. That is why the draft communications
data code of practice requires any novel or contentious
application for communications data to be referred to
the judicial commissioner. The Government believe
that it is absolutely right that novel or contentious
cases are referred to the commissioner, but we do not
believe that the tried and trusted authorisation system
for communications data should be fundamentally
changed when there is no evidence that it is not
working. Furthermore, none of the three independent
reports that we have referred to and which informed
the drafting of this Bill—from David Anderson, the
ISC and RUSI—suggested or recommended any changes
to the authorisation regime for communications data.
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Finally, the noble Lord, Lord Strasburger, referred
to the recent opinion of the Advocate-General in the
case of Watson in the CJEU, which came out this
morning. We note what was said in a fairly lengthy
opinion. Your Lordships will be aware that that is the
opinion of the Advocate-General, not the judgment of
the court; a final judgment is anticipated in the autumn
of this year. The Government maintain that the existing
regime for the acquisition of communications data
and the proposals in the Investigatory Powers Bill are
compatible with EU law, and clearly it would not be
appropriate to comment further while legal proceedings
are ongoing. In these circumstances, I invite the noble
Lord to withdraw his amendment.
Lord Oates: The Minister may have given an
impression, which I am sure he did not intend, that by
scrutinising the Bill and seeking to do so, noble Lords
were somehow not cognisant of the history of the
development of these proposals and of the various
bits of scrutiny. He should correct that. I myself spent
five years in the coalition Government very much
involved in these discussions, and one reason I am
sceptical about many of the things I hear about why
we must do things is because I have heard them before.
For example, on the third-party data issue, the Independent
Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation David Anderson
said in his report that it was unnecessary and no
operational case had been made for it. So I want the
Minister to be clear on that. Noble Lords are concerned
not because they have not studied or are not aware of
these things but because they are very much aware
of them.
Lord Keen of Elie: No doubt noble Lords are cognisant
of the three reports and the Joint Committee’s
recommendations on the Bill. But I sought and seek to
remind noble Lords of what those recommendations
contained and of the terms of the Joint Committee’s
report—particularly as the noble Lord, Lord Strasburger,
who was a member of that committee, seemed to think
it appropriate to depart from the recommendations
which appear to have been made in its report.
5.45 pm
Lord Strasburger: My Lords, I thank the House for
an interesting and lively debate, which this subject
absolutely deserves. I am somewhat disconcerted by
an assertion made by the Minister and one or two
other noble Lords. Just because the Bill has been
heavily scrutinised—I fully recognise that, and if it is
the most scrutinised Bill in the history of this House,
so be it—it does not mean that we should abandon
our role in this House. We have six days in Committee;
are we wasting our time attempting to honestly and
genuinely scrutinise the Bill before the House? I do not
think so. I will save most of my responses to the debate
for Report. I will just say quickly to my noble friend
Lord Carlile that there is a world of difference between
communications data on mobile networks and internet
connection records. I will leave it at that for now, and
I am happy to withdraw the amendment.
Amendment 147A withdrawn.
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Clause 73: Commissioner approval for authorisations
to identify or confirm journalistic sources
Amendment 148 not moved.
Clause 73 agreed.
Clause 74 agreed.
Clause 75: Collaboration agreements: supplementary
Amendment 149 not moved.
Clause 75 agreed.
Clause 76 agreed.
Clause 77: Lawfulness of conduct authorised by this
Part
Amendment 150
Moved by Lord Paddick
150: Clause 77, page 61, line 6, leave out from “(1)” to end of
line 11

Lord Paddick: My Lords, perhaps this is a bit of
light relief. Clause 77(1) defines what conduct is lawful
when it comes to obtaining communications data, and
Clause 77(2)(a) goes on to say that someone cannot be
sued if what they do,
“is incidental to, or is reasonably undertaken in connection with”,

the lawful conduct defined in subsection (1). So far, so
good. Clause 77(2)(b) goes on to say that someone
cannot be subject to any civil liability in respect of conduct
that,
“is not itself conduct for which an authorisation or warrant … is
capable of being granted”,

under various acts set out in subsection (3) and,
“might reasonably have been expected to have been sought in the
case in question”.

If I understand this correctly—and I am sure I have
not—if that conduct could and should have been
authorised but was not, they can be sued, but if it was
not something that could or should have been authorised,
no civil liability arises. Either that cannot be right, or
it is capable of misunderstanding and should be changed.
Can the Minister put the provision in plain English?
Our amendment is probing to ensure that we know
what we are dealing with. I beg to move.
Lord Keen of Elie: My Lords, the provisions on the
lawfulness of conduct authorised by Part 3 replicate
those that apply currently in the Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act 2000. As we made clear in
response to an identical amendment in the other place,
the Bill goes no further as regards providing indemnity
from civil liability for conduct that is incidental to,
or reasonably undertaken in connection with, a
communications data authorisation.
The provision as drafted ensures that a person
who engages in conduct only in connection with an
authorisation cannot be subject to civil liability unless
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that activity could itself have been authorised separately
under a relevant power. That, we submit, must be right.
The amendment would remove that provision entirely,
which, in effect, would mean that a person acting
lawfully under an authorisation that had properly
been granted under the Bill would be at risk of civil
liability if some incidental or reasonably connected
conduct were not expressly covered by the authorisation.
I notice that it is a probing amendment. In those
circumstances, I invite the noble Lord to withdraw it.

Lord Paddick: I thank the noble and learned Lord
for what he has said. However, we tabled this probing
amendment in order to understand what the provision
means. Unfortunately, simply saying that it replicates
legislation that is already on the statute book does not
really help our understanding. Perhaps the noble and
learned Lord can say whether the provision has been
applied in the past under the Regulation of Investigatory
Powers Act.
Lord Keen of Elie: I am not in a position to give a
specific answer to that question, but I am content to
write to the noble Lord on the point.
Lord Paddick: I am very grateful to the noble and
learned Lord for his promise to write on this issue. My
question is genuine. Perhaps it is because I am not a
lawyer and my brain is not very big, but I contend that
the provision is impenetrable. At this stage, I beg leave
to withdraw the amendment.
Amendment 150 withdrawn.
Clause 77 agreed.
Clauses 78 and 79 agreed.
Schedule 5 agreed.
Clause 80: Application of Part 3 to postal operators
and postal services
Amendment 151
Moved by Earl Howe
151: Clause 80, page 62, line 32, leave out from beginning to
“were” and insert “sections 58(3)(za) and (Restrictions in relation
to internet connection records)”

Amendment 151 agreed.
Amendment 152 had been withdrawn from the Marshalled
List.
Clause 80, as amended, agreed.
Clauses 81 and 82 agreed.
Clause 83: Powers to require retention of certain data
Amendments 153 and 154 not moved.
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Amendment 155
Moved by Earl Howe
155: Clause 83, page 65, line 20, at end insert—
“( ) The fact that the data which would be retained under a
retention notice relates to the activities in the British
Islands of a trade union is not, of itself, sufficient to
establish that the requirement to retain the data is
necessary for one or more of the purposes falling within
paragraphs (a) to (j) of section 58(7).”

Amendment 155 agreed.
Amendment 156
Moved by Lord Rosser
156: Clause 83, page 65, line 21, leave out subsection (9) and
insert—
“( ) In this Part—
“relevant communications data” means—
(a) communications data of the kind mentioned in the
Schedule to the Data Retention (EC Directive)
Regulations 2009 (SI 2009/859),
(b) internet connection records, or
(c) relevant internet data not falling within paragraph
(a) or (b);
“relevant internet data” means communications data
which may be used to identify, or assist in identifying,
the sender of a communication (whether or not a
person).”

Lord Rosser: The intention behind this amendment
to Clause 83 is to replicate the Data Retention and
Investigatory Powers Act in its original form. In so
doing, it would restrict the scope of Clause 83 and
equate it to existing data retention provisions in DRIPA,
with the only addition being the inclusion of internet
connection records.
Under the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers
Act, the term “relevant communications data”, as I
understand it, covers internet access services, internet
email and internet telephony. Those categories replicate
the 2009 data retention regulations, which implemented
the then EU data retention directive. The CounterTerrorism and Security Act 2015 extended DRIPA to
include what was called IP address resolution data.
Clause 83 currently empowers the Home Secretary
to issue retention notices covering some six categories
of data under the definition of “relevant communications
data”. One of these categories is internet connection
records. That therefore leaves five other categories,
which on the face of it would appear to go wider than
the existing data retention categories under the Data
Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014 as amended
by the Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015.
As the Bill is currently drafted, the term “relevant
communications data” could be interpreted as some
sort of catch-all definition of relevant communications
data that would cover the collection of virtually any
type of communication on a network, including
communications where the sender or recipient was not
a human being. If that is an accurate assessment, the
definition of “relevant communications data”in Clause 83
would cover not only background interactions that
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smartphone apps make automatically with their supplier
servers but presumably also the entire internet of
things.
I therefore seek an explanation from the Government
as to why the scope of “relevant communications
data” in the Bill is not consistent with that in current
recent legislation, the reasons and justification for the
apparent broadening of the scope, and the difficulties
that presumably the Government believe would be
caused if the scope of Clause 83 were restricted in line
with the amendment and instead equated to existing
data retention provisions in DRIPA, apart from the
addition of the inclusion of internet connection records.
I beg to move.

that he refers to—for example, legislation refers to the
“international mobile equipment identity”of devices—the
rate at which telecommunications change means that
that kind of language could become out of date very
quickly. We try to read across the data descriptions
that originated in the 2006 directive to the communications
technologies of today, and do so in technology-neutral
language. That is why we have departed from the
approach that the noble Lord is advocating.
As the noble Lord will remember, DRIPA was
emergency legislation. We simply replicated the existing
language in that Bill. We now have an opportunity in
the Bill before us to do rather better and try to
future-proof the terms that the Bill contains.

Earl Howe: My Lords, the amendment seeks to
amend the definition of “relevant communications
data”—that is, the communications data that the Secretary
of State will be able to require communications service
providers to retain.
In looking at how the amendment is couched, I would
like to bring the Committee’s attention to a statement
made by David Anderson QC in his report on
investigatory powers. He said that,

Lord Rosser: I thank the Minister for that explanation.
In the light of what he has said on behalf of the
Government, I beg leave to withdraw the amendment.
Amendment 156 withdrawn.
Amendment 156A not moved.
Clause 83, as amended, agreed.

“any new law … must be couched in technology-neutral language”.

The Government agree. However, the amendment would
go against that advice. It would seek to revert to the
technical language from the data retention regulations
2009. This, in turn, as the noble Lord mentioned, was
drawn from the EU data retention directive 2006,
which was struck down in 2014.
I suggest to the noble Lord that it would be
inappropriate to base today’s law on specific telecommunications definitions from a decade ago. For
example, the amendment would ensure that we retained
a reference to dial-up internet access in our legislation.
That surely cannot be appropriate where broadband
and mobile internet access are now the norm. The
approach we have taken is to keep our definitions
technologically neutral, as David Anderson recommended
and as, indeed, is sensible in the drafting of any law
that needs to apply across a range of technologies
over time.
I hope that the noble Lord will recognise that it is
not appropriate to tie our data retention regime to
specific, and outdated, technological language. Those
are the reasons why the Government cannot support
the amendment.
Lord Rosser: Perhaps I may ask a question on that
point. Not unfairly, the noble Earl made reference to
regulations of some years ago, but presumably it is
also accurate to say, and perhaps he could comment
on this, that very recent legislation—namely, DRIPA
2014, as amended by the Counter-Terrorism and Security
Act 2015—has also used the wording referred to in the
amendment. Therefore, it also relates to legislation
that is not particularly old and indeed is pretty recent.
As I see it, we are making a change in wording from
legislation that was passed only a year or two ago.
Earl Howe: The noble Lord makes what is, on the
face of it, a fair point. We have language, as I have
explained, that is out of date. But even where the
language is not out of date in the kinds of instances

Clauses 84 to 87 agreed.
6 pm
Clause 88: Variation or revocation of notices
Amendment 157
Moved by Earl Howe
157: Clause 88, page 67, line 34, at end insert—
“( ) The fact that additional relevant communications data
which would be retained under a retention notice as
varied relates to the activities in the British Islands of a
trade union is not, of itself, sufficient to establish that
the requirement to retain the data is necessary for one or
more of the purposes falling within paragraphs (a) to (j)
of section 58(7).”

Amendment 157 agreed.
Amendment 158 had been withdrawn from the Marshalled
List.
Clause 88, as amended, agreed.
Clauses 89 to 92 agreed.
Clause 93: Warrants under this Part: general
Amendment 158A
Moved by Lord Paddick
158A: Clause 93, page 70, line 6, leave out paragraph (c)

Lord Paddick: My Lords, this amendment is one of
several in this group in my name and that of my noble
friend Lady Hamwee. Amendment 158A probes what
is meant by the term “any other information” in terms
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of the purpose of an equipment interference warrant.
Clause 93(2) states that an “equipment interference
warrant”,
“requires the person to whom it is addressed to secure interference
… for the purpose of obtaining—(a) communications”,

which is defined in Section 126(1); “(b) equipment data”,
defined in Section 94; and “(c) any other information”,
which is not defined. Can the Minister at least give
some examples of what “any other information” means?
Amendments 185B and 185C cover the same point in
other subsections of Clause 93.
Amendments 158D to 158M and Amendments 169B
to 169T make a different point—to try to ensure
greater targeting of equipment interference warrants.
Clause 95 sets out the subject matter of targeted
equipment interference warrants. Clause 95(1)(b) states
that the warrant may relate to,
“equipment belonging to, used by or in the possession of a group
… who share a common purpose or who carry on, or may carry
on, a particular activity”.

Such a broad and potentially large group of people
can only in the loosest sense be described as targeted.
Amendment 158J applies the same arguments to
targeted examination warrants in Clause 95(2)(b). Similar
arguments of not being too broad and not being
sufficiently focused apply to Clause 95(1)(f):
“equipment which is being, or may be, used for the purposes of a
particular activity or activities of a particular description”.

Instead, Amendment 158H would insert:
“A targeted equipment interference warrant may be issued
only if the persons or equipment to which the warrant relates are
named or specifically identified using a unique identifier”,

which could, for example, be the IP address for a
particular device. Similar wording in Amendment 158M
would apply to targeted examination warrants.
It is worth remembering what targeted examination
warrants are for. If, as a result of the bulk collection of
the content of overseas communications, the security
services discover UK-based communications that they
want to examine the content of, they must first have a
targeted examination warrant. This is to prevent the
bulk collection of the content of communications of
UK citizens. How then can it be right that such a
targeted examination warrant applies to such a broad
range of communications as,
“a group of persons who share a common purpose or who carry
on, or may carry on, a particular activity”?

If the security services know that the communication
is UK-based, they must also know whose communication
it is and can therefore specify that in the warrant.
Subsections (1)(g) and (h) and (2)(d) and (e) of
Clause 95 make provision for the issuing of targeted
equipment interference warrants and targeted examination
warrants for the purposes of testing, maintenance of
equipment and the training of people. Amendments 158F,
158G, 158K and 158L would leave out those provisions.
In the first Committee sitting we discussed the
issuing of interception warrants for the purposes of
testing equipment and training agents, and the noble
and learned Lord responded to the debate at cols. 105
and 106. In response to the Minister’s explanation, I
said that I was still puzzled about training and testing
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warrants. I accepted that new equipment required
testing and individuals needed to be trained in real-life
situations but said that I was concerned about who the
individuals or organisations were that might be targeted
in these training exercises, bearing in mind that the
normal provisions regarding proportionality and necessity
in terms of suspicions that these individuals were up
to no good would presumably not apply in training
and testing situations. If they were real bad guys, a
non-testing and training warrant could be issued. The
noble and learned Lord failed to convince me then,
but perhaps he can try again now.
Amendments 169B and 169T make the necessary
consequential changes to the requirements that must
be met by warrants in terms of the details that must be
included in equipment interference warrants. I beg to
move.
Lord Harris of Haringey (Lab): My Lords, I listened
very carefully to the noble Lord, Lord Paddick, and
his explanation of his amendments, but I was not at all
convinced. If we believe that there is a need for the
Bill, which I do, but have reservations about some of
the issues around encryption, we have to ensure that
the relevant agencies have some tools in their kit box.
One of those tools has to be the ability to interfere
with or look at the specific equipment. What the noble
Lord is trying to do is to restrict the availability of that
power to such an extent that it would effectively become
almost useless. It would simply be available if you have
one named individual. Therefore surely it is right that
a significantly broader power should be available to
engage here.
The question that the Minister who is going to
respond needs to answer is this: how will the test of
proportionality be applied in such cases? Presumably
it is not proportionate to have such a broad sweep
contained within the authorisation that it is inappropriate
and overly onerous. The mechanism is therefore this:
how is it determined that this is a proportionate and
proper use of the power, and can we and the public be
reassured that the mechanisms exist to ensure that that
proportionality is adhered to?
Lord Keen of Elie: I am obliged to noble Lords. I
know that these are probing amendments and I shall
address them in that light. Of course some of these
amendments were discussed in the other place and, as
noted, were considered again by this Committee in the
context of interception.
Amendments 158D to 158M and 169B to 169T
would remove the ability of the warrant-requesting
agencies to apply for a warrant against an organisation,
a group of persons with a common purpose, or a
group of persons carrying out the same activity. They
would require a warrant to name or identify each
person or piece of equipment to which the warrant
relates and they would remove the ability to obtain
warrants for testing and training activity. As I have
already set out when we considered similar amendments
in the context of interception, it is important that
those responsible for keeping us safe have the powers
they need. These amendments would undermine their
ability to employ those powers.
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Let me start with the amendments regarding unique
identifiers. As I explained in the context of interception
warrants, it is not always possible at the outset of an
investigation to know or have identified all of the
individuals who may be subject to a warrant over the
course of that investigation. The example of a kidnap
gang applies to equipment interference just as it applies
to interception. When a warrant is granted against a
gang, the person applying for the warrant may not
know that there are four members of the gang rather
than three. The ability to grant a warrant against the
gang in order to establish its size and to identify
co-conspirators is precisely why the Bill provides for
thematic warrants. Thematic warrants are already available
to the equipment interference agencies under the
Intelligence Services Act 1994 and the Police Act 1997
and they are invaluable when investigating complex or
fast-moving threats. It is right that the Bill should not
undermine their ability to do this.
I would seek to reassure your Lordships that the
Bill already provides in Clause 107 that the warrant
has to describe the relevant persons, locations, activity
or groups and the type of equipment to which the
warrant relates in so far as it is reasonably practicable
to do so. This is an important safeguard which will
assist the oversight of thematic targeted warrants. The
Investigatory Powers Tribunal recently considered the
use of equipment interference in this way. It determined
that,
“a warrant is lawful if it is as specific as possible in relation to the
property to be covered by the warrant”,

and that,
“it need not be defined by reference to named or identified
individuals”.

Let me turn to the amendments that seek to remove
the ability to grant a warrant relating to particular
subject matters. This was also discussed at some length
in the other place and very recently in this Committee,
again in the context of interception. Such a change
would be operationally damaging and is moreover
unnecessary. The Bill and the statutory code of practice
impose strict limits on the issue of warrants, including
in relation to organisations or groups of persons. I
should emphasise that such warrants are not open-ended.
Their scope must be sufficiently limited that the issuing
authority can properly assess the necessity and
proportionality of the interference. Further, under the
Bill a judicial commissioner will need to approve the
issuing authority’s decision. So the clause does not
allow for overly broad warrants to be issued. Moreover,
removing the ability to seek warrants against persons
carrying out the same activity could prohibit the agencies
from, for example, seeking a warrant against individuals
accessing a particular website in order to access child
abuse images. In such cases it is vital that law enforcement
should be able to identify suspects and bring them to
justice.
6.15 pm
I turn now to the question of testing and training
warrants and perhaps I may briefly restate our concerns
regarding the amendments to remove the ability to
apply for a warrant for testing or training purposes.
This would be damaging operationally and would also
result in a reduction in safeguards. It is vital that those
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who are authorised to undertake equipment interference
are able to test new equipment and to make sure that
those responsible for using that equipment are properly
trained in its use. Without the ability to test equipment,
we will simply increase the risk of mistakes being
made where individuals are not able to receive adequate
training in its use. The warrant application process in
these circumstances allows the Secretary of State to
understand the potential risk that data will be acquired
incidentally and to agree the measures to be taken to
reduce the risk. Indeed, material obtained under a
testing or training warrant must be handled in accordance
with the same safeguards as any other material, and
that includes that such material must be destroyed
when retaining it is no longer required for one of the
statutory purposes. I would suggest that appropriate
safeguards are already in place.
I will move on now to Amendments 158A to 158C,
which refer to Clause 93. Clause 93 sets out the
categories of data that may be acquired under an
equipment interference warrant. These categories are
“communications”, “equipment data” and “other
information”. This clause makes it clear that a warrant
must specify what categories of data are to be acquired
through the proposed interference. Perhaps I may be
allowed to explain briefly what each of these categories
means and why it is appropriate to set them out in this
way. I will begin with “communications”’. The definition
is straightforward and appears throughout the Bill,
and for Part 5 it is defined in Clause 126. An equipment
interference warrant may be authorised to obtain
communications that are “at rest”, such as an email
saved on a suspect’s hard drive or a text message
that is stored on his mobile phone. An equipment
interference warrant may not authorise the obtaining
of communications in real time, such as the interception
of a telephone call; that would need to be authorised
under an interception warrant.
“Equipment data”is defined in Clause 94. It comprises
data that are typically less intrusive, such as the subscriber
identification number associated with a SIM card. In
some cases the security and intelligence agencies may
need to acquire such data through an equipment
interference warrant. Clause 93 allows for a warrant to
be issued for this activity, and again this is an important
privacy safeguard. It means that some equipment
interference warrants will only authorise the acquisition
of less-sensitive data.
Finally, the term “other information” reflects the
fact that not all of the data that may be acquired
through equipment interference will be either
communication or equipment data. For example, an
illegal image saved on a criminal’s hard drive may not
constitute a communication if it has not yet been
disseminated via the internet. It is of course vital that
the police are able to identify such material in the
course of a covert investigation, including through the
use of equipment interference techniques. Such data
would fall under the heading of “other information”.
The proposed amendment seeks to narrow the clause,
thus preventing the equipment interference agencies
from applying for an equipment interference warrant
where the purpose is to acquire “other information”.
We consider that such an amendment would be a
mistake because of the example that I have just given.
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It is right that equipment interference agencies
should be permitted to obtain information that does
not fall into the categories of either communications
or equipment data. It is also vital that the equipment
interference agencies are able to fully investigate potential
serious crime or national security threats subject to
the rigorous safeguards and oversight provided by the
Bill. I will reiterate this because, for example, it would
severely detract from the equipment interference agencies’
current powers if they were to be prohibited from
examining material that a suspected terrorist had hidden
on a hard disk simply because the subject had not
communicated the information. I hope that assists in
explaining “other information”. The term should not
be taken to imply that a warrant could be open-ended—
that it could authorise the acquisition of data not
described in the warrant. As well as describing the
category of information that may be obtained under a
warrant, Clause 107 makes clear that the warrant
must specify the precise conduct to be undertaken,
and a warrant for other information is simply one aimed
at obtaining data that are not or not only communication
or equipment data.
Clause 93 sets out the categories of information
that may be obtained through the proposed interference.
It envisages that some warrants will be permitted
only for the acquisition of less intrusive equipment
data. Equally, in some cases, the circumstances may
merit the use of techniques to obtain communications
or other data from a suspect’s device. That provides a
clearer regime than the current statutory framework
and indeed, for stronger privacy protections. Accordingly,
I invite the noble Lord to withdraw his amendment.

Lord Paddick: I am very grateful for the lengthy
explanation that the noble and learned Lord has
provided. However, I still have questions. One of the
examples he gave was to be able to interfere with
equipment of a group of people who are accessing a
particular website. I guess that you would need to
know the IP addresses of the devices that were accessing
that website to interfere with them, and that would be
within the terms of our amendment. I may have lost
concentration, and apologise to the Minister if so, but
I cannot remember him addressing targeted examination
warrants, where presumably the security services—the
only ones who would apply for such a warrant—would
know the identity of the people. I am still not clear
about the need for thematic targeted examination warrants.
The big question that I have around testing and
training is: who are the poor innocent people targeted
by the warrants used for testing and training purposes?
How is it decided who should be targeted? Will the
Minister say what that other information is that needs
to be specified in the warrant?
I accept that the withdrawal of these powers would
be a mistake but, as the Minister acknowledged to
begin with, these are probing amendments. I am grateful
for the explanations he has given so far. Perhaps he
might write to me to deal with my further and more
difficult questions, but at this stage I beg leave to withdraw
the amendment.
Lord Keen of Elie: I shall be happy to write to the
noble Lord on the three particular points. I do not
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think that they were the more difficult questions but
they may be the ones that I did not fully answer, and
I am content to write to him.
Amendment 158A withdrawn.
Amendments 158B and 158C not moved.
Clause 93 agreed.
Clause 94 agreed.
Clause 95: Subject-matter of warrants
Amendments 158D to 158M not moved.
Clause 95 agreed.
Amendment 159
Moved by Lord Paddick
159: After Clause 95, insert the following new Clause—
“Security, integrity and privacy
The person making an application for a warrant under this
Part must make a detailed assessment of—
(a) the risk to the security or integrity of systems or
networks that the proposed activity may involve;
(b) the risk to the privacy of persons not being
specifically targeted; and
(c) the steps proposed to be taken to minimise these
risks.”

Lord Paddick: I cannot find my notes.
Lord Strasburger: My Lords, while my noble friend
searches for his notes, would it be appropriate for me
to make my short speech on this matter? No? I was
just trying to help.
Lord Paddick: That gave me sufficient time. I apologise
to the Committee; it has been a long day already.
My noble friend Lady Hamwee and I also have
Amendments 160 and 169A in this group.
Equipment interference can involve hacking into
telecommunication systems or a network by deploying
software that could compromise the security or integrity
of that system or network, making them vulnerable to
attack by not only the forces of good but the forces of
evil. It can also expose the communications of everyone
using that system or network.
Equipment interference can also involve hacking
into someone’s phone or computer so that any
communication can be seen by the police or the security
services, including messages that are end-to-end encrypted.
As the noble Lord, Lord Harris of Haringey, mentioned,
that is crucial, particularly as more and more
communication is encrypted. Basically, anything that
the person sees on the screen of their phone or computer
and any information contained on the device, the
police or the security services can see as well. This
may, however, make the device vulnerable to hacking
by others.
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Amendments 159 and 160 would include in the Bill
safeguards to protect systems and networks, reduce
collateral intrusion and ensure that critical national
infrastructure is safeguarded by requiring those applying
for equipment interference warrants to make a detailed
assessment of the risks involved. Amendment 169A is
intended to require the judicial commissioner who is
asked to approve the warrant to also consider an
assessment of the risks, although I am not sure that
the wording is entirely right for that amendment. I beg
to move.
Lord Strasburger: My Lords, the Committee will
get a feeling of déjà vu.
I rise to speak to Amendment 159 and others, and
start by acknowledging that equipment interference—
hacking, in common parlance—with a person’s computer
or phone can be justified by known or suspected
threats or by an actual incidence of serious crime.
However, I still have two concerns. Some types of
hacking pose a risk of serious unintended consequences
for the target device and collateral damage to devices
connected to it or even whole networks, right up to the
national level. My other concern is that in the case
of hacking by the police rather than by the security
agencies there is a danger that a defence lawyer could,
rightly or wrongly, claim that vital evidence located on
the target device had been tampered with, so putting a
successful prosecution at risk.
There are several known examples of large-scale
unintended consequences of hacking by the authorities,
and no doubt many more that we do not know about.
One example is GCHQ’s attack on Belgacom, Belgium’s
largest telecoms company, during 2010 and 2011. It
involved infiltrating the home computers of several
Belgacom staff to acquire their company passwords.
Then highly sophisticated malware was installed on
Belgacom’s systems to allow GCHQ to acquire large
amounts of data. It cost Belgacom many millions of
pounds and a lot of time to clean up its systems.
Another example is a test by GCHQ that accidentally
closed down an entire mobile network in a major city
in this country for half a day. So there is a good case
for the extra safeguards in Amendments 159 and 160,
which are intended to reduce the risk of equipment
interference going out of control, and I support them.
On the subject of the danger of allegations, accurate
or otherwise, that the police had contaminated evidence
in the device that they subjected to equipment interference,
I would be interested to hear the Minister’s views. In
the Joint Committee, my concerns were brushed aside
by the police witnesses, but surely there is a serious
danger that the police will be accused of planting,
deleting or amending evidence just as they used to be
about slipping incriminating evidence into the defendant’s
pocket.
6.30 pm
Lord Harris of Haringey: My Lords, as I said
earlier in Committee, it is important that, in assessing
any proposal made in the Bill, we strike the balance
between the need for it and any possible negative
consequences, and whether that may weaken the security
of a device, enabling the malign elements, as opposed
to benign, to penetrate systems. As I understand it, the
purpose of the amendment is to try to ensure that that
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balance is clear in the Bill. It would place an obligation
on those seeking warrants and those considering them
to look at whether that balance has been struck and
ensure that it has.
It is reasonable for those seeking warrants to
demonstrate that they have considered whether there
are any negative consequences of the action they are
prepared to take, particularly if it leads to a weakening
of the general security of a wider system that may
mean it is prone to attack from cybercriminals or
others accordingly, or that there is likely to be a large
amount of collateral damage in other people’s information
being made available to the authorities.
I make it clear that I do not think the fact that the
information of other people who are not the purpose
of a warrant may be compromised is necessarily a
reason why we should not proceed with this. It should
be balanced with the consequences. For example, I can
conceive of circumstances where a warrant might be
sought for a machine in an internet café. Clearly, that
is because certain individuals are thought to be using
it. In any application I would want consideration to be
given to what would be done about those other,
presumably entirely innocent individuals who might
use the same machine.
I am concerned that, as part of the process, there
should be consideration of the downsides of a particular
application: whether it is weakening the system or
interfering with the privacy of other people who are
not specifically targeted. If either is the case, there
should be clear consideration of what can be done to
minimise those risks. The fact that another person is
not the subject does not necessarily mean that it should
not be proceeded with. It is a matter of proportionality—
the benefits that will be gained from the action being
taken and whether those are properly considered by
those making the application and those considering
whether to approve it. For those reasons, the amendment
is broadly helpful. I hope that Ministers may be prepared
to accept this or something like it to provide that
assurance.
Baroness Hayter of Kentish Town (Lab): My Lords,
I added my name to Amendments 159 and 160.
Amendment 164 is in my name and that of my noble
friend Lord Rosser. Our points are much the same as
those made by my noble friend Lord Harris. I do not
think there will be planting of evidence, for example.
Our concern is much more about the risk to any public
cybersecurity system, and we would want that to be
taken into account. These amendments follow the
recommendations of the Joint Committee. The idea is
to minimise any potential risks. If, for example, the
Secretary of State has to take into account any risk to
the security and integrity of the networks, that by
itself will ensure that any applicant sets that out in the
form they submit. We hope the Government will respond,
as my noble friend Lord Harris said, not necessarily
by using these exact words but in the spirit of these
amendments in order to retain overall security.
Earl Howe: My Lords, Amendments 159 and 160
would introduce new clauses requiring the person
making an application for a warrant to make a detailed
assessment of the risks of the proposed equipment
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interference activity to any critical national infrastructure,
to the security and integrity of systems and networks,
and to the privacy of those not targeted. Amendment 164
is linked to the requirement to produce risk assessments
and would require the Secretary of State, when issuing
warrants to the Chief of Defence Intelligence, to
consider the content of these assessments when deciding
whether the activity under the warrant would be
proportionate. Amendment 169A would require a judicial
commissioner to take into account a technical cyber
risk assessment, conducted by the Investigatory Powers
Commissioner, of the specific equipment interference
proposed when deciding whether to approve a decision
to issue a warrant.
I start by making an important general point. It
seems these amendments are based on a fundamental
misinterpretation of what GCHQ and others are here
to do. Their role is to protect the public. That includes
protecting cybersecurity. Indeed, the Government have
invested very considerable resources into improving
our cybersecurity efforts. Last November, the Chancellor
announced the creation of a new national cyber centre
led by GCHQ, with an additional £190 million of
funding.
GCHQ has an excellent track record in identifying
cyber vulnerabilities and making leading computer
companies aware so they can improve their security.
For example, in September 2015, Apple publicly credited
CESG, the information assurance arm of GCHQ,
with the detection of a vulnerability in its iOS operating
system for iPhones and iPads, which could have been
exploited to allow the unauthorised modification of
software and to extract information from the devices.
That vulnerability has now been patched.
I appreciate that the noble Lords’ amendments are
intended to introduce safeguards, but I contend that
sufficient safeguards are already contained in the Bill.
Part 5 already requires the Secretary of State or law
enforcement chief to consider whether the proposed
conduct is necessary and proportionate before issuing
a warrant. The Government have provided even more
reassurance since the discussion of these same
amendments in the other place. As we have frequently
reflected, Clause 2 is a new provision that sets out
overarching privacy duties. It includes a requirement
to have regard to the public interest in the integrity
and security of telecommunication systems. This
requirement applies to any decision on whether to issue
an equipment interference warrant.
The draft statutory code of practice also sets out, in
detail, the factors that must be considered in respect
of proportionality. The code states at paragraph 3.27
that one element of proportionality that should be
considered is,
“explaining how and why the methods to be adopted will minimise
the risk of intrusion on the subject and others”.

It goes on to state at paragraph 3.30:
“Equipment interference activity must therefore be carried
out in such a way as to appropriately minimise the risk that the
activities of the equipment interference agency would result in
any increase of the likelihood or severity of any unauthorised
intrusion into the privacy, or risk to the security, of users of
equipment or systems, whether or not that equipment is subject to
the activities of the equipment interference agency”.
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If noble Lords will allow me one last quote, paragraph 3.31
states:
“Any application for an equipment interference warrant should
contain an assessment of any risk to the security or integrity of
systems or networks that the proposed activity may involve
including the steps taken to appropriately minimise such risk …
The issuing authority should consider any such assessment when
considering whether the proposed activity is proportionate”.

Lord Beith (LD): An innocent citizen could be the
subject of training or testing equipment interference
under paragraphs (d) or (e). Are these not legitimate
questions to ask on behalf of such a citizen? If it is
established that there was a risk, albeit a relatively
small one, who will make the judgment that it is
reasonable to expose the person, his equipment and
his privacy to that risk?
Earl Howe: My Lords, I hope the noble Lord will
accept that, in the context of training and testing,
those activities are essential if we are to have fully
functioning services. It should not only be current
investigations that are used for training as that could
jeopardise operations. Current investigations may not
give the full range of testing and training opportunities
to prepare staff and equipment for all necessary
eventualities. I will write to the noble Lord on the
precise procedures involved in authorising testing and
training as I do not have the information in front of
me. However, appropriate safeguards will be built into
those procedures.
I come back to the point I was making about these
amendments in general. I contend that they are not
necessary because the Bill and the draft statutory code
of practice already require that the impact on people’s
privacy, including in respect of collateral intrusion
and cybersecurity, is properly considered in every single
case. The draft codes will, of course, also be subject to
parliamentary scrutiny and agreement before they come
into force. I hope that those remarks are helpful in
reassuring the noble Lord and that he will withdraw
his amendment.
Lord Paddick: I thank the Minister for responding
to these amendments. I have to say that I am a little
sceptical. Yes, of course, as I think he just mentioned,
one part of GCHQ is responsible for improving
cybersecurity and identifying vulnerabilities around it.
However, the role of another part of GCHQ is to
breach cybersecurity in order to access information on
terrorists’ and serious criminals’ devices. Indeed, when
I was at GCHQ it was accepted that there was a
tension between the two parts of that organisation as
far as that is concerned.
I am also not convinced that it is absolutely clear
and obvious in the Bill that there is a need to consider
the unintended consequences of damage to networks
or devices. I accept what the noble Earl says about
collateral intrusion but not in terms of damage to
devices or networks. However, at this stage—
Earl Howe: Before the noble Lord decides what to
do with his amendment, it might be helpful if I amplify
my earlier comments. It is perfectly right to say that
some equipment interference operations involve taking
advantage of weaknesses, generally in how users are
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interacting with the internet, but sometimes vulnerabilities
in the software or hardware themselves. However, I
also contend that the use of equipment interference
does not in itself create those weaknesses. While the
security and intelligence agencies might on occasion—as
I say—exploit such capabilities, they are at the same
time committed to making the internet as secure as
possible. As I mentioned, the security and intelligence
agencies regularly highlight such vulnerabilities to industry.
There is a simple point to be made here. To leave
targets open to exploitation by others would increase
the risk that their privacy would be unnecessarily
intruded upon. It would also increase the risk of those
who wish to know who our targets are identifying the
security and intelligence agencies’ tools and techniques.
Therefore, operations must be carried out in such a
way as to minimise that risk. I come back to the point
I made near the start of my remarks: the purpose of
GCHQ is to protect the public in that sense.
6.45 pm
Lord Paddick: I am grateful to the Minister. While
there may be a convoluted route to get to what is
proposed in these amendments, if it amounts to the
same thing and does the same job with regard to
protections around ensuring that privacy is not
unnecessarily intruded upon, I see no reason why the
Government would resist these amendments. However,
at this stage, I beg leave to withdraw the amendment.
Amendment 159 withdrawn.
Amendment 160 not moved.
Clause 96: Power to issue warrants to intelligence
services: the Secretary of State
Amendments 160A and 161 not moved.
Amendment 162
Moved by Earl Howe
162: Clause 96, page 73, line 26, at end insert—
“( ) The fact that the information which would be obtained
under a warrant relates to the activities in the British
Islands of a trade union is not, of itself, sufficient to
establish that the warrant is necessary on grounds falling
within subsection (5).”

Amendment 162 agreed.
Clause 96, as amended, agreed.
Clause 97: Power to issue warrants to intelligence
services: the Scottish Ministers
Amendment 163
Moved by Earl Howe
163: Clause 97, page 74, line 21, at end insert—
“( ) The fact that the information which would be obtained
under a warrant relates to the activities in the British
Islands of a trade union is not, of itself, sufficient to
establish that the warrant is necessary as mentioned in
subsection (1)(b) or (2)(b).”

Amendment 163 agreed.
Clause 97, as amended, agreed.
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Clause 98: Power to issue warrants to the Chief of
Defence Intelligence
Amendment 164 not moved.
Amendment 165
Moved by Earl Howe
165: Clause 98, page 74, line 38, at end insert—
“( ) The fact that the information which would be obtained
under a warrant relates to the activities in the British
Islands of a trade union is not, of itself, sufficient to
establish that the warrant is necessary as mentioned in
subsection (1)(a).”

Amendment 165 agreed.
Clause 98, as amended, agreed.
Clause 99 agreed.
Clause 100: Power to issue warrants to law
enforcement officers
Amendment 165A not moved.
Amendment 166
Moved by Earl Howe
166: Clause 100, page 75, line 28, at end insert—
“( ) The fact that the information which would be obtained
under a warrant relates to the activities in the British
Islands of a trade union is not, of itself, sufficient to
establish that the warrant is necessary as mentioned in
subsection (1)(a).”

Amendment 166 agreed.
Clause 100, as amended, agreed.
Schedule 6 agreed.
Clause 101 agreed.
Clause 102: Approval of warrants by Judicial
Commissioners
Amendment 167 not moved.
Amendment 168
Moved by Earl Howe
168: Clause 102, page 78, line 19, after “must” insert “—
(a) ”

Amendment 168 agreed.
Amendment 168A not moved.
Amendment 169
Moved by Earl Howe
169: Clause 102, page 78, line 20, at end insert “, and
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( ) consider the matters referred to in subsection (1)
with a sufficient degree of care as to ensure that the
Judicial Commissioner complies with the duties
imposed by section 2 (general duties in relation to
privacy).”

Amendment 169 agreed.
Amendment 169A not moved.
Clause 102, as amended, agreed.
Clauses 103 and 104 agreed.
Clause 105: Members of Parliament etc.
Amendment 169AA
Moved by Baroness Jones of Moulsecoomb
169AA: Clause 105, leave out Clause 105 and insert the
following new Clause—
“Members of Parliament etc.
(1) This section applies where—
(a) an application is made to the Judicial Commissioner
for a targeted equipment interference warrant, or an
application is made to the Judicial Commissioner
for a targeted examination warrant, and
(b) the warrant relates to—
(i) communications sent by, or intended for, a person
who is a member of a relevant legislature, or
(ii) a member of a relevant legislature’s private information.
(2) The application must contain a statement that the
conduct sought under subsection (1)(a) will cover or is
likely to cover material falling within subsection (1)(b).
(3) Further to the requirements set out elsewhere in this
Part, the Judicial Commissioner may only issue a
warrant if—
(a) there are reasonable grounds for believing that a
serious criminal offence has been committed;
(b) there are reasonable grounds for believing that the
material is likely to be of substantial value to the
investigation in connection to the offence described
in paragraph (a);
(c) other proportionate methods of obtaining the
material have been tried without success or have not
been tried because they were assessed to be bound
to fail; and
(d) it is in the public interest, having regard to—
(i) the public interest in the protection of privacy and
the integrity of personal data,
(ii) the public interest in the integrity of communications
systems and computer networks, and
(iii) democratic interest in the confidentiality of
correspondence with members of a relevant legislature.
(4) In this section “member of a relevant legislature” means—
(a) a member of either House of Parliament;
(b) a member of the Scottish Parliament;
(c) a member of the National Assembly for Wales;
(d) a member of the Northern Ireland Assembly;
(e) a member of the European Parliament elected for
the United Kingdom.”

Baroness Jones of Moulsecoomb (GP): My Amendment
169AA would ensure that applications for targeted
equipment interference or targeted examination warrants
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were granted only on application to a judicial
commissioner, removing the role of the Secretary of
State. It also applies additional safeguards to the
correspondence of parliamentarians when a warrant
for hacking is sought. I have held my tongue this
afternoon despite listening to some astonishing statements.
I will keep my remarks now quite brief. This is not to
say that I do not feel a lot of passion for this debate,
because I do, but I value your Lordships’ time and so I
will be brief.
I feel very strongly that politicians and journalists
are not above the law, but politicians have a unique
constitutional role, not least in holding the Executive
to account. There should be a strong legislative
presumption against their surveillance, which should
be rebutted only in clear and specific circumstances,
overseen only by judicial commissioners, without political
involvement, which could have bias. A single process
of judicial authorisation ought to exist across the Bill,
but in relation to politicians being under surveillance
it is imperative to remove any political involvement.
It is illogical to suggest that an adequate replacement
for an almost complete prohibition on surveillance of
politicians—the Wilson doctrine—is to expressly allow
it, needing only the Secretary of State to consult with
the Prime Minister prior to authorising interception
or hacking. In fact, instead of securing an independent
authorisation process, involving two politicians rather
than just one makes the process even more political,
not less. It is inherent in our democracy that members
of the public can correspond with their representatives
in private. It is vital that anyone contacting their
Member of Parliament and any material that they
provide will be handled with confidentiality and sensitivity.
This also applies to journalists, of course.
Keir Starmer MP QC raised the issue of
communications sent by or intended for Members of
Parliament and journalists in Committee in the Commons,
saying that,
“the protection is not for the benefit of the journalist or the
Member of Parliament but for the wider public good”—[Official
Report, Commons, Investigatory Powers Bill Committee, 12/4/16;
col. 191.]

People have to know that they have privacy and
confidentiality. Of course, it is also essential that the
protections granted to elected representatives are consistent
across the different methods of surveillance. John Hayes,
who was a Minister quite recently—I am not sure where
he is now—said that the Government would consider
the issue of consistency across the different methods
of surveillance. I beg to move.
Lord Murphy of Torfaen: My Lords, I do not support
the amendment, I fear. I entirely agree with the noble
Baroness with regard to the correspondence of Members
of Parliament. But the Joint Committee looked at
whether Members of Parliament should be under
surveillance and it agreed with the recommendations
before it; that is, that there should be a double lock at
that stage. That is consistent with the whole Bill: it
should be not only the Secretary of State who signs a
warrant but a judicial commissioner.
During the passage of the Bill in the House of
Commons, that was made into a triple lock so that the
Prime Minister, who originally was only to be informed
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of the warrant, now had to approve it as well. That
seems to be an extremely wise thing to do. As a
Member of Parliament—or a Member of this House
or any of the devolved Parliaments and legislatures—who
was going to have their communications intercepted,
it would be important to know that it went as far as
having the Prime Minister, the head of government,
involved. Having just a judge doing it goes completely
against the spirit of the Bill. The double-lock system is
what everybody has said is absolutely the right thing
to do. This is now a triple lock and I fear that I cannot
support the amendment.
Lord Beith: My Lords, I am very glad the noble
Baroness has tabled this amendment because it enables
us to clarify the extension of the things we were
discussing on telephone interception into this area,
which the Government are now seeking to ensure is
covered in other respects and that the same principles
should apply. Having said that, I am inclined to agree
with the noble Lord, Lord Murphy, that what is now
in the Bill is probably about the best set of safeguards
that we could reasonably construct from the very
important principle—I agree with the noble Baroness
on this—that we should protect the ability of constituents
and whistleblowers to contact elected Members to
raise matters of concern. They may be matters which
affect the very organisations, whether it is the intelligence
services or the police, that might seek the power to
initiate interception.
The noble Baroness mentioned the Wilson doctrine,
which came up earlier. That adds no clarity whatever
to the situation but simply obscures it. It is even
further complicated now by the fact that the last Prime
Minister to make a Statement on the subject is no
longer the Prime Minister. It is not even clear that his
successor will consider herself bound in any way by
what Mr Cameron said on the subject. As I think we
teased out in the previous discussion, the Wilson
doctrine does not really mean anything now. There is
now a statutory basis for considering how to deal with
a situation where there are reasonable grounds to
believe that a Member of a legislature is involved in
very serious crime or associated with terrorism. That
is the procedure set out in the clause that the amendment
addresses.
That there should be a bizarre principle now that
the Government generally have a policy of not using
these sorts of powers but will come along to Parliament
some day and say, “We’ve changed our minds and now
we want to use these powers very widely indeed” just
does not make any sense at all. Since no Prime Minister
has ever come to the House to satisfy the requirements
of the Wilson doctrine—that if government policy
changes, you should make such a Statement—the whole
thing has become absurd. We should give it a decent
burial and satisfy ourselves that the provisions we put
in place for governing interceptions of any kind of the
communications of a legislator are satisfactory. I am
of the view that the clause we have now, following the
various interventions that the noble Lord, Lord Murphy,
described, is a good basis for doing so.
Baroness Hamwee (LD): My Lords, I do not know
whether the noble Baroness, Lady Jones, feels that she
got an adequate response to her equivalent amendment
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the other day. I had a look at the Official Report this
morning and I thought that it was quite telegraphic—quite
brief. So it is understandable that she would raise the
matter again in this context. I see that she has expanded
subsection (3)(d) with regard to the public interest. On
the noble Baroness’s previous amendment on interception,
my noble friend Lord Paddick made the point that if
ever there was a need for political accountability regarding
the target of a warrant, it is when that target is a
parliamentarian. He acknowledged the tensions and
dilemmas in all this.
I am a member of the Joint Committee on Human
Rights, which, when it considered these issues before
the Bill had its Report stage in the Commons, expressed
concern about the separation of powers, which is what
underlies this, at any rate as regards parliamentarians—the
need to be able to communicate freely with constituents
and others because of the distinction between the
Executive and the legislature.
Perhaps I might say a word about government
Amendment 173—although not to argue with it. It is
about modifications and the Committee knows our
concerns about those, but I accept the need to define
“designated senior official”. But I wonder about the
wording that this is for,
“the purposes of this section”.

Presumably it is also for the purposes of the modification
and is case by case. I am not really sure about that but
I can see the need for an audit trail. I think that the
phrase “designated senior official” is used elsewhere,
not only in this clause—I found it in Clause 112(7)—and
not only as a senior official designated by a public
authority. So I wonder whether there is a need to look
at the definition throughout. Of course, the Bill is not
really long enough as it is, so maybe we should have
additional definitions collated in Clause 236. My principal
point is whether there might be some confusion about
using the phrase only for the one section.
7 pm
Lord Rosser: Since the issue of the Wilson doctrine
has been raised, perhaps I could refer to the recent
report from the Select Committee on the Constitution.
It referred to the Wilson doctrine and made particular
reference to a case decided last year, where,
“the Investigatory Powers Tribunal held that the Wilson Doctrine
provided fewer safeguards for parliamentarians’ communications
than had commonly been supposed”.

The Select Committee ended that section of its report
by saying:
“We note that the surveillance of parliamentarians is a significant
constitutional issue and would welcome clarification from the
Government of its current understanding of the Wilson Doctrine”.

Do the Government intend to give an indication of
their current understanding of the Wilson doctrine, in
line with the views expressed in that recent report from
the Select Committee on the Constitution?
Earl Howe: My Lords, Amendment 169AA would
remove the role of the Secretary of State and law
enforcement chiefs from the warrant authorisation
process, in circumstances where an equipment interference
warrant is sought for the purposes of acquiring the
communications or private information of a Member
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of a relevant legislature. This proposal reflects an
earlier amendment discussed by this Committee in
the context of interception. As I understood her, the
noble Baroness, Lady Jones, is concerned that the
safeguards contained in the Bill politicise the process
of authorising a warrant. I do not share that perspective
at all.
As my noble and learned friend Lord Keen said
when we first discussed this matter, this amendment
would in fact reduce the safeguards for parliamentarians.
In line with the commitment given by the previous
Prime Minister last November, the Bill provides a
triple lock where warrants concern a parliamentarian’s
communications or private information: they must be
issued by the Secretary of State; approved by the
Prime Minister; and authorised by a judicial commissioner.
The Bill goes even further in the context of equipment
interference warrants issued to law enforcement agencies,
which are issued by a law enforcement chief and must
be approved by the Secretary of State, the Prime Minister
and an independent judicial commissioner.
I will not rehearse the arguments for the double
lock at this point, but it is important to remember, as
the noble Lord, Lord Murphy, reminded us, that it
was endorsed by the Joint Committee of Parliament
that scrutinised the draft Bill and, following amendments
made in the other place, enjoyed cross-party support.
The additional safeguards provided for parliamentarians
add an extra layer of checks to the process. I do not
share the perception of the noble Baroness, Lady
Jones, that the process introduces the risk of political
bias. In fact, I find it difficult to see what possible
benefit would accrue from removing one of the checks
that we now propose—that regarding the Secretary
of State or law enforcement chief. In view of that, I
respectfully invite the noble Baroness to withdraw her
amendment.
I will move on briefly to the amendment tabled by
the Government. Amendment 173 is—this answers
the question from the noble Baroness, Lady Hamwee—a
small, technical amendment that simply corrects the
omission of a definition from Clause 114. The amendment
adds the appropriate definition of a “designated senior
official” to the clause, informing the reader of the
persons to whom the provision applies. We do not
think that there is any need to revisit the relative
definitions in other parts of the Bill, and the amendment
does not change how the equipment interference regime
operates in any way.
The noble Lord, Lord Rosser, asked about the
Government’s view of the Wilson doctrine. As he will
be aware, in its judgment of 14 October the IPT
comprehensively rejected the claim brought by a number
of parliamentarians that their communications were
improperly intercepted and found that all activity
was within the law. The IPT also found that MPs’
communications with their constituents and others
are protected by RIPA, the statutory legal regime, and
that the regime governing the interception of MPs’
communications is compliant with the European
Convention on Human Rights.
In February 2015, the Government published an
updated draft code of practice on the interception
of communications, which explicitly recognised the
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importance of communications between constituents
and their elected representatives. In consequence, the
Bill now provides for this in statute by setting out a
role for the Prime Minister in authorising warrants
which target a parliamentarian. I hope that that is
helpful.
Lord Beith: I have to ask the Minister to address the
Wilson doctrine just to this extent. Given the statutory
provision which he and I both now support, what kind
of statement does he envisage would be made by a
Prime Minister to the House of Commons on the lines
first envisaged by Harold Wilson so long ago? How
can that possibly be a relevant proceeding now that
these statutory provisions will be in place?
Earl Howe: My Lords, as I understand it, the Wilson
doctrine committed the then Government to returning
to Parliament if there was a change of policy. Clearly,
now that we are enshrining what I think by common
consent is a good formula for protecting parliamentarians,
the need for a Government to come back to Parliament
to announce a change in policy would have to be
followed up, if it were done, by further primary legislation.
I cannot envisage that and simply do not foresee that
contingency. Through the Bill, we are now in a stronger
and clearer position on the protection of parliamentarians
and their communications with constituents than we
were before.
Baroness Jones of Moulsecoomb: I thank the noble
Lords who have made kind comments, even if they
disagreed with me. We are not going to agree on the
double or treble lock because, quite honestly, if you
have two people from the same background or discipline
agreeing with and corroborating each other—whether
police chiefs or politicians—I think that there is the
possibility of bias and that people outside this Chamber
will see that as well.
I have heard several times in our debates the idea
that we have to give the security or intelligence services
the tools that they need to do the job. Personally, I
heard that quite a lot with reference to the Met Police
when I was on the Met Police Authority. In fact, while
the Met and the intelligence services can be somewhat
like a greedy child at Christmas, wanting more and
more toys, it was the current Prime Minister who said
“Enough” to the police. When the previous Mayor of
London, Boris Johnson, wanted water cannon to be
used on the streets of London, Theresa May MP said
that, no, she would not authorise it. So sometimes you
have to say no because it is not the right thing—the
right powers or toys to give to a department.
This is a monstrous Bill which, in essence, means
the end of privacy for us all. It is very important that
we get these things right, so I welcome all the debate
that we are having. I beg leave to withdraw the amendment.
Amendment 169AA withdrawn.
Clause 105 agreed.
Clause 106 agreed.
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Clause 107: Requirements which must be met by
warrants
Amendments 169B to 169T not moved.
Clause 107 agreed.
Clause 108 agreed.
Clause 109: Renewal of warrants
Amendments 170 to 172
Moved by Earl Howe
170: Clause 109, page 85, line 7, leave out “before the end of
the relevant” and insert “during the renewal”
171: Clause 109, page 85, line 42, at end insert—
“( ) “The renewal period” means—
(a) in the case of an urgent warrant which has not been
renewed, the relevant period;
(b) in any other case, the period of 30 days ending with
the day at the end of which the warrant would
otherwise cease to have effect.”
172: Clause 109, page 86, line 14, at end insert—
““urgent warrant” is to be read in accordance with
subsection (3) of that section.”

Amendments 170 to 172 agreed.
Clause 109, as amended, agreed.
Clauses 110 to 113 agreed.
Clause 114: Approval of modifications under section
110 made in urgent cases
Amendment 173
Moved by Earl Howe
173: Clause 114, page 89, line 31, at end insert—
““designated senior official” means a senior official
who has been designated by the Secretary of State
or (in the case of warrants issued by the Scottish
Ministers) the Scottish Ministers for the purposes
of this section.”

Amendment 173 agreed.
Clause 114, as amended, agreed.
Clauses 115 to 117 agreed.
Clause 118: Implementation of warrants
Amendment 173A not moved.
Clause 118 agreed.
Clauses 119 to 122 agreed.
Clause 123: Duty not to make unauthorised disclosures
Amendments 174 and 175 not moved.
Clause 123 agreed.
Clauses 124 and 125 agreed.
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Amendment 176
Moved by Lord Paddick
176: After Clause 125, insert the following new Clause—
“Authorisations to interfere with property etc.
(1) The Secretary of State may by regulations made by
statutory instrument amend the Police Act 1997 to provide
that authorisations given under it for placing, using,
maintaining or retrieving any equipment, apparatus or
device which would enable the interception of any
communication are subject to approval equivalent to the
approval of warrants under this Part.
(2) A statutory instrument containing regulations under this
section may not be made unless a draft of the instrument
has been laid before, and approved by a resolution of,
each House of Parliament.”

Lord Paddick: My Lords, Amendment 176 is in my
name and that of my noble friend Lady Hamwee. It
would insert an additional clause after Clause 125,
giving the Secretary of State power to amend the
Police Act 1997 in relation to the authority given to
law enforcement to place, use, maintain or retrieve,
“any equipment, apparatus or device which would enable the
interception of any communication”,

so that such authority is in line with equivalent warrants
under this Bill. The wording does not entirely do its
job but it is a start. The intention of the amendment is
to draw attention to anomalies in the granting of
authority to law enforcement officers to intrude into
people’s privacy and the need to bring all law enforcement
surveillance authorities up to the same standard, as
provided by the majority of the Bill.
The reason for there being no double lock involving
a Secretary of State in Clause 100 is that the legislation
currently used by law enforcement to carry out equipment
interference—the Police Act 1997—does not require
authorisation by the Secretary of State. This amendment
allows the Secretary of State to amend the Police Act
1997 to ensure that similar authority levels apply
across law enforcement and the security services, and
to other types of intrusive surveillance not covered by
the Bill.
As I have said, the Police Act 1997 is the legislation
currently used by the police to conduct equipment
interference. As the amendment suggests, the powers
in the Police Act allow the police to plant tracking
devices in cars, for example, and covert transmitting
and recording equipment in people’s homes and offices.
Under these current powers, a police chief can, without
your knowledge or consent, plant a concealed camera
or microphone in your home or office without a
warrant, without judicial oversight and with no Secretary
of State authority. Not only is that unacceptable, it is
inconsistent with the Bill.
Noble Lords will be aware that equipment interference
warrants issued to the security services are subject to
the so-called double lock—the Secretary of State and
the judicial commissioner. Clauses 96 and 97, on the
power to issue equipment interference warrants to
intelligence services, and Clause 98, on the power to
issue equipment interference warrants to the Chief of
Defence Intelligence, all require Secretary of State and
judicial commissioner double-lock authority. Indeed,
noble Lords have argued in previous debates on the
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Bill—and the Government have not demurred—that it
is a constitutional necessity that politicians who can
be held to account by Parliament authorise warrants.
We disagree but the Government cannot have it both
ways.

7.15 pm
Clause 100, “Power to issue warrants to law
enforcement officers”, as drafted requires no Secretary
of State involvement whatever. It is the chief of the
law enforcement organisation, on application by an
appropriate law enforcement officer—one of his own
staff—who may issue a targeted equipment interference
warrant. This is a significant inconsistency in the Bill.
Equipment interference is as intrusive as interception,
if not more so, yet the police can self-authorise without
Secretary of State involvement. Granted, there is an
improvement on the current situation, in that under
the Bill a judicial commissioner will have to approve
the warrant. However, this is only a single lock in terms
of independent oversight, not a double lock as in the
case of all other warrants under the Bill. The explanation
is that currently, under the Police Act 1997, the police
may self-authorise equipment interference.
Either, as we have argued previously in relation to
police interception warrants, the judicial commissioner
alone should approve law enforcement warrants in
crime cases that are not politically sensitive, or Clause
100 must include Secretary of State approval. Whichever
course the Government decide to take—double lock
in the case of both law enforcement interception and
law enforcement equipment interference warrants, or
only judicial commissioner approval—surely the current
position, whereby the police can bug your office and
film covertly inside your home without a warrant or
Secretary of State approval, should not be allowed to
continue. Hence the need for this amendment.
The wording of the amendment may not be perfect
but the intent is now crystal clear. I would be grateful
if the Minister provided a reasoned explanation for
the anomaly in the Bill. If I may assist the Minister, I
would not consider “Because we’ve always done it that
way” a reasoned explanation. I would also be grateful
if the Minister explained the Government’s view on
whether it is right for a police chief to accede to a
request from one of his own officers to film covertly
inside someone’s home without consent, without a
warrant and without Secretary of State approval. I beg
to move.
Lord Keen of Elie: I am obliged to the noble Lord
for his suggestion that this is essentially a probing
amendment, which he directs at what he perceives as
anomalies in the Bill. For reasons that I shall expand
on, those anomalies do not exist.
Amendment 176 seeks to introduce a clause that
would enable the Secretary of State to make regulations
requiring that the authorisation of property interference
under the Police Act 1997, where the purpose is to
enable the interception of communications, should be
subject to the equivalent approval processes as set out
under Part 5 of this Bill, including double-lock review
by a judicial commissioner. That is how I understand
the amendment and the noble Lord indicates his
agreement.
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It is worth being clear that interception warrants
are not issued under the Police Act 1997, but are
currently issued by the Secretary of State under Part 1
of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act. However,
sometimes it may be necessary for intercepting authorities
to carry out property interference to enable interception
to take place. In these circumstances, the intercepting
authority would need to ensure that appropriate property
interference authorisation is obtained in addition to
an interception warrant.
Clause 14 will restrict the ability of law enforcement
agencies to authorise this type of equipment interference
under the Police Act 1997. The restriction will mean
that where the purpose of the interference is to enable
the acquisition of communications, private information
or equipment data, the activity can no longer be
authorised under the Police Act 1997. As a result, the
amendment in question is not required, as it will not
be possible to authorise the type of activity it envisages
under the Police Act 1997.
In future, if it is necessary to interfere with property
to enable interception to take place, the interference
with equipment will need to be authorised under
Part 5 of the Bill. The Bill and its associated codes of
practice make it clear that an equipment interference
warrant cannot authorise activity which would constitute
live interception of communication in the course of its
transmission. As a result, both an equipment interference
warrant and an interception warrant will be required.
In practice, this activity is likely to be authorised as
a combined equipment interference and interception
warrant. Paragraph 3 of Schedule 8 to the Bill enables
the Secretary of State to issue such a combined warrant
to the relevant intercepting authorities, such as the
NCA. This reflects the fact that the Secretary of State
is responsible for issuing targeted interception warrants,
and the Bill ensures that combined warrants always
default to the most senior level of authorisation. Any
such warrant would always also go through the double
lock of judicial commissioner authorisation.
I hope that reassures the noble Lord that the
amendment is not necessary and I accordingly invite
him to withdraw it
Lord Paddick: I thank the noble and learned Lord
for what he has said, but I did ask whether he would be
prepared to offer an opinion about the deployment of
a covert camera into somebody’s home without the
need for either Secretary of State or judicial commissioner
approval and what, in the Government’s opinion, is
the right level of authority. I accept what he says about
an interception warrant being required if equipment
interference is for the purpose of intercepting
communication. However, if it is for the purpose of
observing what is going on inside an office or a home,
I do not believe that that amounts to interception of
communication as such, even though the people who
are present in the room are communicating with each
other. I do not think that amounts to interception of
communication as intended by the Bill.
The other issue that I was hoping the noble and
learned Lord could enlighten the Committee on is that
equipment interference warrants issued to the security
services require the double lock of the Secretary of
State and a judicial commissioner, but equipment
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interference warrants issued to law enforcement do
not require that double lock, because a police chief
can self-authorise the issuing of such a warrant to
such agencies. We have to bear in mind how intrusive
that can be. We have already discussed that the equipment
interference may not necessarily be in order to intercept
communication, and the noble and learned Lord gave
the example earlier of looking for a pornographic
image on a computer. Despite what he said, it still
seems an anomaly that the security services require a
double-lock authority and the police do not.
Lord Keen of Elie: I am not sure to what extent I
can respond before the noble Lord sits down, but let
me be clear that I do not accept that there is an
anomaly, because we are dealing here with two entirely
different circumstances that are not directed to the
present amendment. As regards a camera being placed
in someone’s room, I undertake to write to the noble
Lord on that if that will assist him, although it does
not appear to me to assist with this amendment.
Lord Paddick: I am grateful to the noble and learned
Lord, who has all the time in the world to add comments
until I finally withdraw the amendment. However,
I beg leave to withdraw it at this stage.
Amendment 176 withdrawn.
House resumed. Committee to begin again not before
8.25 pm.

Carbon Budget Order 2016
Motion to Approve
7.26 pm
Moved by Baroness Neville-Rolfe
That the draft Order laid before the House on
30 June be approved.
Relevant document: 5th Report from the Secondary
Legislation Scrutiny Committee
The Minister of State, Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (Baroness Neville-Rolfe)
(Con): My Lords, I am very pleased to address the
House as the new Minister for Energy and to open the
debate on the Carbon Budget Order 2016. This order
fulfils the requirement under the Climate Change Act
2008 for the Government to set five-year carbon budgets
on the path to our 2050 target of an 80% reduction in
emissions. It sets the level for the fifth carbon budget,
covering the period 2028 to 2032. The order is now
overdue, after being held up by the extraordinary
events of the last few weeks, and I hope noble Lords
will be happy to approve it.
As noble Lords know, I am brand new to this area
and have not had a chance to look at, let alone review,
the policy. However, it is well established and very
important, and passed with considerable cross-party
support—although that is not of course a reason not
to reflect in a practical way on how we can do better,
looking at the underlying facts, the economics, issues of
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security and resilience, and our international commitments
on climate change. There is also an interaction between
security of supply, price and industrial competitiveness—a
key objective of our new Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy.
Before discussing the order, I will reflect briefly on
the UK’s Climate Change Act and what it means at
the current time. Leaving the EU will bring challenges
and opportunities to the UK. However, it does not
change the fact that climate change remains one of the
most serious long-term risks to our stability. The main
direct threat to the UK relates to an increased risk of
flooding, and the floods we saw in parts of the north
of England last year, which were tragic for those
affected, could become more common.
The Act was passed with near-unanimous cross-party
support, and this legal framework has inspired countries
across the world, including Denmark, Finland and
France. At its heart is a system of five-year cycles,
mirrored in the historic Paris climate agreement, which
the UK helped to achieve. The certainty given by the
Act underpins the investment we have seen in the
low-carbon economy since 2010. This is an industry of
course with extraordinarily long timeframes. The
Government remain committed to the Climate Change
Act and to meeting its targets for an 80% reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 levels, and to
meeting the subsequent five-year carbon budgets that
have been set under the Act.
We are equally clear about the need to keep our
energy supply secure and bills as low as possible. The
capacity market helps to ensure that we have secure
electricity supplies, by bringing forward new investments,
including in gas generation. We are laying the ground
for new nuclear to play an important role in ensuring
our future electricity supplies. The Government have
also taken difficult decisions to ensure that costs remain
under control and on policies that were not fit for
purpose.
I turn to the Carbon Budget Order 2016, which will
set the level for the fifth carbon budget at an equivalent
57% emission reduction on 1990 levels. This budget
level is in line with the recommendations of our
independent advisers, the Committee on Climate Change,
and reflects the views of the devolved Administrations.
The Government have considered a wide range of
factors in proposing this level. We are proposing a
carbon budget which balances how to keep on track
towards our 2050 goal while cutting emissions at the
lowest possible cost. Both the Committee on Climate
Change and the Government have agreed that this
budget level will put us on a path to our legally
binding 2050 target.
The Confederation of British Industry, the Engineering
Employers Federation and the Aldersgate Group have
all welcomed the certainty that this budget level gives
as we move to a lower-carbon economy. Noble Lords
opposite will be pleased that the shadow Secretary of
State for Energy and Climate Change, Mr Barry Gardiner,
the cross-party Energy and Climate Change Committee
and the Scottish Nationalist Party have shown their
support.
The Paris agreement sent a strong signal to business
and investors that the world is committed to long-term
decarbonisation. The carbon budget for 2028-32 will
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ensure that the UK economy is best placed to realise
the opportunities that this transition presents. What is
important is not just the target but an acceptance that
we mean to meet it. Our emission reductions to date
give us confidence. The UK met the first carbon
budget and is on track to meet the second and third.
Provisional figures show that UK emissions in 2015
could be 38% lower than in 1990 and more than
3% below those in 2014. The past two years have seen
the greatest annual emission reductions against a backdrop
of a growing economy.
The Government have already begun to engage
proactively with businesses, consumers and civil society
on the development of our policies and proposals, and
will continue to do so in the coming months. As noble
Lords may know, the Climate Change Act requires the
Government to set out our policies and proposals as
soon as reasonably practicable after setting a budget
level. It is too early to give specifics. However, our new
emissions reduction plan will map the transition over
the period of the fourth and fifth carbon budgets—from
2022 to 2032.
I move on to the second order, which concerns the
third carbon budget credit limit. Although we believe
that the Government’s current policies ensure that we
are on track for the third carbon budget, it is prudent
to allow ourselves flexibility to manage the uncertainty
in our emissions projections. This is why the order sets
the credit limit for the third carbon budget at 55 million
tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent. That is about
2% of the third carbon budget. It is the same amount
of flexibility as was agreed for the second carbon
budget credit limit.
I know that we are not in quite the same place as
the Committee on Climate Change—it is good to see
my noble friend Lord Deben, who chairs the committee,
in his seat. It recommended a zero credit limit. However,
the Government have concluded that it is best to
maintain a small amount of flexibility over the third
carbon budget period—of course, we may not need it.
In conclusion, the proposed fifth carbon budget is
in line with our independent advice, it demonstrates
the UK’s leadership on climate change and it has
support across the political spectrum and the business
community. It will provide the certainty needed for
future investment in a stronger, lower-carbon economy
as part of our industrial strategy. The proposed credit
limit in the second order ensures a pragmatic level of
flexibility should it be required, given the inherent
uncertainty in our emissions projections. I beg to
move.

Baroness Featherstone (LD): My Lords, first, I take
this opportunity to welcome the noble Baroness to
her new role. It is a big portfolio to learn in a couple
of days.
I am pleased and relieved that Her Majesty’s
Government have accepted the recommendation of
the Committee on Climate Change for the 57% reduction
in greenhouse gases by 2030 for the fifth carbon
budget, relative to 1990 levels. Since I arrived in your
Lordships’ House only at the end of last November,
more often than not I have had to criticise and berate
the Government for their lack of commitment to
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tackling climate change and their relentless litany of
anti-green actions, from sudden removal of subsidy to
renewables industries to the privatisation of the Green
Bank, and much between. Therefore, I am encouraged
that this commitment will send a message out loud
and clear to the world that we remain a country
committed to tackling climate change and determined
to reduce our emissions right across our energy industry,
from power, from buildings, from transport and of
course by reducing demand.
It is especially important because, at this moment
of uncertainty for the future of the UK in its journey
out of the European Union, despite the reassurances
we have received from the Dispatch Box both here and
in another place that we will both stick to our legally
binding EU targets and ratify our signature to the
Paris agreement, more is needed. It was a dreadful
blow to hear that the Department for Energy and
Climate Change is to be no longer. It has gone—collapsed
into the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy. Climate change is no longer named. I fear
that that sends out the exact opposite signal: that
tackling climate change has been demoted and
de-prioritised.
No doubt the noble Baroness will say that that is
not at all the case, but I may not believe her. Actions
always speak louder than words, and the actions of
the Government today and since the end of the coalition
have all been in the wrong direction. So I look to the
noble Baroness to assure me that climate change will
get the attention it needs, particularly given that the
National Grid has said that the UK is almost certain
to miss our EU 2020 targets for renewables. Will she
commit to ratifying the Paris agreement immediately,
to send a clear message that climate change will be
given priority?
It would also be extremely helpful if the noble
Baroness could persuade our new Secretary of State,
Greg Clark, urgently to set down in writing his
commitment to the future of this planet. With this
loud and proud announcement of the fifth carbon
budget, we could be in a position to zoom ahead,
become world leaders in decarbonisation and tackling
climate change and nurture a green economic boom
with the innovation we are seeing in low-carbon
technologies. I would love to think that that will be the
case, but I fear not.
Even on the fifth carbon budget itself and the other
order there is a “but”. We on this side of the House are
very concerned that Her Majesty’s Government have
extended the third carbon budget by 10% when the net
account was already 10% below where it needed to be
to meet the third carbon budget in 2014. The offset
provision should be used only in an emergency and as
a last resort against highly unusual and unforeseen
circumstances.
To meet the reductions set out in the fifth carbon
budget, we urge the Government to prioritise domestic
action. Our menu for the Government would be to:
support and encourage the renewables industry; quicken
and intensify energy efficiency measures; introduce
urgently a zero-carbon homes standard—something
which we Liberal Democrats championed while in
coalition and during the passage of the Housing and
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Planning Bill, which the new Secretary of State for
Energy sadly did not support in his previous role
in the Department for Communities and Local
Government—support technological innovation; get
on with tidal lagoons and give the go-ahead to Swansea
Bay. Proof and pudding need to be the order of the
day, so I look forward to seeing the plan that the UK
Government have committed to set out on how it will
meet the fourth and fifth carbon budgets by the end
of 2016.
Viscount Ridley (Con): My Lords, I, too, congratulate
my noble friend on her new position and look forward
to working with and encouraging her in this area. I
declare my interests as listed in the register, including
an interest in coal mining in Northumberland.
I beg my noble friend to pause and reconsider on
the Motion. The fact that the Liberal Democrats are
enthusiastically in support encourages me to beg even
harder. This order is a piece of economic self-harm. It
is against government policy, it will do precisely no
good for the climate of the planet, it will hurt the
poorest people in the country and cost jobs, and it will
cripple our ability to grow the economy.
Let me take those four points in turn. First, it is
against government policy to take unilateral action on
carbon dioxide emissions that goes further and faster
than any other country. This was explicitly stated by
George Osborne in 2011, when he told the Conservative
party conference:
“Let’s at the very least resolve that we’re going to cut our
carbon emissions no slower but also no faster than our fellow
countries in Europe”.

Amber Rudd repeated that promise and went even
further last year when she said:
“We have to travel in step with what is happening in the rest of
the world”.

The EU in Paris last year promised cuts of 40% by
2030. Here we are promising 57%. That is a unilateral
offer to go almost one and half times as fast. Furthermore,
why is there no mention of Brexit in the impact
assessment, which runs to 97 pages? This is a serious
omission and should be put right.
The policy is against government policy in another
way. The National Audit Office study last week confirmed
the finding of the Office for Budget Responsibility
that there is likely to be a large overspend on the levy
control framework—about £1 billion over the £7.6 billion
permitted in 2020—and the Government’s own planning
data show that there are sufficient planning permissions
for renewable generators to overshoot the electricity
component of the target by approximately 35%, for
which there is no budget.
Secondly, how much would this extra 17% cut in the
fifth carbon budget reduce global temperatures, if it
could be achieved? The UK produces 1.1% of world
CO2 emissions. Reducing those by an extra 17% would
reduce global emissions by 0.15%. The total warming
expected by 2090 is between 0.8 and 2 degrees centigrade,
depending on whether you choose the RCP 4.5 or the
RCP 6 emission scenario and whether you choose the
Lewis or the CMIP model sensitivity. So our unilateral
action would reduce global warming by 2090 by between
0.001 and 0.003 degree centigrade.
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Thirdly, for that infinitesimal achievement we are
being asked to pay with the jobs of British workers,
the lives of British pensioners, and the standard of
living of every person in this country. In the Government’s
low fossil fuel price scenario for 2030, domestic households
would see prices 60% higher than they would otherwise
be in 2030, while medium-sized businesses would see
increases of 114%. Those latter increases will necessarily
be passed through to domestic households in the costs
of goods and services, giving a much greater total cost
of living effect than that found in household energy
bills alone. To these must be added electricity system
costs for grid expansion and management. My noble
friend says that we are meeting the targets in the
carbon budget, but we are doing so at the cost of jobs
in energy-intensive industries.
Meanwhile, fuel poverty currently kills several thousand
people a year. Renewables subsidies will hit those with
electric heating particularly hard, and they are already
among the most vulnerable households in the country.
The impact assessment claims that there is net benefit
from these measures, but that claim depends entirely
on energy prices, as it freely admits, and the unlamented
Department of Energy and Climate Change has been
systematically and catastrophically wrong about energy
prices again and again. So I am afraid that the claim
of net benefit is not worth the paper on which it is
written.
Fourthly, the effect of this fifth carbon budget will
be to slow the British economy. Even if we stop
awarding new subsidy contracts in 2020, the total cost
of this programme between 2002 and 2035 or so, when
the last contracts expire, will be in the region of
£150 billion to £200 billion. That is not counting the
cost of subsidies to the French Government to build
the Hinkley white elephant. A very large proportion
of those subsidies is being paid to buy very expensive
renewable energy equipment from German, Danish
and Spanish manufacturers and to reward overseas
owners, some of them state owned. It is a significant
transfer of wealth overseas.
All this adds up to a terrible cost and—worse
still—a terrible opportunity cost to the British economy.
It comes at a time when the UK needs to become
dynamic as never before to make our way in the world
post Brexit. Affordable energy is the very cause of
prosperity. It amplifies the work of individuals,
dramatically raising productivity. The attempt to force
an energy transition way ahead of the learning curve
and against a far steeper cost gradient than was ever
envisaged when fossil fuel prices were high is genuinely
hazardous. A coerced return to the thin, costly and
variable flows of renewable energy that characterised
the medieval economy risks causing deep and lasting
economic harm, as well as jeopardising the broader
environment, for only prosperous countries can afford
to care for the natural world.
7.45 pm
Lord Teverson (LD): My Lords, I, too, congratulate
the Minister, who is very diligent in all her work,
particularly in areas such as this. I welcome very much
her appointment and look forward to working with
her in this area, not least as chair of the House’s EU
Energy and Environment Sub-Committee. In fact, the
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country was so pleased about me being appointed as
chair of that committee that it voted for Brexit a
month afterward—but never mind. I think we are still
working out where those committees are going to go.
More seriously, I reflect the sentiment of my noble
friend in saying that I, too, am concerned that DECC
has just been wiped off the face of government. Climate
change, whichever way we look at it—either because it
is totally misguided, as the noble Viscount might say,
or because we think it is incredibly important and
precious—is an important part of government. That it
is not there on the brass plate is of concern.
As the noble Viscount would expect, I celebrate the
fact that we are moving forward and accepting the
recommendation of the Energy and Climate Change
Committee on the fifth carbon budget. In fact, the
green sector of business and industry, not least the
energy part of it, was one of the few areas to show
economic growth post-2008, despite the financial crisis
at that time. Rather than taking the scenario and
explanation given by the noble Viscount—rather than
making the equivalent step back from iPads to the
typewriter—let us move forward into clean energy,
create jobs and make that work. I agree that the
externality cost to consumers needs to be taken into
account, but we could always do it through taxation if
we wished, rather than through energy prices. Perhaps
that is the way forward.
I have just looked at the Sandbag app, and coal
generation is still below 10%, on which I congratulate
the Government, who I am sure have been instrumental
in that. We are doing very well.
The Brexit point is important. Part of these orders
relate to the EU emissions trading scheme, which is
where the credits come from. I would be very interested
to hear from the Minister whether the Government
have begun to think about our future role—in, out or
whatever—in the emissions trading system, and how
that might be dealt with. However long it might take
to implement Article 50, I presume that the situation
will be resolved by 2028, and we need to think forward.
The Minister may have news for me there, too.
I regret the fact that we still have the third carbon
budget and the allowances as a comfort blanket. I do
not get excited or annoyed about it, but it would be
good to have enough confidence in ourselves not to
need that. However, that is not a fundamental point in
any way. What is fundamental—the noble Baroness,
Lady Worthington, may bring this up if she speaks
this evening—is that carbon budgets account for only
some 50% of carbon emissions that are dealt with
from the non-EU ETS sector. That means that we do
not take full responsibility for our carbon emissions in
the United Kingdom. It would be much better if we
were able to tweak the Climate Change Act so that the
carbon budgets and accounting meant the actual emissions
from UK business, industry, households, transport
and commerce, rather than a mix of actuals and the
trade of the major emitters in the European Emissions
Trading Scheme.
I welcome both these orders, although not so much
the second one. We are moving forward positively. I
have a question about where we go with the EUTS.
It is great to create targets—we know this from business
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and other areas—but we must meet them. An updated
carbon plan showing how we will achieve them would
give all of us who wish this project well a lot more
confidence than we have had over the past couple of
years.
Lord Lawson of Blaby (Con): My Lords, as a former
Secretary of State for Energy, I, too, congratulate my
noble friend on her appointment as Minister for Energy.
I realise that she is so early in her job that she is not a
great authority on the issue, but bearing in mind how
well she has performed in her previous role, I am sure
that it will not be long before she is very well-versed.
She will come to realise that the speech she made
introducing this debate, which was obviously written
for her by her officials, contained numerous blatant,
glaring errors of fact. I shall refer to only one.
She mentioned, in particular, flooding. I draw her
attention and the attention of the House to the latest
issue of Science in Parliament. It includes an article
from Professor Paul Bates of the School of Geographical
Sciences at the University of Bristol, entitled “Flooding:
What is Normal?”. He finishes:
“In conclusion, in terms of national scale annual losses we can
see that, contrary to the standard media narrative, flooding
during winter 2015/6 was, by recent experience, entirely normal”.

All the myths that are trotted out have been demonstrated
to be false by experts such as Professor Roger Pielke of
the United States, who is not a climate sceptic but has
shown clearly that there has been no increase in extreme
weather events.
I am not going to take too much of the House’s
time because, as my noble friend Lord Ridley pointed
out, the Climate Change Act, of which these orders
are a derivative, is an Act of manifest, acute self-harm,
very particularly for the poorest among us and for
much of British industry. It does no good to anybody.
I do not want to repeat his points, but I hope that
when she winds up my noble friend will refer to all the
points that he made because they are very important.
There is no case for this. It is bizarre that we are doing
this.
At this point, I warmly welcome my right honourable
friend Theresa May, the new Prime Minister. At the
start of her time as Prime Minister, she has made an
excellent beginning with the abolition of the Department
of Energy and Climate Change. That will not transform
everything overnight, but it is clearly an important
step in the right direction and signals her recognition
that what matters is getting affordable and reliable
energy, which is what the people of this country want—the
people she said she cares about most in her opening
statement of her position. That is what they are calling
for: affordable and reliable energy.
The Minister also said something about the reduction
we have achieved in carbon emissions in this country.
What I think she may not yet be aware of is that the
main reason we have achieved it is that energy-intensive
industry has gone abroad. This has become particularly
topical in the case of the steel industry. There has been
no reduction in global emissions; it is just that the
emissions are coming from China, India or wherever,
and not from the United Kingdom. This boasting
about the United Kingdom’s reduction in global emissions
is completely meaningless.
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I encourage my noble friend, for whom I have a
very high regard, not to be caught up in any of this
nonsense and to look at the thing afresh in a rational
way, as she is well able to do, looking at the effect of
this legislation on the poor and on British business
and industry; and I encourage her department to do a
lot of things in a lot of policy areas which need to be
reviewed in the light of Brexit. My noble friend Lord
Ridley drew attention to energy policy, and I hope the
Minister will instruct her department to have a complete
review of the United Kingdom’s energy policy in the
light of Brexit. It is perfectly true that European
Union legislation, although harmful, is not nearly as
harmful as our indigenous Climate Change Act;
nevertheless, an overall review is clearly called for, and
I hope she will undertake one as soon as possible and
realise that the signal she should be responding to is
the abolition of DECC. That should be the end of a
miserable chapter.
The Lord Bishop of Salisbury: My Lords, I welcome
both orders and welcome the Minister in her new role
with its important responsibilities to further our progress
in the care of our common home. I particularly welcome
her as somebody who lives in the diocese of Salisbury,
and I look forward to working with her in this new
context.
The Committee on Climate Change’s Meeting Carbon
Budgets—2016 Progress Report to Parliament says that it,
“comes at a critical point in the development of climate policy in
the UK … against the backdrop of the Paris Agreement in
December last year”.

The political circumstances could not be more
significant. I was grateful to the noble Viscount, Lord
Ridley, for his eloquent speech in favour of international
agreements, which gave me a sense of urgency in
relation to the implementation of the Paris agreement.
I have taken on a preaching engagement in the autumn,
about which I have been feeling some trepidation. It is
to preach at the annual service for the Worshipful
Company of Fuellers. I am now looking forward to
that event and to trying to engage with that group of
people on these issues.
In 2015, carbon emissions in the UK fell by 3%,
mostly in the power sector, where the development of
renewable energy has been a big success. It is now
much reduced by changes in the regulatory framework.
It will therefore be even more necessary to make
progress in other sectors, and I hope the Minister’s
business background will help innovate in relation to
the major areas of buildings, industry, transport,
agriculture and land use, and in waste management,
where there is much as yet unrealised potential.
I draw the attention of the House to point 7.4 in the
Explanatory Memorandum to the Carbon Budget
Order that:
“Emissions from international aviation and shipping are not
included in the targets and budgets set out in the Act. In December
2012 the UK Government met its obligation”,

by stating that,
‘“we are deferring a firm decision on whether to include international
aviation and shipping emissions within the net carbon account at
this time”’.

I can see why, particularly after the speeches from the
noble Viscount, Lord Ridley, and the noble Lord,
Lord Lawson. It is a very difficult problem needing
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international agreement if we are not to disadvantage
UK industry but, given the significance of aviation
fuel to our total carbon emissions, it is odd that it is
exempt from fuel duty and is zero-rated for VAT,
alongside children’s clothing and disability aids. The
lack of tax amounts to an effective subsidy of £11.4 billion
per year. The Committee on Climate Change noted
that total domestic and international aviation emissions
remained broadly the same in 2014 as in 2013. Domestic
emissions decreased by 7%. International emissions
increased by 0.7%, but international aviation represents
95% of total aviation emissions. There are some energy
efficiencies that have resulted in a 4.4% increase in
passengers. The report represents greater efficiency,
but it ought to be possible to get greater reductions
without compromising business efficiency.
8 pm
Per capita, the British fly more air miles than anyone
else each year, yet half of us do not fly at all each year.
Only 15% of UK residents flew three or more times
last year, and that 15% takes 70% of the flights. In this
holiday season I understand why politicians will not
end cheap air travel, but when will the Government
consider scrapping air passenger duty and replacing it
with a frequent flyer levy, by which tax would become
payable only on a passenger’s second and subsequent
flights in each 12-month period? That is a very obvious
thing to do, and it has the benefit of avoiding the
pitfall that the noble Lord, Lord Lawson, and the
noble Viscount, Lord Ridley, point out: it would tax
not the poor but the 15% who fly 70% of all flights.
That is just one example in an area that looks like a
significant anomaly in relation to our responsibilities
under the carbon budget. The bigger question that I
hope the Government will address in the coming year
is: how will a decision be made about the inclusion of
international aviation and shipping emissions within
the net carbon account?
Baroness Worthington (Lab): My Lords, I add my
congratulations to the Minister on taking up her new
role, which combines energy with her previous role of
business. I declare an interest: as a civil servant I took
part in the drafting of the Climate Change Act. I am
delighted to see that these orders are tabled today.
The Climate Change Act is, I believe, a world
leader. Its depoliticised structure gives it flexibility and
strength; it can bend, so it does not need to break. The
level of the fifth carbon budget was announced on 30
June, one of the most extraordinary days in one of the
most extraordinary weeks in British politics. The reason
is that the Climate Change Act creates a legal metronome,
providing a long-time structure that rises above such
short-term perturbations, even when they are so allconsuming.
In this context, the Government are to be praised
for agreeing to the targets proposed by the Committee
on Climate Change and on setting a budget that is on
average 57% below 1990 for the period around 2030.
However, there are many unresolved issues surrounding
the carbon budgets and how they are accounted for.
During the recent Energy Bill, we had a long debate
about the fact that, after 2020, there will no longer be
any specific targets that require us to continue investing
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in low-carbon energy infrastructure. This is because
the EU targets dictating the build-out of renewables
will cease to apply. The noble Viscount, Lord Ridley,
alluded to this in his speech, and indicated that we
might be overcomplying with our renewable electricity
target. I point out to the Minister that we are
underdelivering on the two other portions of that target,
so it is not right to say that we are going to be
overcomplying with the EU legislation.
That aside, the fact that there are no renewables
targets may not be a bad thing, but we need targets
that will help to ensure that we see investment in
low-carbon technology across the spectrum, including
nuclear and carbon capture and storage, where I know
there is more common ground between both sides of
the House in supporting those technologies.
The noble Lord, Lord Teverson, also alluded to
that issue and mentioned the EU emissions trading
scheme, which will of course carry on. As things stand
today, we will continue to use that trading mechanism
to count towards our budgets—that is to say, we will
use the overall allocation of EU emissions allowances
as a measure of whether we have stayed within our
budgets, rather than the actual emissions occurring
here in the UK. We propose to fix that loophole by
making clear that for the fifth carbon budget actual
emissions will be counted, not offset emissions using
EU allowances. A vote on this issue was won twice in
this House but overturned in the Commons. I continue
to believe that this is a necessary change of policy, and
ask the Minister to seriously consider starting an
immediate review of the current accounting rules so
that early guidance can be given about how the fourth
and fifth carbon budgets will be accounted for. That is
even more critical, given the uncertainty that has been
triggered by the recent referendum.
As things stand, we will not find out precisely how
budgets can be met until a statutory instrument is
passed after the start of the budget, so in 2029. This
provides no clear guidance for those wishing to invest
in UK infrastructure and is suboptimal, to say the
least. I believe it will prevent actual investment in
physical UK infrastructure from coming forward. The
noble Viscount, Lord Ridley, has constantly referred
to the cost of tackling climate change, but it is also
true that one person’s cost is another person’s investment.
Although the Energy Bill sounds technical, and to a
degree it is, I stress that this issue is not secondary to
the search for a return to true economic growth; it is of
central importance. If we find ourselves in a situation
where future trade rules are set by the WTO, we will
still be constrained in what we are able to do to
stimulate economic growth. However, addressing
environmental threats justifies government intervention
under the WTO. Reinvesting in our energy systems
and infrastructure provides one compelling WTO-proof
way to rebalance the economy and stimulate real-world
growth.
It is not just good economics to take action on
climate change; it is also good politics. People care
about climate change. Irrespective of what we have
heard here today, they care, and it is not just the
politicians who—the Minister referred to herself in
this context—almost unanimously voted in favour of
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passing the law in 2008, it is not just the NGOs and it
is not just progressive business voices; it is also the
general voting public. We especially care when our
homes and businesses are flooded or damaged by
storms. We care when we cannot escape the stifling
heat or unusually cold temperatures.
However, we also care on a deeper level. We want
the next generation to have access to opportunities we
did not have. We want to believe that we worked hard
for a reason. If people believe their lives are going to
be worse, their worries greater and their chances more
limited by a world destabilised by an unstable climate,
that will be a source of anger and frustration. The
impacts of unchecked climate change will be felt widely
by children alive today, with impacts growing, potentially
exponentially, over time. It is our moral duty to act
now, in full knowledge of the risks we are storing up,
to reduce those risks as fast as possible.
I will briefly echo the words of the noble Baroness,
Lady Featherstone, on the Paris agreement. The fifth
carbon budget is our own version of the Paris agreement.
It covers the same period and is in sync with the levels
we would expect to take under that target. The noble
Viscount, Lord Ridley, is looking at me quizzically,
but his statements were full of errors, because it is not
true to say that all EU member states were expected to
take a 40% target. There is such a thing as redistribution
of the effort across the member states. Therefore, it is
not true to say that everyone would be on 40% and
that we are necessarily going further than that.
I end with a question about the Paris ratification.
Recent analysis has shown that we are tantalisingly
close to seeing Paris become law this year, and the UK
could make all the difference. Can the Minister say
when her Government plan to initiate the legal process
of ratification, and if it will not happen immediately,
why not?

Lord Deben (Con): My Lords, I declare an interest
as chairman of the Committee on Climate Change. I
remind your Lordships that the committee has a statutory
requirement to provide the most cost-effective way of
reaching the statutory commitment of cutting our
emissions by 80% by the year 2050. I also remind your
Lordships that that is not as ambitious an end as the
Paris climate change agreement demands. Therefore,
far from being ahead of other people, we have a
sensible programme to reach somewhat less than will
have to be reached under the climate agreement.
My noble friends Lord Lawson and Lord Ridley do
themselves a disservice when they suggest that, because
Britain has so small an amount of emissions, we do
not count. Yet in their arguments for Brexit, their
whole point was that Britain counts on its own. I
merely suggest that if we say, “Well, other people can
get on with it, but we won’t”, we let down future
generations in a way which I hope my noble friends
will sometimes be concerned about. They are seeking
to stop this generation protecting the next generation,
which is why the Climate Change Act has been, and
remains, supported by all parties. That is why it is so
important to have a system of budgets, as we have, so
that everyone understands where we are going and the
speed with which we hope to go there.
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I have no idea whether the new arrangements will
be better than the last as regards Ministers, but I warn
my noble friend Lord Lawson that he has underestimated
the commitment of Greg Clark as Secretary of State. I
do not think he has read what Greg Clark said about
his commitment to climate change, or the commitment
to oppose climate change which is clearly on the
record from our new Prime Minister. As the independent
chairman of the Committee on Climate Change, I
shall keep both of them down to their words. However,
I merely remark that there is no way of dealing with
these situations unless business is part of it—so I am
not instinctively opposed, particularly as infrastructure,
too, has to deal with these issues. I am pleased to see
that the chairman of the infrastructure commission
has made it clear that he will seek to deal with
infrastructure within the context of the carbon budget.
I remind the House that we have reduced our
emissions significantly, largely in the power sector.
These are not exported jobs going somewhere else; we
have done it. Sometimes I wish that my noble friends
would appear at the presentations from the Committee
on Climate Change. They would find that many of the
things they have said are just not true. We have shown
that there is no offshoring and that the poor are much
more damaged by climate change than any other
section of the community.
When my noble friend Lord Lawson refers to the
poor, I remind him—I have looked carefully at his
Budgets—that the poor did not feature large in those
Budgets. But those who care about the poor, and the
people who talk about the poor because they work for
the poor—all those international organisations, from
Save the Children right the way through to CAFOD
and Oxfam—are quite clear that climate change is the
biggest danger to poor people that exists, and therefore
we have to deal with it in a cost-effective way.
Of course there is some argument about whether
we should have this little bit of flexibility. However, it
is flexibility based on the principle that some of the
forecasts may not be accurate, because it is a long way
ahead, and in those terms the Committee on Climate
Change has accepted that that should be so.
I could of course answer each of the points that my
noble friend Lord Ridley has made, but I do not want
to cut out my other noble friend who sits next to me,
so I will finish by saying this. Brexit is important but
not central. This is our Climate Change Act—the Act
which leads the world and which makes Britain the
sort of leader that my noble friends thought we ought
to be when they talked in the Brexit debates. I think
that Brexit is a terrible mistake, but I know that the
Climate Change Act puts us in a position genuinely to
make a proper contribution for the next generation,
and it is there that the jobs will be.
I end with a very simple point. Economic self-harm
would be not having the Climate Change Act. That is
what you would do if you did not want new jobs and
green jobs, if you did not want to sell abroad because
you have green products and if you did not want to be
the kind of country that leads the world. Self-harm is
denying the Climate Change Act. I am proud that
all-party support has today enabled the Government
to implement the fifth carbon budget as proposed by
the Committee on Climate Change.
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8.15 pm
Lord Howell of Guildford (Con): My Lords, as
another former Secretary of State for Energy—there
are plenty of them around—I want to come down
from the rhetorical heights that we have just experienced
and congratulate my noble friend on her new appointment.
It will be very challenging because there are many
changes ahead. Some of them are not yet foreseen
because of the pace of technology, which will transform
a great deal of what we are talking about today.
I declare interests as in the register. I also declare
that I come to this whole issue as one far from convinced
that we are doing anything like enough to protect the
next generation. My criticism is made not with a
grand vision that there is a serious climate change
challenge for this whole planet but that our policies
are not nearly effective enough and, in many areas, are
counterproductive in meeting that challenge.
I, along with my noble friends, cannot resist using
this as an opportunity for a short requiem for the
Department of Energy and Climate Change. I never
thought that it was a good idea. It was based on a
flawed belief in certain branches of politics that policy
and theory are more powerful than technology and
market forces. Of course, they are not, as has been
proved again and again.
I have a few questions. It is a quiet and empty
House at this point in the evening but in fact we are
presiding over issues concerning billions and billions
of pounds. It is often the way that the really expensive
matters get the least attention.
In the carbon budget now proposed for the five-year
period from 2028 to 2032, we are planning, on the
recommendation of my noble friend who has just
spoken and the Committee on Climate Change, a total
reduction of 1,725 million tonnes in carbon emissions,
which is about 345 million tonnes a year. That is out of
an estimated worldwide emission level—in as far as
you can measure these things—in about 12 years from
now of 40 billion to 45 billion metric tonnes. Therefore,
if you can rely on these measures, the contribution
that we are making to carbon emissions is rather less
than 1/100th of that total, and of course that excludes
consumption-based emissions and import-based
emissions, as my noble friend Lord Lawson rightly
pointed out.
The reality is that our hundredth is up against the
40 billion or 45 billion tonnes of emissions that will be
going into the atmosphere at that time, with 70% to
75% of them coming from China, the US, Russia,
India and Japan. They are the big ones and the rest of
us are trying to do our bit. Therefore, the bigger
question behind all this is: if we are serious about
global CO2 reductions and about climate change, rather
than merely stating that we think we are doing our bit
and that is it, and if we are really serious about
meeting the challenge for the next generation, what
are we doing about attempting to work with those
nations to see that they turn the pace of their advance
in technology towards reducing carbon emissions?
The decision on whether climate change is grappled
with and severely contained or whether it is undermined
by a colossal increase in emissions will be made not in
this country or even in Europe but in those countries.
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All around us we can see danger zones: the vast
growth in India of coal-fired power stations and vast
growth in China, although that has been curbed a bit
and the Chinese are using high-quality coal. The Indians
are trying to use supercritical boilers to increase the
amount of electricity they can get out of a tonne of
coal. They are much criticised for doing so but that is
the way they are going. My main question is: what is
our underlying strategy for meeting the real climate
change issues and the real curbing of CO2, rather than
just dealing with our own local affairs?
I now turn to the cost of it all. The Explanatory
Memorandum for the Carbon Budget Order slightly
disingenuously says that there is not a cost. The impact
assessment says that it is nought. It goes on to say that
the cost is not in the carbon budget but in how it is
delivered—that is what influences prices and costs—and,
in turn, that is determined by energy efficiency, energy
prices and technology. The impact assessment, as opposed
to the Explanatory Memorandum, rather ruefully admits
that at the end of it all it could cost minus £5 billion
if everything goes wonderfully but up to £9 billion if
everything does not go so well. These of course are
guesstimate figures of a high order.
Secondly, there is the crucial question that my
noble friend Lord Ridley raised with the eloquence
and precision he has in all his contributions. The
impact statement reminds us that the Act requires the
Government to publish policies and proposals soonest
on how we achieve these carbon budgets. That prompts
the question again and again, which never gets a very
good answer: are we going much faster than the others?
The Act requires account to be taken of the circumstances
at European and international level. That is aside from
whether or not we are in the European Union. A great
many energy issues and co-operation with the continent
can of course continue regardless of whether we are
signed up to the EU treaties, and they probably will.
We get a lot of our electricity daily and we will get
more—up to 18 gigawatts through the interconnectors
from continental Europe and from Norway. We are
linked technologically with Europe whether we leave
the EU or not.
Can my noble friend tell us exactly how detailed
was the account taken in formulating these budgets—
perhaps he can get advice from the Committee on
Climate Change, chaired by my noble friend—and
how it then explains our devastating domestic energy
prices in Britain? They are now, as my noble friend
Lord Ridley reminded us in an excellent Times article,
21% higher than the median or average, and our
industrial prices are 43% higher than the average. How
can we explain that?
Were we able to explain at the time of the closure of
Redcar steelworks why our energy costs for steel were
40% above German costs? What is the explanation?
Were these matters taken into account? We really are
entitled to know how much account was taken of
these extraordinary disparities, which give us a higher
industrial energy price than any of our neighbours
and competitors, let alone of course the great new
competitors of Asia, Africa and Latin America. Why
are our domestic prices higher than those in continental
Europe, with the resulting suffering and difficulty that
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occurs—whatever my noble friend who spoke earlier
says—when people have to go to food banks and face
the agonising choice between heating and eating? These
are real problems and we need assurances that they are
properly addressed before we just tick the boxes and
see a huge new impasse develop in areas where we
ought to be helping people and not hindering them.
Lord Grantchester (Lab): My Lords, I thank the
Minister for her introduction of the orders. I congratulate
her on her new skillset and wish her well on bringing
energy into her brief.
That prompts me to reflect on the changes in the
Machinery of Government paper merging the Department
of Energy and Climate Change with BIS. The recent
sudden lurches in government policy, especially with
regard to renewables, have greatly affected investor
confidence resulting in the House of Commons report.
Ernst & Young has also issued a report highlighting
how the UK has slipped to 13th in its investment
attractiveness index. Here is yet another change and
one where climate change has been dropped from
the title.
Energy policy development as evidenced by the
Climate Change Act 2008, which we are partially
discussing today, is critical to countering climate change
and the environmental consequences that follow. Some
commentators have reflected that DECC has a closer
affinity with Defra as a department, especially concerning
the activity of the Adaptation Sub-Committee, air
quality, flood defences and agricultural policy. Why is
it that under paragraph 6 of the Machinery of Government
paper, where it is mentioned that the merged department
will have joint responsibility with other departments,
no mention is made of the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs? Mention is made of the
Department for International Development, the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office, the Department for Work
and Pensions, the new Department for Exiting the
European Union and the Department for International
Trade, but no mention of responsibilities for Defra. Is
this an omission or does it have deliberate consequences?
Asking that is not to diminish the opportunities to
interpret energy policy in relation to business and
industrial strategy, as this statement does.
Secondly, let me praise the Government for bringing
forward this SI in agreement with the recommendations
of the Committee on Climate Change. The Climate
Change Act 2008 was intended not only to put climate
change at the centre of government policy but to
depoliticise it in the UK and to be strong yet flexible.
In this regard, I am happy to agree to the Climate
Change Act 2008 (Credit Limit) Order 2016 in that it
provides flexibility in allowing a credit limit to be
utilised for purchasing unused abatement credits from
other overseas countries. In agreeing to the order, can
the Minister restate emphatically tonight that the
Government have no intention of implementing this
since the Committee on Climate Change has advised
that it is unnecessary and so that the Government will
concentrate on decarbonisation through domestic policies
and opportunities?
Thirdly, let me praise the Government for agreeing
with the fifth carbon budget recommendations by the
end of June, albeit the 30th, just seven days into the
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tumultuous referendum result to leave the EU. This
praise must be tempered with the criticism that the
Carbon Budget Order 2016 should have been taken
and approved before 30 June under the statutory
provisions of the Climate Change Act. Let me not
underplay this breach. Once again it highlights the
somewhat relaxed attitude towards climate change
evidenced by the abolition of DECC, as we have
discussed already. Surely it cannot be right to backdate
tonight’s approval to 30 June and see that as sufficient.
Can the Minister clarify the implications of this breach?
It cannot be buried with the legalities pertaining to the
old departments. Can she also clarify that statutory
obligations are important in her department, that
decarbonisation will be championed in the Cabinet,
and that energy policy will be a clear priority for the
new Administration?
Fourthly, let me praise the Government again that
in agreeing the fifth carbon budget which covers the
period 2028 to 2032, they are in step with the timelines
agreed for the EU in Paris this year. Once again this
praise allows me to put a challenge to the Government
and seek assurances on further issues by asking questions.
The Brexit vote adds yet another cause for anxiety to
investor confidence, which is already shattered. In the
Paris climate change agreement, certain elements need
to be ratified at the EU level and others need member
state approval. Can the Minister outline the dates of
the legal process for ratification in light of the vote
and the departmental reconfiguration? I would underline
for her the importance of our continuing to lead
internationally on climate change. The former Secretary
of State promised to ratify the Paris agreement early.
The new Secretary of State has acknowledged that
leaving the EU makes it harder to meet our climate
targets.
I have many other challenges to put to the Government
in the context of the Carbon Budget Order 2016, but
perhaps I may finish on the issue of the importance of
the policy statements that are a statutory requirement
following consent to this order. I am sure that the
Minister will want to commit to abiding by that tonight,
as well as making a commitment to publicising future
energy policy, The Carbon Plan: Delivering our Low
Carbon Future, before the end of the year. Attention
has been drawn in the debate to the fact that there is a
gap in the projected emissions reductions and a lack of
policy to close it. The Government must improve on
the lack of accountability for the delivery of that plan
and for managing carbon budgets. Their own National
Emissions Target Board, which is responsible for managing
carbon budget delivery between departments, has failed
to meet on time or have adequate resources to hold
the Government to account. Without public and
parliamentary notification, this board has now been
replaced by the inter-ministerial group on climate
change, the substantial details of which the Government
have refused to release, despite questions from Members
of Parliament. If the Minister cannot clarify this
tonight, can she perhaps write to me with details of
dates and summaries of these meetings?
8.30 pm
So many other issues have been thrown up by this
order, with clear questions on priorities. What is the
policy on renewables post 2020? This is badly needed
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to give investors the confidence to create the infrastructure
needed. Will the new ministerial structure have the
ability to challenge the Treasury to extend the necessary
further support needed? What of the lack of transparency
on the levy control framework? The Minister’s department
also needs to work with the National Infrastructure
Commission to accelerate domestic energy efficiency.
In this period of uncertainty, the noble Baroness,
Lady Featherstone, asked many questions that need to
be addressed by action. Her colleague, the noble Lord,
Lord Teverson, was diametrically opposed to the
comments of the noble Viscount, Lord Ridley, criticising
the 17% of extra emissions reductions over those of
other countries, raised issues over the EU ETS and
Brexit. The right reverend Prelate the Bishop of Salisbury
asked about emissions from aviation and shipping being
excluded from consideration. My noble friend Lady
Worthington raised concerns around decarbonisation
targets and carbon budget accounting—an opportunity
lost during the recent Energy Act 2016.
The noble Lord, Lord Deben, did so well to remind
us about climate change and to challenge the Government
to implement effectively UK emissions policies. The
noble Lord, Lord Howell, also wants us to be serious
on the international context of emissions. In agreeing
to the order today, I ask the Minister to pick up on
these issues in her reply.
Baroness Neville-Rolfe: I thank noble Lords for
their contributions to this my first debate on what is
indeed a very complicated subject. Perhaps we could
have done with more time to address some of the
issues, but I shall try to answer where I can on this my
first day.
I start by thanking the noble Baroness, Lady
Featherstone, my noble friend Lord Ridley, the noble
Lord, Lord Teverson, my noble friend Lord Lawson,
my neighbour the right reverend Prelate the Bishop of
Salisbury, the noble Baroness, Lady Worthington, my
noble friend Lord Howell of Guildford and the noble
Lord, Lord Grantchester, because they were united in
their kindness to me, even though there is clearly a
lively difference on this important area of policy,
which I look forward to discussing on a number of
occasions. This is actually my first day because, some
noble Lords may be glad to know, I was in Slovakia at
the Competitiveness Council until last night, engaging,
as we should, with the EU while we remain.
Climate change has not been downgraded as a
threat; it remains one of the most serious long-term
risks. The title of a department matters far less than its
DNA and what it does, as I explained this afternoon
to the assembled former DECC staff in the building in
Whitehall Place—where I originally started my Civil
Service career. Energy and climate change will be at
the heart of the new department. For example, I can
confirm that this Government remain committed to
ratifying the Paris agreement, which was agreed last
year by 195 countries, as soon as possible. Our policy
will also look at affordable and reliable energy, and
generally join things up in the way that I described in
my opening remarks.
At the heart of our commitment is the Climate
Change Act. While the vote to leave the European
Union is hugely significant, the Government will continue
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to play their part in tackling the energy and environmental
challenges our country faces. My noble friend Lord
Ridley—well-known for his views in this area and, as
always, the source of some very telling questions—
suggested that the referendum result might invalidate
the budget, as there was no mention of Brexit. I remind
my noble friend that carbon budgets are UK-specific
targets, based on UK legislation. The referendum
result does not change the validity of the budgets or,
by extension, the impact assessment.
I hear what has been said about the impact assessments,
which, as some noble Lords will know, is an area I
always take a great interest in in any of my policy
areas. I look forward to discussing them with our
economists—including the points about price assumptions
and the points made by my noble friend Lord Howell
of Guildford—to learn from this exchange.
In other areas, we will also engage in the opportunities
and challenges of the seismic change that Brexit represents.
I am always keen to emphasise the opportunities,
being a glass-half-full person.
The noble Lord, Lord Grantchester, asked about
the delay in the laying of this order. I am sorry we
missed the due date. There were some rather disruptive
events in the last few weeks, but I understand there is
no question of the legality of the order being put into
doubt by the process.
The proposed fifth carbon budget is in line with the
advice of the independent Committee on Climate
Change and has been widely welcomed by the business
community. I am from business, as the right reverend
Prelate the Bishop of Salisbury reminded us. Indeed, I
used to run a carbon reduction programme across the
world when I was at the Tesco supermarket chain. It
actually saved us money. I also know from being in
business that we need a certain amount of consistency
and ambition on climate change if we are to support
investment. The carbon budgets provide this.
My noble friend Lord Ridley said that UK action
went further and was faster than in the EU. The UK’s
domestic target is to reduce emissions by 80% on the
1990 level by 2050. The EU has a comparable target of
80% to 95% by 2050. As I understand it, other countries
are taking comparable action.
Businesses have of course been calling for consistent
ambition on climate change, which is what the proposed
fifth carbon budget, far ahead though it is, now achieves.
The Government have listened to the concerns of
energy-intensive industries, such as steel, and are providing
relief to mitigate policy costs on their electricity bills.
The noble Lord, Lord Teverson, said that carbon
budgets account for only 50% of emissions. He is right
that the budgets do not bite on the power sector, but
the EU ETS does. So does the overall 2050 target.
There are, of course, pros and cons to different accounting
methods. We will keep this under review—a point
raised by others. Our commitment to decarbonisation
is clear. We have also set out funding to be provided
through future auctions in this Parliament to support
up to 4 gigawatts of new offshore wind and other
renewable technologies.
The right reverend Prelate asked about shipping
and aviation. There is currently no internationally
agreed solution to allocating emissions to specific
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countries in shipping. How do you deal with a British
ship going from Rio to Naples? We are working,
through the International Maritime Organization, to
provide a way forward. We believe that unilateral
action could undermine our ability to get the right
agreement. The Committee on Climate Change did
not recommend that we include aviation emissions in
our budget at this stage, but that is not to say that we
will not do so in due course when the International
Civil Aviation Organization has agreed how they should
be accounted for. So I can see some very interesting
accounting issues in my new job.
What else are we doing to head off an energy gap
and decarbonise? First, we are making real progress to
deliver new nuclear power in the UK for the first time
in two decades. As the noble Baroness, Lady Worthington,
mentioned, with her great knowledge of the area, we
have announced record investments in new heat networks
in our towns and cities to enable lower-carbon ways of
heating our homes and businesses while keeping energy
bills low, and we have committed over £600 million up
to 2020 to support early market uptake of ultra-low
and zero-emission vehicles in the UK.
Electric cars are, in my view, a vital aspect of our
future industrial strategy, drawing on our strength in
the British car industry and on digital, which is a
well-known passion of mine.
I was interested in the various ideas set out by the
noble Baroness, Lady Featherstone, and others, which
are all food for thought. I particularly appreciate the
point made by my noble friend Lord Howell of Guildford
about the impact of engaging with major emitters
overseas. I very much agree with that. I have spent a
lot of time thinking about international matters, and
I think this is very important.
Emissions are coming down. Provisional statistics
indicate that UK emissions in 2015 were 38% lower
than in 1990 and more than 3% below those in 2014.
This was one of the greatest annual emissions reductions
against a backdrop of a growing economy.
To respond to the noble Baroness, Lady Worthington,
we continue to make good progress, but we recognise
that the 2020 target is challenging. However, the
Government have achieved the interim renewable energy
target for the last two years. Our new plan will be
informed by analysis and economics to ensure that we
are on our way to meeting our 2050 target while keeping
costs low for consumers and businesses, a point of
concern also to my noble friend Lord Ridley.
We have been working with other government
departments to identify potential policy proposals
from across homes, businesses, transport, land use,
waste, agriculture and industry, all mentioned by the
right reverend Prelate the Bishop of Salisbury. As I
have already said, the machinery of government changes
give us a new opportunity to be joined up. To respond
to the noble Lord, Lord Grantchester, Defra is, indeed,
an important participant on climate change and industrial
policy, and I will certainly be engaging with it.
With regard to the third carbon budget, the
Government’s projections suggest that we are on track
to meet our target. It is prudent to retain the flexibility
of a 2% credit limit to account for uncertainty. I am
glad that the noble Lord, Lord Teverson, does not feel
that that is a fundamental point.
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In conclusion, these orders have been welcomed on
both sides of the House. There are always differences
but I believe that they provide the right level of certainty
for the future while allowing the flexibility to manage
any uncertainties that we may face.
Motion agreed.

Climate Change Act 2008 (Credit Limit)
Order 2016
Motion to Approve
8.43 pm
Moved by Baroness Neville-Rolfe
That the draft Order laid before the House on
30 June be approved.
Relevant document: 5th Report from the Secondary
Legislation Scrutiny Committee
Motion agreed.

Investigatory Powers Bill
Committee (3rd Day) (Continued)
8.43 pm
Clause 126 agreed.
Clause 203: Investigatory Powers Commissioner and
other Judicial Commissioners
Amendment 176A
Moved by Baroness Jones of Moulsecoomb
176A: Clause 203, page 155, line 16, at end insert—
“( ) There shall be a body corporate known as the
Investigatory Powers Commission, which shall have such
powers and duties as are specified in this Act.”

Baroness Jones of Moulsecoomb (GP): This amendment
would replace a proposal to create an Investigatory
Powers Commissioner with provisions to create a new
investigatory powers commission. The investigatory
powers commission would be a separate oversight
body, as recommended by the Independent Reviewer
of Terrorism Legislation, David Anderson QC, in his
report A Question of Trust. The commission would
have oversight functions that currently reside with
judicial commissioners who authorise warrants.
The IP Bill proposes that the Investigatory Powers
Commissioner will replace the Interception of
Communications Commissioner’s Office, the Office of
Surveillance Commissioners and the Intelligence Services
Commissioner. That sort of reduction does sound
sensible. Their roles would go to the new Investigatory
Powers Commissioner and fellow judicial commissioners,
who would therefore have dual responsibility for, first,
reviewing surveillance warrants issued by the Secretary
of State and law enforcement chiefs and, secondly, for
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post-facto oversight of the use of intrusive powers.
Additionally, the investigatory powers commission would
be required to keep under review any aspect of the
functions of the agencies, as directed by the Prime
Minister, and must make an annual report to her
about the carrying out of the functions of the judicial
commissioners.
The Home Office has so far refused to establish an
independent investigatory powers commission as a
statutory oversight body, in spite of recommendations
based on extensive evidence. Instead, it has retained its
own proposal for a team of judicial commissioners,
appointed by the Prime Minister and funded by the
Home Secretary, to both authorise and oversee the use
of investigatory powers. This approach confuses and
conflates the roles of authorisation and oversight. It is
constitutionally inappropriate for those involved in
decision-making to have responsibility for the oversight
of those same decisions. Such conflation gives rise to a
potential conflict of interest. I support the reduction
of oversight to one consolidated body but urge the
Government to make oversight more independent.
I beg to move.
Baroness Hamwee (LD): My Lords, my noble friend
Lord Paddick and I have Amendments 194A, 194B
and 194C to 194F in this group. Clause 213 deals with
funding, the provision of staff, accommodation,
equipment and facilities, and remuneration and allowances
for the judicial commissioners. I read the “remuneration
and allowances” as being personal to the judicial
commissioners. Our amendments are all concerned
with ensuring that the commissioners have the tools to
do the job.
Amendment 194A would insert “support, assistance”.
I do not think that I need to pray in aid the support
and assistance only relatively recently acknowledged
as being needed by the Independent Reviewer of Terrorism
Legislation; of course, I had his situation a little in
mind but it is not the only factor. I am not convinced
that the term “facilities” extends, for instance, to legal
or technical support. There is a reference to “staff ”
but that suggests permanent staff, not the ability to
seek advice from people who are not on the payroll. I
am sure that it is not intended that the commissioners
should not be able to access such advice.
Amendment 194F deals with Clause 220, regarding
the Technical Advisory Board. It would provide for
the appointment of people whom the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner considers should be appointed,
as well as the Secretary of State. It is also intended to
probe whether the board will be available to the
Investigatory Powers Commissioner and the judicial
commissioners.
Amendment 194E deals with the same clause, which
says:
“There is to continue to be”,

a board. Our amendment provides that there “shall”
be a board. We are perhaps not starting from here in
the real world but, legislatively, we are. That there
should “continue to be” a board—I know that RIPA
provides for one—implies that something unstated is
carried over to the new regime. If that is so, I would
like to understand it.
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Amendment 194B is still about support and would
enable the Investigatory Powers Commissioner to share
with Parliament representations about the adequacy
of his or her support. This is about Parliament’s
scrutiny role. If there are truly double locks, the IPC
should be able to report on the issue and not be stifled
by some Secretary of State in the future—I do not
apply this to any previous or current Secretary of
State. Clause 210 on the annual reporting provision
does not, to my mind, cover the point—I think that
the amendment of the noble Lord, Lord Rosser, makes
a similar point.
Our other two amendments are about discrete points.
Amendment 194C is to Clause 214, which would
enable the Secretary of State to make regulations that
“modify the functions” of the commissioners. We are
concerned that this could be used to override or limit
their functions. I can just about see an argument for
extending functions through this mechanism but not
for detracting from functions by means of secondary
legislation. This amendment is to probe what is intended.
I may well be told that experience might demonstrate
that changes are needed. While I can see that, there is
always the issue of what is appropriate for secondary
legislation and what really should go into primary.
Also, if there is a concern to be able to respond fairly
quickly to a need to modify, are we talking about
modifying functions or modifying powers? Again, that
should probably be by extension rather than reduction.
The Constitution Committee made comments about
this and, in the usual way that our committees report,
said that the House may wish to consider the matter
and ask the Government whether this is really appropriate.
Amendment 194D would provide for the rules under
which the Investigatory Powers Tribunal operates to
be made by the tribunal procedure committee rather
than the Secretary of State, as is provided for now
under Section 69 of RIPA. Again, the Constitution
Committee raised this issue and, in its report on the
Bill, said:
“The capacity of the Secretary of State to determine”,

the tribunal’s rules,
“could call into question the Tribunal’s actual and perceived
independence. The introduction of a right of appeal would clearly
elevate the IPT from a complaints body to an independent
tribunal within the justice system”.

It then suggested that the House should consider the
matter. The last subsection of my proposed new clause
in Amendment 194D, which would omit Section 69(12)
of RIPA, is consequential and refers to Scottish Ministers.
On Amendment 176A, we take very much the points
made by the noble Baroness, Lady Jones, and no
doubt expressed to us all very cogently by Liberty.
There is clearly widespread concern about this issue
and it is right that we should have an opportunity to
bottom out here just why the Government are so
focused on the structure that they propose in the Bill,
rather than there being a new commission specifically
tasked with oversight functions. I believe that my
noble friend Lord Strasburger has some comments to
make about this. He said at dinner that he would not
do so but I think he has decided that he cannot resist.
The noble Baroness is right to raise this point.
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Lord Strasburger (LD): My Lords, my noble friend
is quite right: I feel the need to intervene on
Amendment 176A. There seems to be a strong consensus
among the bodies that considered the Bill in its draft
stages and beforehand that there should be a commission
rather than commissioners. The Joint Committee made
this very clear in its recommendation 114:
“It is unclear to us why the Home Office chose to create a
group of Judicial Commissioners rather than creating an Independent
Intelligence and Surveillance Commission as recommended by
David Anderson QC, a recommendation endorsed by the …
Interception of Communications Commissioner’s Office. The
benefits of having a senior independent judicial figure in the
Investigatory Powers Commissioner would not be lost by putting
the IPC at the head of a Commission. The evidence we have heard
is that the work of the oversight body will be significantly
enhanced by the creation of a Commission with a clear legal
mandate”.

The Interception of Communications Commissioner’s
Office commented:
“The bulk of the oversight will actually be carried out by
inspectors and staff within the Commission who need a clear
legal mandate to require information from public authorities, to
launch and undertake audits, inspections, inquiries, investigations
and react in real time when noncompliance or contraventions of
the legislation are discovered during an inspection. There are
examples of oversight bodies created as separate ‘Commissions’,
e.g. section 9 of the Police Reform Act 2002 created the Independent
Police Complaints Commission as a body corporate. We believe
this legal structure provides an appropriate model for the Investigatory
Powers Commission, with statutory functions vested in the body
corporate as well as the Judicial Commissioners”.

The Government have elected to ignore all those
recommendations. The only reason I have heard to
date is the estimated additional cost of £500,000 a year
of a commission, as opposed to commissioners. I have
heard no substantive arguments against the proposition,
so I await the Minister’s response with interest.
Lord Rosser (Lab): We have one amendment in this
group, Amendment 194BA, and I have added my
name to Amendment 194D. Most of the arguments
have already been made but Amendment 194BA addresses
a point raised in the report of the Select Committee on
the Constitution and concerns the funding of the
judicial commissioners. In its report the Select Committee
points out that the Joint Committee on the Draft
Investigatory Powers Bill concluded that it was,
“inappropriate for the Home Secretary alone to determine the
budget of the public body which is monitoring the exercise of her
surveillance powers”,

that body being the Investigatory Powers Commissioner.
The Select Committee went on to suggest that one
way to,
“mitigate the risk of executive interference in the functions of the
Judicial Commissioners would be conferring on the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner the right to make written representations
to Parliament”.

That is what Amendment 194BA seeks to achieve: it
would implement the recommendation of the Select
Committee on the Constitution. I am obviously interested
to hear what the Government’s reaction is to that
recommendation and whether they intend to take it up
or not.
9 pm
The second amendment with which we are associated,
which the noble Baroness, Lady Hamwee, has already
spoken to, is Amendment 194D. Once again, that
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relates to a comment made in the Constitution Committee
report, which says that the Investigatory Powers Tribunal
has the function of deciding,
“complaints concerning unlawful intrusion upon privacy … by
public bodies, including the security and intelligence agencies and
the police … At present, there is no right of appeal against the
IPT’s decisions. However, clause 208 of the Bill creates a right of
appeal to the Court of Appeal. Following this change, it is clear
that the IPT would no longer be merely a complaints body, but an
independent tribunal and part of the justice system. This change
leads to two major concerns. First, we note that at present the
IPT’s rules are made by the Secretary of State, in contrast to the
rules pertaining to the First-tier Tribunal and the Upper Tribunal,
which are made by the independent statutory Tribunal Procedure
Committee”.

The committee was concerned that the position of the
Secretary of State in determining,
“the Investigatory Powers Tribunal’s rules could call into question
the Tribunal’s actual and perceived independence”.

It goes on:
“In the light of that, the House may wish to consider whether
the Tribunal Procedure Committee, rather than the Secretary of
State, should make the IPT’s rules”.

This is what Amendment 194D seeks to address. Once
again I would be interested to hear the Government’s
response to the Constitution Committee’s report.
The Select Committee also makes further reference
to the IPT’s rules, saying that under those rules,
“the Tribunal cannot disclose … any material supplied to it by the
intelligence services or the police unless the relevant body consents”.

Since there is now an appeal to the Court of Appeal:
“The Court of Appeal would inherit this restriction on its
ability to disclose material submitted to it. The House may wish
to consider whether it would be appropriate for an independent
court to be prevented from disclosing information if it considers
it necessary in the interests of justice”.

There is no amendment tabled relating to that issue,
but I invite the noble Earl to indicate the Government’s
response to the view expressed by the Constitution
Committee.
The Minister of State, Ministry of Defence (Earl Howe)
(Con): My Lords, Amendment 176A seeks to replace
the statutory appointment of an Investigatory Powers
Commissioner with the creation of an investigatory
powers commission. This topic was discussed in detail,
and voted on, in the other place, which agreed with the
government position that establishing a commission
was not necessary.
I am afraid I remain unconvinced of what practical
good this amendment would do. The powers and
duties on the proposed body would remain exactly the
same as the responsibilities of a commissioner. The
number of inspectors, technical experts and judicial
commissioners employed by the organisation would
remain exactly the same. In fact, as the noble Lord,
Lord Strasburger, indicated, the only things that would
increase would be the expense of the body to the
taxpayer and the bureaucracy that it would be faced
with. The body would need to be provided with a
range of staff to perform corporate functions on its
behalf, including its own IT people for when the
printers break, its own procurement people to buy the
stationery and so on.
Lord Strasburger: I just wonder whether all the
expenditure that the Minister is listing does not apply
just as much to the commissioners as to any commission.
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Earl Howe: No, I do not believe it does. A lot of
these overheads, such as those relating to back-office
functions, can be shared with other arms of the executive,
so my advice is that these would be extra costs that
would have to be paid for by the new body.
The new commission will also have to appoint a
board and at least three non-executive directors. That
would certainly add significantly to the expense of
creating a new oversight body with, I contend, very
little benefit in the quality of the oversight that it
provides. Creating a commission would not serve to
advance independence, which was one argument put
forward by the noble Baroness. The current oversight
bodies, the Intelligence Services Commissioner, the
Interception of Communications Commissioner and
the Chief Surveillance Commissioner, are provided for
in statute in the same way as we propose to provide for
the Investigatory Powers Commissioner. The model
we propose will allow the oversight bodies to focus on
their core tasks of inspections and investigations without
tying them up in too much administration; that is a
sensible approach. I hope that the noble Baroness will
feel able to reflect on that between now and Report.
As for the comment that the model we propose
does not respond to the recommendations about
separating powers, it will be for the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner to decide how to arrange and
run their office. The commissioner will have responsibility
for two distinct functions and will have sufficient staff
to undertake them independently of each other. However,
as David Anderson recognised, there are distinct
advantages in having that relationship, even if it is an
arm’s-length one, between the two functions. An example
of where David Anderson felt that the relationship
will be useful is when the judicial commissioners
could specifically advise the inspectorate on matters to
look out for on their inspections. The dialogue would
be lost if the two functions were kept completely
distinct.
Baroness Hamwee: Before the noble Earl moves on,
20 minutes ago I was not hugely enthusiastic about a
single body; I have become a little more so as the
debate has gone on. I have one question and another
point. Have the current commissioners been consulted
about the Bill’s proposals for the structure? What is
their view about a single body as distinct from the
parallel arrangements? Secondly, I absolutely understand
that if you create a new body you create the need for
some administrative—bureaucratic, if you like—
arrangements, but for the argument to hinge too much
on savings really worries me. As my noble friend says,
surely, from paperclips onwards, the needs will be
identical. If savings are expected from this, there must
be concern that the functions will be affected.
Earl Howe: I understand the noble Baroness’s strength
of feeling on this. Part of the purpose of our debates
in Committee is to enable all of us to reflect on the
points that have been made between now and Report,
and I will certainly go away and do that. The answer to
her first question is yes, the current commissioners
were consulted about bringing the functions together
into a new commissioner, and they approve of creating
that single function.
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Amendment 194A would require the Secretary of
State to provide the judicial commissioners with support
and assistance. While I agree with the intention behind
the amendment, it is unnecessary. In terms of support,
Clause 213 already places a duty on the Secretary of
State to provide the IPC with staff, accommodation,
equipment and other facilities. As regards assistance,
Clause 211 requires the Secretary of State to provide
the IPC with any access and assistance as necessary to
fulfil its functions. Amendments 194B and 194BA are
more specifically about the funding and resources that
the IPC receives from the Secretary of State.
I fully support the principle that the IPC should be
both well resourced and well supported. The impact
assessment the Government have published makes it
clear that the predicted future funding of the IPC is
£7.4 million per annum. That is an increase of 131%—well
over double—when compared to the combined funding
that the existing commissioners received before the
Bill was introduced. I also appreciate that the needs of
the commissioner may change over time. Therefore,
Clause 210(2)(d) makes it clear that the annual report
of the IPC must contain information about,
“funding, staffing and other resources”.

I am certain that the IPC would use this opportunity
to alert the Prime Minister if it felt that it was underresourced in any fashion. The Prime Minister must
then lay this report before Parliament, so Parliament
could then take up the cause of the IPC if we ever
reached that state of affairs. Therefore, I do not believe
that Amendments 194B and 194BA are necessary.
Amendments 194E and 194F propose changes to
Clause 220 of the Bill. This clause provides for the
continued existence of a technical advisory board,
currently provided for in Section 13 of RIPA. It also
provides for the make-up of the technical advisory
board to be prescribed by the Secretary of State in
regulations. Amendment 194E would make a minor
change to this clause. From what the noble Baroness
said, I do not think that the purpose of the amendment
is to ensure that the membership of the existing board
is replaced in its entirety—that we should scrap the
existing board and start from scratch. If I am wrong
about that, perhaps she could indicate as much, but I
did not gather that from her comments. But it might
be helpful for me to provide some additional information
about the make-up of the current board.
Current board members were appointed from the
very small pool of people who have knowledge of the
cost and technical feasibility of developing the technical
capabilities used to give effect to warrants. In line with
RIPA and the provisions in this clause, there is a
balance of representation from the telecommunications
industry and from the agencies entitled to apply for
warrants or authorisations under the Bill. The role of
these experts is to advise the Secretary of State on cost
and technical grounds if an interception notice given
under RIPA is referred for review.
The Investigatory Powers Bill extends this important
safeguard to data retention notices, national security
notices and all technical capability notices. It is of
course right that board members must be able to meet
the requirements of this new role. So, in response to
the recommendations of the House of Commons Science
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and Technology Committee on the draft Investigatory
Powers Bill, the Government committed to audit the
membership of the current board to identify any gaps
in knowledge; those will be addressed as a priority
through the recruitment of new members.
It may be helpful for me to make the Committee
aware that the board’s independent chair may, if required,
call on external expertise to assist the group in deciding
reasonable costs and the technical feasibility of an
obligation. Furthermore, regulations under Clause 220
may also provide for other persons to be appointed to
the board as the Secretary of State considers appropriate.
This ensures that the technical advisory board is sufficiently
flexible to be able to seek particular expertise as required.
I note that the noble Baroness feels that the word
“continue” is inappropriate in this context, but I argue
the opposite. If the board exists at the moment, it is
perhaps not the right thing implicitly to deny its
existence by failing to include a word that acknowledges
the fact. I hope that we are not dancing too much on
the head of a pin there, and that she will not insist
on the change that she has proposed.
9.15 pm
Amendment 194F would provide that regulations
could permit the Investigatory Powers Commissioner
to appoint people to the technical advisory board. I do
not consider that to be a necessary change. The purpose
of the board is to advise the Secretary of State. I
believe it should be for the Secretary of State to
determine who is best placed to provide such advice
and, as I have discussed, the chair may request the
views of external experts should they deem it necessary
to assist the board. For those reasons, I do not consider
that it is necessary for the Investigatory Powers
Commissioner to play a role in appointing members to
the technical advisory board.
Amendment 194C relates to Clause 214. Clause 214
allows the Secretary of State to modify the functions
of the Investigatory Powers Commissioner or other
judicial commissioners. This will allow the functions
of the judicial commissioners to be extended and
changed to reflect any potential changes to the
investigatory powers that the commissioners oversee.
The judicial commissioners will oversee the use of a
wide range of powers, including some in other enactments.
Those powers may in due course be changed or updated,
perhaps in the same way that this Bill is replacing
parts of RIPA. In such a case, it is right that the
functions of the judicial commissioners could be modified
to reflect the changes. However, this may not mean an
extension of the judicial commissioners’ oversight.
The change may be entirely neutral. If this amendment
were accepted, such a sensible change would not be
possible.
I hope I can reassure the noble Baroness and the
Committee that this power will not be used to reduce
the oversight provided by the commissioners. The
Government have been very clear on that point. It is
also worth reminding ourselves that this power is
subject to the affirmative procedure and that Parliament
will have to approve any regulations made under this
clause—so any attempt to diminish the commissioners’
oversight responsibilities would no doubt be scrutinised
extremely carefully by Parliament.
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The Committee will recall that the Delegated Powers
and Regulatory Reform Committee expressed concern
about the breadth of the order-making power and
recommended that it should not extend to the IPC’s
functions relating to the authorisation of warrants.
The Government accepted this recommendation, and
this clause has been amended accordingly.
Amendment 194D echoes a recommendation put
forward by the Select Committee on the Constitution
in its report on the Bill. The Government intend to
provide a full response to the committee over the
Summer Recess, and I therefore hope I may be excused
if I do not address the merits of this amendment at
present. However, I believe that, due to the unique
functions of the Investigatory Powers Tribunal, some
distinction can be drawn between its work and that of
other tribunals. It is also worth reminding ourselves
once again that any changes to the rules of the
Investigatory Powers Tribunal, although made by the
Secretary of State, have to be approved by both Houses
of Parliament. In the light of my undertaking that the
Government will be considering this more fully over
the summer, I hope the noble Baroness will not press
her amendment.
In response to the noble Lord, Lord Rosser, I hope
he will allow me to respond in writing to his point on
the Constitution Committee over the Summer Recess.
Lord Rosser: Will the noble Earl respond in writing
on the point on the part of the report by the Select
Committee on the Constitution which states:
“The House may wish to consider whether it would be appropriate
for an independent court to be prevented from disclosing information
if it considers it necessary in the interests of justice”?

Is that the issue on which the Government are going to
respond?
Earl Howe: Yes, my Lords.
Lord Rosser: There is one more point. In response
to Amendment 194BA on funding, the noble Earl said
that Clause 210 already requires the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner to make an annual report to the
Prime Minister. The Select Committee on the Constitution
was of course aware of that at the time when it made
its report, since it comments:
“The Prime Minister is required to publish the report but has
a power to order redactions”.

I wonder why the Government do not therefore feel
able to go down the road of the Select Committee
recommendation over the Investigatory Powers
Commissioner having the right to make written
representations to Parliament, because they argue it on
the grounds of the requirements of judicial independence
and the need for public trust and confidence in the
system. They say, in suggesting that the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner might have the right to make
written representations to Parliament, that that is,
“akin to the right conferred on the Lord Chief Justice by section 5
of the Constitutional Reform Act 2005”.

I am not sure why the Government are in effect
rejecting the suggestion from the Select Committee on
the Constitution, which knew at the time when it made
that suggestion that Clause 210 required the commissioner
to make that annual report but commented that although
the Prime Minister is required to publish it, he has a
power to order redactions. That is therefore slightly
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different from the Investigatory Powers Commissioner
having the right to make written representations to
Parliament directly, and it is a right that is akin only to
that already conferred on the Lord Chief Justice under
the Constitutional Reform Act 2005.
Earl Howe: I understand the point made by the
noble Lord, but I think it would be unimaginable that
Parliament would not protest if there were a redaction
in the report around the commissioner’s funding.
Redactions, in any case, are made only on national
security grounds, not on matters of this nature.
Nevertheless, I will consider carefully over the summer
period what the noble Lord has said, and no doubt we
can return to these matters at a later stage.
Baroness Hamwee: My Lords, I have been listening
to what the Minister has been saying. It is not too
much of a stretch to imagine an argument that goes,
“We can’t publish comments about the funding available
because that would give clues about the severity of the
security system situation or about the effort that is or
is not going into dealing with it”, so it is a serious
point. Regarding the phraseology in Clause 220, I was
never much of a dancer so I hope the Minister will
forgive me. I accept that it is a continuation of an
existing board, but that is not how it appears in the
Bill. I think it would benefit from being anchored by a
reference to the existing board. I do not want to bring
back such a minor point on Report, so I thought
I would make it now and see if it gained any traction.
Baroness Jones of Moulsecoomb: I thank the noble
Baroness, Lady Hamwee, and the noble Lord, Lord
Strasburger, for supporting the amendment. Needless
to say, I am not convinced by the Minister’s response
but I thank him for it.
I accept that the consolidation of all these offices—the
IPC, the IOCCO, the OSC and the ISComm—is going
to mean a magnificent saving, and I congratulate the
Government on their thriftiness. However, my experience
of consolidating power into one person is exemplified
by the changes to police oversight—that is, the creation
of police and crime commissioners. In my experience,
the PCCs actually cost a lot more individually than
the previous system did. I would argue that there is no
guarantee that one body would not be a bargain just
as much as a consolidated body could be.
I am also not convinced that there has been sufficient
separation between authorisation and oversight, which
is a very important issue that we have to keep in mind.
However, bearing in mind that it has been hotter today
in the UK than in Bangkok and Honolulu, and that at
least this debate has kept us out of the heat, I thank
everyone for this debate and beg leave to withdraw the
amendment.
Amendment 176A withdrawn.
Amendment 177
Moved by Baroness Hamwee
177: Clause 203, page 155, line 17, after “The” insert “Lord
Chief Justice of England and Wales following consultation with
the”
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Baroness Hamwee: My Lords, my noble friend Lord
Paddick and I also have Amendments 178, 180, 183 to
187, 187A, 188 and 189 in this group, which deals with
the appointment of all commissioners.
I appreciate that the Government have moved very
significantly by requiring the appointment to be dependent
on the recommendation of the Lord Chancellor, the
Lord Chief Justice and the heads of the Scottish and
Northern Irish judiciary. It would probably have been
tactful to include a reference to the latter two in our
amendments. The central point of several of our
amendments is to make the appointments entirely a
matter for the judiciary after consultation with the
Prime Minister—in other words, to take this as far
away as possible from being a political appointment.
It is a point of principle. After all, the Prime Minister
can reject recommendations; although she cannot appoint
without that support, she could require other
recommendations to be put forward, and in our view
there should be no hint of a political veto but clear
independence. Again, that point is made by the House’s
Select Committee on the Constitution. I do not know
whether the Minister will tell us that this will be
included in the Government’s response to the committee’s
report.
On Amendment 178, I thought I had lost the plot
by leaving out Clause 203(2) but happily I have not—at
any rate not on this issue—as I put the matter of eligibility
into our proposed new clause in Amendment 187. We
wanted to make the point that further appointments
of the judiciary may be needed. The proposed new
clause would enable the Lord Chancellor to make
recommendations to fill the appointments without
adversely affecting the operation of the Court of Appeal
and the High Court. I of course appreciate that putting
recommendations forward does not need a provision
in the Bill, but I know that in certain circles this is a
pretty hot topic and I wanted to highlight what I
understand may be the added strain on other parts of
the judicial system without going on at any greater
length at this time in the evening. However, it is
important to make the point.
Amendments 183 to 186 question delegation by the
IPC to any other judicial commissioner. That seemed
wide and unstructured, but on the other hand we
wondered whether it might be sensible for the IPC to
have a designated deputy, so we included an amendment
to that effect.
Amendments 188 and 189 were prompted by briefings
from the Law Society of Scotland. The commissioner
may be or may become unfit for reasons beyond those
listed in the Bill, and consultation with the heads of
the judiciary and so on would provide a check on
unjustified removal. This area was also picked up by
the Constitution Committee, which again made points
about the need for public confidence in independence,
which makes it inappropriate for the Prime Minister
to play any substantive role in the dismissal of the
commissioner. Again, the Government may be planning
to respond on that matter. I beg to move.
9.30 pm
Lord Strasburger: My Lords, this debate on who
should appoint the judicial commissioners was discussed
at length in the Joint Committee, and we heard lots of
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evidence on it. The conclusion was that the commissioners
might be a little more independent if they were appointed
by the Lord Chief Justice rather than by the Prime
Minister. Certainly, the perception of their independence
would be greatly enhanced if it were that way round
and the appointments were not made by the Prime
Minister.
Lord Rosser: We have some amendments in this
group which, again, relate to the report from the
Constitution Committee. Like the noble Baroness,
Lady Hamwee, I acknowledge the amendments that
the Government have tabled. They have certainly gone
down the road that was indicated during the discussion
on this matter in the Commons.
I simply want to ask the Minister whether the
Government have given any consideration to going
down the road suggested by the Constitution Committee,
as opposed to that put forward in the Government’s
amendments. I accept that there is not a great deal
of difference between the two, as the Government’s
amendments say that a person is not to be appointed
unless they have been recommended by the Lord
Chancellor and the Lord Chief Justice.
Finally, do the Government’s amendments also apply
to the reappointment of commissioners and to dismissal?
The recommendation in the Constitution Committee’s
report related to appointments, reappointments and
dismissal, but I am not clear whether the Government’s
amendments would also apply in those three
circumstances.
The Advocate-General for Scotland (Lord Keen of
Elie) (Con): My Lords, Clause 203 provides for the
Prime Minister to appoint an Investigatory Powers
Commissioner and as many judicial commissioners as
they see fit to undertake the duties set out in the Bill.
The Investigatory Powers Commissioner, assisted by
the judicial commissioners, will then undertake the
work of ensuring that there is robust and comprehensive
oversight of the use of all investigatory powers. If a
judicial commissioner becomes unfit to perform the
role, Clause 204 provides that they can be removed
either by a resolution of both Houses of Parliament or
by the Prime Minister acting alone in a very limited set
of circumstances.
Many of the amendments to Clauses 203 and 204
seek to alter the relationship between the Prime Minister
and the judicial commissioners to an unacceptable
extent. These roles have a vital influence on crucial
national security decisions and, as the person ultimately
responsible for national security, it is only right that
the Prime Minister should make these appointments.
It has been suggested that having the Prime Minister
involved in the appointments will somehow weaken
the independence of the positions. I refute that in the
strongest terms. The principle of judicial independence
is so deeply ingrained and is upheld by the judiciary to
such an extent that suggesting it will be abandoned
because the Prime Minister makes the formal
appointments is simply unfounded. My noble and
learned friend Lord Judge was clear in his evidence to
the Joint Committee that having the Prime Minister
make the appointments is a practical matter that will
not affect the independence of the commissioner in
any way. Some of the amendments put forward to
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Clause 203 would give responsibility for appointments
to the Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales. We
have difficulty accepting these amendments for two
main reasons. First, it would be inappropriate for the
Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales to be able to
make appointments of judges from Scotland or indeed
Northern Ireland, even if there were a requirement to
consult the Lord President of the Court of Session
and the Lord Chief Justice of Northern Ireland.
Secondly, the amendments do not provide a role
for the Lord Chancellor and, given her overall
responsibility for judicial appointments, it is necessary
that the Lord Chancellor should be involved in the
process. Instead of accepting these amendments, we
propose Amendments 179, 181 and 182. Under these
amendments, both the Lord Chancellor, who is ultimately
responsible for appointing judges, and the heads of
the judiciary, with their responsibility for the deployment
of judges, will be able to recommend a suitable candidate
for the role of Investigatory Powers Commissioner.
Additionally, the Investigatory Powers Commissioner
will be involved in recommending candidates for
appointment as judicial commissioners.
This amendment significantly strengthens the role
of the heads of the judiciary and the Lord Chancellor
in appointments. It will mean that the Prime Minister
can only appoint an individual who has been
recommended and will help to ensure that the very
best candidates are selected to perform these crucial
roles. It will also ensure that the running of Her
Majesty’s Courts & Tribunals Service is not unduly
affected by these appointments.
The Lord Chancellor already has the power to
recommend that Her Majesty increase, by Order in
Council, the maximum number of judges of the High
Court and Court of Appeal. Amendment 187 would
place the Lord Chancellor under a duty to make such
a recommendation if the Lord Chancellor considers it
necessary in order for judges to be appointed as judicial
commissioners without adversely impacting the operation
of the courts. We do not consider that this is necessary.
The Lord Chancellor will, by virtue of the amendments
that we have proposed, be involved in the appointments
process and already has the power to make such
recommendations.
Clause 203(7) is entirely practical in its nature. It
gives the Investigatory Powers Commissioner discretion
to delegate his or her functions to another judicial
commissioner. This is to ensure that the range of
important functions the Bill will provide to the
Investigatory Powers Commissioner can always be
carried out—and at very short notice. It is appropriate
that the Investigatory Powers Commissioner, who will
be a senior member of the judiciary, is, as far as
possible, given the freedom to operate in a way the
commissioner thinks appropriate. That is why the
clause offers discretion as to how functions should be
delegated and to what extent.
If the Investigatory Powers Commissioner thought
it appropriate to delegate their duties to a single judicial
commissioner and create a de facto deputy, there is
nothing to prevent them from doing so. Alternatively,
they may think it appropriate to delegate certain duties
to more than one judicial commissioner. This leaves
the choice with the Investigatory Powers Commissioner,
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who we consider to be best placed to decide how to
run their office. I hope that that provides some reassurance
to noble Lords and I therefore invite them not to press
their amendments.
In relation to government Amendment 190, I reconfirm
that the Investigatory Powers Commissioner will have
all the powers and access that the commissioner needs
in order to carry out effective scrutiny. This is vital to
the public’s confidence in the use of these powers and
is central to the Bill. But it is also vital that the public
servants who work to keep us safe are able to get on
with their jobs and can do so safely. That is why the
commissioner will be under certain duties, including a
duty not to act in a way contrary to the public interest
or to jeopardise the success of an operation.
But we do not think it is appropriate that those
duties should apply to the judicial commissioners
when they are exercising their judicial functions.
Amendment 190 will ensure that this is the case. It
makes changes to ensure that all of the decisions of a
judicial commissioner following a refusal to approve
an urgent warrant are caught. It also makes changes
consequential on extending the double lock to national
security and technical capability notices.
A number of the amendments proposed by noble
Lords concern the means through which judicial
commissioners may be removed from office. We are
sympathetic to the concern behind these amendments.
It is clear that a delicate balance needs to be struck.
There needs to be some means to remove a commissioner,
in the very unlikely event that they prove unfit to carry
out the role. But the independence of the judicial
commissioners demands that removal from office is
treated with the utmost seriousness.
The Bill allows for the removal of commissioners in
two ways. The first is by the Prime Minister in a very
narrow set of circumstances, such as where the
commissioner receives a sentence of imprisonment;
and secondly, by the Prime Minister with the approval
of both this House and the other place. We cannot
accept amendments that would allow the Prime Minister
to remove a commissioner on the grounds of inability,
neglect of duty or misbehaviour—which are somewhat
subjective terms—without Parliament acting as a check.
I hope that the Government’s unwillingness to give the
Prime Minister such unfettered powers demonstrates
our commitment to striking the right balance in the
appointment and dismissal procedures.
Conversely, I do not see the need to consult the
judiciary and others concerned in the appointment of
the commissioners before removing them from office.
As I say, it will be possible to remove judicial
commissioners from office only in very narrow
circumstances or with the approval of both this House
and the other place. I hope that noble Lords will agree
that these are adequate safeguards to ensure that a
commissioner cannot be removed from their post on
the whim of the Prime Minister.
With respect to the question asked by the noble
Lord, Lord Rosser, the government amendments will
apply to reappointments but not to dismissal.
I hope that my response has reassured noble Lords
and I invite the noble Baroness to withdraw her
amendment.
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Baroness Hamwee: My Lords, I do not wish to go
through all of the amendments sequentially; rather,
perhaps I may pick up on just two points.
On independence, the point really being made by the
Constitution Committee is about perceived independence.
I certainly would not question that. Happily, our
judiciary is splendid in that respect. I think it was my
noble friend Lord Carlile who talked about the halo;
that seems to apply to all of our judiciary unquestioningly.
As I say, the point here is the perception.
I acknowledge that we should have referred to the
Scottish and Northern Ireland judiciary in our
amendments, but I am interested in the point made
about the Lord Chancellor. The Lord Chancellor has
a role in making the judicial appointment in the first
place, which then puts the individual in the position to
be appointed as a commissioner. As I understand it,
we have a Judicial Appointments Commission and
then the Lord Chancellor has a role after it has done
its work in allocating the appointees. We were not
seeking to exclude the Lord Chancellor; I had just
assumed that the Lord Chancellor was in there in any
event. I want to make that point clear.
I shall be interested to read the points that have
been made just to check that everything has been
covered, but perhaps not until next week. I am grateful
to the noble and learned Lord, and I beg leave to
withdraw the amendment.
Lord Keen of Elie: There was a point I omitted to
mention, which the noble Lord, Lord Rosser, raised.
He asked whether the Government had given
consideration to the recommendations of the Select
Committee. Clearly we have done so, albeit we have
not slavishly followed all of them. I reassure the noble
Lord that we did so.
Amendment 177 withdrawn.
Amendments 177A to 178 not moved.
Amendment 179
Moved by Lord Keen of Elie
179: Clause 203, page 155, line 25, at end insert—
“( ) A person is not to be appointed as the Investigatory
Powers Commissioner unless recommended jointly by—
(a) the Lord Chancellor,
(b) the Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales,
(c) the Lord President of the Court of Session, and
(d) the Lord Chief Justice of Northern Ireland.
( ) A person is not to be appointed as a Judicial Commissioner
under subsection (1)(b) unless recommended jointly by—
(a) the Lord Chancellor,
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(b) the Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales,
(c) the Lord President of the Court of Session,
(d) the Lord Chief Justice of Northern Ireland, and
(e) the Investigatory Powers Commissioner.”

Amendment 179 agreed.
Amendment 180 not moved.
Amendments 181 and 182
Moved by Lord Keen of Elie
181: Clause 203, page 155, leave out lines 28 to 30
182: Clause 203, page 155, line 33, leave out subsection (4)

Amendments 181 and 182 agreed.
Amendments 182A to 186 not moved.
Clause 203, as amended, agreed.
Amendment 187 not moved.
Clause 204: Terms and conditions of appointment
Amendments 187ZA to 189 not moved.
Clause 204 agreed.
Clause 205: Main oversight functions
Amendment 190
Moved by Lord Keen of Elie
190: Clause 205, page 158, line 44, leave out paragraphs (b)
and (c) and insert—
“(b) dealing with the situation where a warrant issued,
or modification made, for what was considered to
be an urgent need is not approved,
(c) reviewing any decisions taken in dealing with the
situation mentioned in paragraph (b),
(d) deciding whether to approve the giving of a notice
under section 225 or 226, or
(e) participating in a review under section 230 or deciding
whether to give approval under that section.”

Amendment 190 agreed.
Clause 205, as amended, agreed.
Clause 206 agreed.
House resumed.
House adjourned at 9.46 pm.

